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O
> 1 JUDGE SMITH: Good morning.

2 In there any preliminary business?

U 3 (No response.)

:) 4 JUDGE SMITH: I note that we received our in

5 camera testimony on the sabotage issue; but I don't

6 believe we provided for execution of contracts for the

.3 7 non-lawyers who were present. I mean, that would be Mr.

8 Campbell and Mrs. Johnson.

9 I got the impression that the Applicant was going to

0 10 take care of that, although I don't know if it was

11 expressly understood. .

12 MR. RAWSON: Judge Smith, I don't believe we had

?> O 13 eaare==ea tae aueetion or wao spe=1ricallv woula de

| 14 preparing non-disclosure documents.
l

j 15 JUDGE SMITH: I suggest that -- we have the in

? 16 camera testimony here. We will give Mrs. Johnson and Mr.

17 Campbell an opportunity to read it and sign it. That
(

18 seems to be a shortcut way to accomplish the same thing.

) 19 They did agree orally during the in camera testimony

20 to hold the information confidential.

21 Whatever the parties wish. I just want to point out

|3 22 that it is an open item of business.
|
| O 23 That is just as a proposal. We will come back to it

V
| 24 later.

> 25 Mr. Gallo.

.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
!'
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.O
.) 1 MR. GALLO: Thank you, Judge Smith.

2 it this time I would like to call as my witness, in

3 connection with'three contentions, League of Women Voters

9 4 8 and 62 and DAARE/ SAFE Contention 2a -- I would like to
.g

5 call Mr. Levine to the stand.
,

6 (Witness sworn.)

3 7 JUDGE SMITH: Before Mr. Levine starts to

'8 testify, the record should reflect that Mr. Levine was a

9 member of the NRC staff. He lectured the members of the

3 10 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board panel during an annual

11 training meeting on the event tree and fault tree

12 methodologies.

([) 13 I was present.J

14 Dr. Cole, were you?

15 JUDGE COLE: Yes.
4

3 16 JUDGE SMITH: Dr. Callihan"wasn't present.

17 I say with varying degrees of comprehension.
,

18 SAUL LEVINE ,

/ 19 called as a witness by counsel for Applicant, having first been

20 duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as

21 follows:

? 22 DIRECT EXAMINATION

() 23 BY MR. GALLO

24 Q Mr. Levine, would you state your full name and occupation

9 25 for the record, please?

()
!

' SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
'>
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O
> 1 A My name is Saul Levine. I am Vice President and Group

2 Executive of the consulting group of NUS Corporation.

3 Q Mr. Levine, have you prepared testimony for this

0 4 proceeding in connection with Contentions 8, 62 and 2a?

5 A Yes, I have.

6 Q I show you a document entitled, " Testimony of Saul

') 7 Levine," consisting of approximately 35 pages, and ask you

8 if this is the testimony that you prepared for this

9 proceeding?

) 10 A Yes, it is.
~

11 Q Is it accurate and correct, to the best of your knowledge

12 and belief?

([) 13 A Yes, as far as I know.)

14 Q Well, did you check it to determine whether or not it was?

15 A Yes, I did,

) 16 Q Thank you.

17 If you were asked to testify orally here today, is

18 this the testimony you would give?

) 19 A Yes, it is.

20 MR. GALLO: At this time, Mr. Chairman, I would

21 like to offer the testimony of Mr. Saul Levine into

) 22 evidence and enfold it into the testimony transcript as if

23 read.{)
24 MR. THOMAS: No objection.

) 25 MR. RAWSON: No objection.

-O

.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
J
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,

') 1 JUDGE SMITH: The testimony is received.

< 2 (The document referred to, the prepared

3 testimony of Saul Levine, received in
-

3 4 evidence, follows:)

5
,

!

6
:

3 7

8

9,

@ 10
.

'

11

! 12

3O '3

14

15

) 16

17

18

0 19

20

21

0 22

"3O
24

:

) 25

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION )

*
,

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
) ,

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-454-OLA '

> ) 50-455-OLA |

,

| (Byron Station, Units 1 and 2) ) !

|I
'

COVER SHEET

The testimony of Mr. Saul Levine, an expert and
consultant to Commonwealth Edison Company, addresses the
" Class 9" contentions in this proceeding, namely Rockford

) League of Women Voters' Contentions 8 and 62, and DAARE/ SAFE
contention 2(a). Mr. Levine describes and discusses:

1. NRC's use of the deterministic approach for
making safety decisions, and the evolution, uses and limita-
tions of PRA methodology;

)
2. the development of WASH-1400 and the Lewis

Committee's critique of that document;

| 3. his evaluation of and concurrence with the NRC
Staff's discussion of severe accidents in the Final Environ-'

({} mental Statement for the Byron Station;-

4. design features incorporated in the Byron
,

| design that provide protection against accidents beyond the
design basis; and

i 5. the incremental risk to the residents in the
Rockford environs from accidents at Byron Station, taking into

|

consideration the existing risk from other nearby operating!

i nuclear power plants.

Mr. Levine concludes that:
19

1. Contrary to the assertions in Contention 8,
WASH-1400 and its methodology are appropriate for use in esti-
mating public risk from reactor accidents as part of NRC's
Final Environmental Statements for reactors, and that the NRC
Staff evaluation for Byron Station is reasonable and conserva-

> tive.

2. Contrary to the assertion in Contention 62, the
O design of the Byron Station does provide substantial protec-

1

| tion against severe or " Class 9" accidents. |

I
l

|i e N 3. The incremental risk to residents of the )
N Rockford environs from accidents at Byron Station taking into| '{s''y 'l account the risk from accidents at other nearby operating i

_/ nuclear power plants is small. |

1

|

l
[

1

!
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA)

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
IN THE MATTER OF

COMMONWEALTR EDISON COMPANY

(Byron Nuclear PowAr Station Units 1 & 2)i

)
TESTIMONY OF SAUL LEVINE

1. Introduction

My name is Saul Levine, and I am Vice President and Consulting
Group Executive, NUS Corporation, Gaithersburg, Maryland.

The NUS Corporation is an internationally known consulting)
company in the field of energy and has some 1300 employees.

,

My organization is responsible for performing nuclear power
plant safety analyses, probabilistic risk assessments and
reliability analyses; providing quality assurance services;;

'

supplying environmental services; and assisting NUS clients in
reactor licensing.

I have been involved with the application of nuclear energy
)

for nearly 30 years. I hold a B.S. degree from the U. S.

O Naval Academy and two degrees from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology: a B.S. in electronics engineering and an M.S.

in nuclear engineering. After serving in the U. S. Submarine
)

Service from 1945 to 1954, I reported, from 1955 to 1958, to

a
J

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Admiral Rickover as Project Officer for the U.S.S. Enterprise,
' '

the world's first nuclear powered aircraft carrier. In this

O nosition. I was responsible for directine all technica1,

financial, production, and administrative aspects of the re-
')

actor plant prototypes and the production plants for the
U.S.S. Enterprise. From 1958 to 1962, I worked in the U. S.

Navy's Special Projects Office, which was responsible for pro-

ducing the submarine based Polaris Missile System. I managed
,

'

the design, integration, installation, testing, and perfor-

mance evaluation of the Polaris Missile Submarine Navigation

System. . . "

From 1962 through the end of 1979, I was with the U. S. Atomic -
,

Energy Commission (AEC) and its successor, the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commisson (NRC). During those years, I was Assis-

tant Director. for Reactor Technology, Assistant Director of

O the Division of Enviro-enta1 Affairs, Project Staff Director)

for the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400)(1) , which represented
the first comprehensive evaluation of the likelihood and con-

s'equences of nuclear power plant accidents, Assistant

Director, Division of Reactor Safety Research, Deputy'

Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, and Director,
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. In 1980 I joined NUS

Corporation as Vice President and Consulting Group Executive.
.

2. Purpose

The purposes of my testimony are to present and support my
J judgements that

O (1) the NRC staff evaluation of the probabilities and

consequences of severe accidents at the Byron

4
b
u

2
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Station, as presented in the Byron Final Environ- )-

mental Statement, represents a reasonacle approach j
,

and results in a prediction of public risks higher i

l

3 than that which might occur and is therefore con- 1

1

servative. |
|

(2) the Byron Station design, as those of all U.S.

3 commercial nuclear power plants, provides signifi-

cant protection against severe (so called Class 9) |
tecidents, that is," accidents more severe than the

traditionally analyzed design basis accidents 1

(DBAs) , and !,
,

|(3) that the cumulative risk to DeKalb-Sycamore and

Rockford area residents from accidents at the Byron

) Station and other plants in northern Illinois is

negligible.
|
1

My testimony is related to contentions 8 and 62 introduced by |

) the Rockford League of Women Voters, and Contention 2(A)

introduced by DAARE/ SAFE.

3. Standard NRC Safety Evaluations

S
Before proceeding with these discussions, it would be useful

to describe briefly the way safety evaluations of nuclear

power plants are performed in the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission's licensing process. Each plant that is licensed9
by the NRC has to demonstrate that it meets an extensive set

Q of NRC regulations and other requirements to ensure that opera-

tion of the plant will not represent undue risk to the health

and safety of the public." These requirements cover the engi-
)

I neering aspects of the plant to achieve high quality in design

|>

. . _ _ - _ __ _ - - - - - - -
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'O( and construction so that failures of equipment such as pipes,

) valves, pumps, electrical and control equipment will not cause
accidents that can release large amounts of radioactivity that

,

I could harm the public. There are also requirements for the

plant to withstand severe extetal events such as earthquakes, f
i floods and tornadoes that might cause failures in the plant. |

I
*

| In addition to these requirements, several explicitly defined
accidents, called design basis accidents or DBAs, are analyzed
in the licensing process to demonstrate that people living

r

near the plant will not be subjected to undue risk from radio-
active releases. In these accidents, some specified set of

initial failures are assumed. The safety systems that are in-
stalled in the plant are then analyzed to ensure that theyQ)
will fulfill their designed functions, and that, as a result,
no significant amounts of radioactivity will be released from

- the plant. All safety systems have redundant components so
that failure of single components within the systems will not'

. ,cause the systems to fail.

! As part of the NRC process, it is required that emergency
plans be developed so that, in the very unlikely event of a
large release of radioactivity, people in the vicinity of the

i

plant can be protected by evacuation.
i

I
D This NRC process has come to be called " deterministic" because

it is not probabilistic in nature. That is, over the years

O the entire nuc1 ear community, my participating in NRC s pro-
cess, has defined, by qualitative engineering' judgement, as ,

) . opposed to quantitative probabilistic estimates, those ele-

|'i
ments that must be considered in safety evaluations and those

- that need not be considered. This approach to nuclear power

|

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _---_ _
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nuclear power plants with good safety records.

However, the safety evaluations performed in NRC's licensing

process do not make quantitative estimates of risk to the pub-
lic that might occur from plant accidents.. Complementary

'
analyses, which are not required by NRC regulations, called

probabilistic risk assessments, can be performed to estimate
both the probability and the consequences to the public of

plant accidents.
.

. 4. Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Probabilistic risk assessment can be thought of in simple

O terms as being a combination of logic structures (event trees,~)
.

fault trees, etc.) that permits estimates to be made of the

likelihood and consequences of accidents tr. . ave not been

, observed because of their low frequency of occurrence.
Because equipment failures and human errors are of higher fre-
quency than entire system failures, they are, in fact,

observed in the operation of plants. The logic structure of

fault trees is such that data obtained on plant equipment
'

failures and human errors can be used to estimate the proba-

bility of plant system failures that have not been observed
because of their low frequency. The logic structure of event

trees is such that the combinations of system failures (acci-,

, dent' sequences) that can cause releases of radioactivity to
the environment can be defined and their probabilities of
occurrence can be estimated from the system failure proba-
bilities supplied by the fault trees.

)

.M

?
i

- - - - _ _ _ _ __m . _ _ _ _ _
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( ) When the probabilities of various accident sequences have been
determined, the physical processes that could occur during"

these se'quences must be analyzed to estimate the amount of

O ato oeivier ==== ===1a 6 te a to en aviroam a= ar =8-"

various accident sequences. With the probability of releases

of various amounts of radioactivity in hand, a further

analysis is needed to predict the dispersion of radioactivity
in the environment and the health effects induced in people

who may be exposed to this radioactivity.

'

The logic structures describ,ed above permit consideration of
- (1) internal plant failures "(equipment failures; human errors

in testing, maintenance, and operation; fires; internal

floods), (2) events external to the plant (earthquakes, hurri-
canes, tornadoes, floods) that might cause plant failures, and
(3) protective actions like evacuation if a severe accident-

were to occur.

*O
Before proceeding with a discussion of the Reactor Safety
Study it is useful to examine the question of why PRA studies
are not and should not be required in safety-related licens-
ing, as opposed to environmental licensing, of individual IO

nuclear power plants such as Byron. There are several reasons j

for this:. |
.

*' o As I have noted earlier, the existing deterministic

regulations have been shown to provide nuclear power |
IPlants that present very small risks to the public;

thus, a radical departure in the basic philosophy
9 ' supporting the structure of NRC regulatory require-

ments is neither necessary.nor desirable.

O
>

.I
/

y

~

6

3

....e------,,-~.
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o The predictions of public risk in PRAs have large i.

,

; uncertainties which make the use of such predictions

in the safety-related licensing of reactors '

questionable at this time. However the approach

! followed by the NRC in its FES is useful because,

even in using conservative estimates to account for
1 uncertainties, it is able to show that the risks

.) from potential accidents at the Byron Station are

small compared to other risks to which the popula-

tion in the vicinity of the plant are already
,

"
exposed.

0
o It is still too early to codify the performance of

full PRAs. PRA is a rapidly evolving methodology

| and much research is being done that will aid the

understanding of, and ultimately reduce the

uncertainties involved in ' predicting, the physical

processes associated with molten fuel and fission Ii

product behavior. The performance of an increasing;

|) number of PRAs is resulting in improvements associ- I

ated with many other aspects of PRA pethods. While
,

'

the use of full PRAs is now of little utility in the

safety-related licensing process, part of the over- |
all PRA methodology, especially that associated |.

with the prediction of system reliability, can some- i

| times be of help in resolving safety issues in indi-

vidual licensing cases.

| 5. Reactor Safety Study (WASE-1400)

| O
As stated earlier, the application of probabilistic risk

b assessment techniques to nuclear power plants was first done

.

3 7 1

1
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most comprehensively in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400).

O This .as a 1andmarx study that deveio,ed a significane ortion

of the methodology now used both in the United States and,

abroad. It has also been demonstrated that WASH-1400 has pre-
dicted essentially correctly events that have occurred, such

as the accident at the Three Mile Island-2 nuclear power
plant.

.

Of course, since the Reactor. Safety Study was completed seven
years ago, improvements in the methodology have been made so
that the state-of-the-art of probabilistic risk assessment is)
today significantly advanced over WASH-1400. For example, the i

data base for equipment performance has been increased signif-
icantly by the efforts of the NRC in analyzing Licensee Event

Reports and by the efforts of utilities in collecting plant-

specific data for PRAs. Much better models are now available

for seismic and fire analyses in comparison with the rudimen-

tary models used in WASH-1400. Further, although WASH-1400
,

made significant steps forward in the modeling of common-cause
failures and human errors, further improvements have also been

made in these models. Finally, the NRC's research program has

led to a better understanding of how unlikely large steam ex-

plosions are and of the much slower reaction that would occur
'

*between molten fuel and concrete; also industry's efforts in
I better describing the physical phenomena associated with

molten fuel are important.

)
The charter of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) was to

,

make quantitative predictions of the risks to the public from

potential accidents from 100 operating nuclear power plants.
'

.
This was done by analyzing in great detail two specific react-

#
ors (a pressurized water reactor and a boiling water reactor)

o
-

,

-

3 1
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and extrapolating this information to an assumed population of
,3 100 reactors at a " composite" site that included the signifi-

cant characteristics of the sites at which these reactors were
located. The site characteristics included population and

meteorological features of 68 different sites. The major

result of the Reactor Safety, Study was that the risk from a
population of 100 reactors in the United States was estimated

,

to be very small when compar6d to other existing risks in our
society.

.

The Reactor Safety Study generated a considerable amount of
controversy when it was published. In response to a request

from the Congress, the Nuclear . Regulatory Commission estab-
O lished a Risk Assessment Review Group, chaire,d by Professor

Barold Lewis, University of California, Santa Barbara. This
~

group has subsequently become known as the Lewis Committee.
The charter for this group was, in part, to clarify the

,
achievements and limitations of WASE-1400, to study the

present state 'of such risk assessment methodology, and to
recommend to the Commission how such methodology could be used
in the regulatory and licensing process.

.-

6. Contention 8

- I have examined contention 8 and note that it is incorrect in
v
| many respects. It states that "...the Lewis Committee has now

"" 2'' '"' '' ' ' " " 5" ' ' ' ' " '" ' '"' ' ' ' ** ** * 2 S r > " "* 2 2| O as the findings and conclusions, of the Rasmussen Report..."
,

j (WASH-1400). It is true of course that the Lewis Report did|

_

criticize certain aspects of WAS3-1400, especially the Execu-,'

J tive Summary and the uncertainty associated with its probabil-
ity predictions. However, I should note a few points from the

1

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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O
summary and findings of the Lewis committee Report (NUREG/CR-

0400) (2) that will demonstrate the basic inaccuracy of this
statement. I share these viewpoints.

:
'

o Event tree / fault tree methodology is demonstrably
'

sound.
.

o These methods provide a substantial advance over

previous attempts to estimate the public risks from

nuclear power plants. Event tree / fault tree method-

ology and other aspects of the "eling have set a

framework that can be used broac y :ess choices
involving both technical consequences and impacts

O on hu-ns.

o The event tree / fault tree approach with an adequate

data base is the best available tool with which to
'

quantitatively predict the probabilities of reactor

accidents.
*

The Lewis Report also contained a number of important recom-
mendations, the complete text of which is included as an

|
addendum to my testimony. The basic thrust of these recommen-
dations is that the WASE-1400 methodology should be applied to
re-examine and improve the fabric of the entire regulatory

i/ process. Clearly the authors of the Lewis Report share my
views that the proper application of the WASH-1400 methodology

| is of great value.

.

Similarly, the statement by the NRC Commissioners in light of
the Lewis committee Report is not as negative as asserted by

~)
| Contention 8. After citing the Lewis Committee discussion of
:

|

!

- - - . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ ___ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _
_
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Wthe limitations of WASE-1400, the Commission statement con-

cludes as foilows:

O rakin, due account of the reservations espressed in the
Review Group Report and in its presentation to the Commis-
sion, the Commission supports the extended use of proba- ;

''

bilistic risk assessment in regulatory decisionmaking."

|

It is important to draw a distinction between regulatory de-
1

J cisionmaking, which encompasses virtually all of the activi-
ties of NRC, and licensing gecisionmaking, which is the much
narrower NRC function of making decisions on whether or not to ,

issue construction permits or operating licenses for individ-
7

ual plants. It is my view that PRA has severa1 uses in generic
regulatory decisionmaking, where precision is not required,

! but very limited applications in making decisions on specific
licenses, where the focus is on compliance with regulations. -

O Raamp1es of usefu1 generic ,e,uiatory a,p11 cations inv 1ve the
examination of existing and proposed regulatory requirements,*

establishing research priorities, evaluating priorities and
proposed resolutions for generic safety issues, and evaluating^

,

the significance of selected individual safety issues. Lican-#

sing applications of PRA on individual plants should be
limited to specific safety issues in controversy where the in-|

.

s@ hts attainab1e from PRA techniques are helpful in under-
standing the significance of tne issues.

More recently, the use of PRA in generic regulatory decision-''

,

making has been strong 1y endorsed by the reports of the Presi-
dent's Commission on the accident at Three Mile Island (Kemeny
Report) N and the NRC Special Inquiry Group (Rogovin

a
! tm
3

.

11
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Q Report) (5) The NRC staff has used the PRA techniques.

pioneered by WASH-1400 in many different contexts, including
? final environmental statements (6) ,

The following are some examples of recent commission state-

ments on using PRA techniques:
)

i a. In an October 8, 1981 letter I7) to the NRC Executive

Director for Operations: establishing a Generic Require-
:

l

ments Review Committee (GRRC), NRC Chairman Palladino

f states, " Tools used by the, GRRC for scrutiny would be ex-
pected to include cost-benefit analysis and probabilis-
tic risk assessment where data for its proper use are

adequate." This means that PRA techniques will be used,

.( ). where sufficient data exists, to contribute to NRC

decisions concerning whether proposed new regulatory

reguirements are necessary.

b. In the discussion paper accompanying the proposed policy'

statement on safety goals (NUREG-0880) (8) issued'by the,

commission, is the following statement:
.

.

"In summary, we believe that progress in the development
of probabilistic risk assessment and the accumulation of
the relevant data base are sufficient to make it feasible
to use quantitative reactor safety guidelines for limited

i purposes."

The summary of the NRC statement of interim policy on nu-
I c.

clear power plant accident considerations under NEPA(10)

[ CQ;. states as follows:

__ .
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'It is'the Commission's position that its I:nvironmental
,

Impact Statements shall include considerations of the

site-specific environmental impacts attributable to
'

,

accident sequences that lead to releases of radiation

3 and/or radioactive materials, including sequences that
can result in inadequate cooling of reactor fuel and to

melting of the reactor core. In this regard, attention

shall be given both to the probability of occurrence of

a such releases and to the envinronmental consequences of
such releases.' '

::
In my earlier position as Director of the Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Research at NRC I directed several useful applica-v
| tions of PRA, and I would like to discuss three of these

applications here.

; One interesting application was the divergent opinions ex-

pressed by four NRC staff members several years ago. They
raised fifteen issues supposedly related to safety and not

being handled adequately by the Regulatory staff. I received

a letter from Senator Glenn asking me for my independent views;

on these issues.

The issues fitted into one of several categories. Four of tne

j issues related to procedural matters which had no safety im-

| pact on reactors. The remaining fit into one of two cate-

gories. One category was accident sequences that had very

small releases of radioactivity to the environment which would

result in negligible public health impacts and, therefore,)
l were not of significant concern to aafety. The remaining se-

Q quences fit into a category of accidents that could have sig-

nificant potential releases of radioactivity; but the items of

g concern in these accident sequences were so far down the chain

!
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l( ' of probabili1;ies that they could not affect the outcome of the
3 accident in any significant way. Thus, through the applica-

tion of PRA techniques, these issues were demonstrated to be4

O '"' ""'''**"' '" **'"' "' '''" ' '"' '"* '"-

An NRC staff effort, which I directed, used PRA techniques in a*

reliability context in a comprehensive generic study (8)of the
reliability of auxiliary feedwater systems .in reactors de-

signed by different manufacturers. Although this study
) examined a specific issue, namely the reliability of auxiliary

feedwater systems, it was also generic in that a large number

(25) of pressurized water reactor auxiliary feedwater systems

were examined. The results showed a wide variation in relia-

bility from plant to plant. As a direct result of the study,

modifications to improve reliability were identified in

several plants, and these modifications were implemented.

O Another application that I was involved in concerned generic

safety issues. There had existed for some time 133 unresolved

or' generic safety issues that had arisen in the licensing

process. These were examined by the use of probabilistic

> techniques and it was determined that only about 20 of these were

of any direct safety significance and the others were of very

little concern. Thus, the 133-items were reduced to about 20

*in a one month analysis.

I therefore conclude, contrary to the assertions in Contention

8, that both the Lewis Report itself and the subsequent NRC

statement on WASH-1400 in light of the Lewis Report were sup-

portive of the concept of making use of the PRA methodology

pioneered by WASH-1400 in NRC's regulatory process. In addi-

O tion, recent independent evaluations of the NRC, by the xemeny

n

-
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h) and Rogovin Committees, have recognized the advantages of PRA
)

methods 'and specifically recommended their use in regulatory -

decisionmaking. I have given many papers and speeches over the

(]) last few years that reached the same conclusion. (Examples
,

are References 15, 16, and 17.) l
3 1

)
Continuing with the discussion of Contention 8, it states, re-

ferring to WASH-1400, that "...the staff still regulates upon J

the validity of the basic conclusions therein." This state-
2 1

ment is fundamentally in err,or. 'The NRC staff does not, and
,

1has not, regulated nuclear ;)ower plant safety based on the

conclusions of WASH-1400 or of any probabilistic risk assess-

ment; it uses the deterministic approach discussed earier in j
'

Section 3 of this testimony. PRA evaluations have.not been |
1

and are not a part of the licensing process for nuclear power i

plants such as the Byron Station.

() Contention 8 further concludes that "the withdrawal of NAC's

endorsement of the Reactor Safety Study and its findings

leaves no technical basis for concluding that the actual risk

is low enough to justify operatica of Byron." This excerpt
'

from the contention contains two errors of fact. First, the

NRC did not withdraw its endorsement of the study and its

findings, but rather withdrew its endorsement of the Executive
Summary of the study, which has nothing to do with the tech-

'
nical quality of the study itself. Secondly, as just stated,

the NRC staff does not use, and has not in the past used, the

Reactor Safety Study as the technical basis for safety

decisions regarding nuclear power plants.
>

Contention 8 characterizes the Byron site as a '*high popula-

I11) is available thattion density" site. An NRC document

.;
i

( ,
I

J

15
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compiles and presents demographic characteristics for all ex-

isting or proposed nuclear power reactor sites. This document
I reveals that the Byron population density is generally much

less than the average of the 111 sites shown, for distances

out to 50 miles. It is therefore incorrect to characterize

the Byron site as a "high population density" site.
s

With regard to the substance of the Byron FES, I have examined

pages 5-44 through 5-67 thereof, dealing with the risks of se-

vere accidents.

With regard to the core fission product inventory release

fractions tabulated in Table 5.11, I share the judgement,

growing in the nuclear technical community, that these values

O are too large. The approach used to calculate the numerical

values of probabilities, public exposures and health effects

| presented in Table 5.12, " Summary of Environmental Impacts and
Probabilities," appears reasonable. Evolving work on source

terms and other accident phenomena will almost surely show,
?within a few years, that the tabulated impacts are conserv-

ative. The complementary cumulative distribution functions
(CCDFs). for early and latent fatalities, shown in Figures 5.8

|- and 5.9 respectively, appear to be conservative approximations
based on current knowledge.

In reaching a judgement on the adequacy of the Class 9 acci-
J dent calculations reported in the Byron FES, I considered the

following:

the adequacy of the methods and results reported in' o
) - the FES as compared to those from other PRA evalaa-

,

tions;
-

o

|

,,
______ __ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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o - the balance between uncertainties and conservatisms
([) in the reported analysis, and

o the degree of precision required in the way the re-
suits are applied to decisionmaking.

4

Each of these considerations is discussed below.
')

The approach used in the Byron FES is consistent with present
practices by PRA practitionais. The body of knowledge accumu-
lated since (and including) the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-

'

1400) supports the general levels of risk reported in the FES,

and suggests that the FES values are conservative.

|

| Probable conservatisms in source terms (the fractions of core
[ () fission product inventories released) have been referred to .

1

above. Other probable sources of conservatism that seem to be

emerging from ongoing research are a reduced likelihood of

steam explosions, which would make this fai,1ure mode of the

|> pressure vessel or containment less likely than previously

estimated; longer times for containment failure, which would

allow more time for fission product plateout and deposition,

resulting in smaller releases; and a reduced rate of contain-
? ment basemat penetration by a molten core which would result

| in delays and reductions in fission product release to ground-

water.
!.

/ These probable conservatisms must be balanced against uncer-

tainties. For example, there is substantial uncertainty in

() the accident sequence probabilities cited in Table 5.11 on

page 5-45 of the FES. These uncertainties relate to the quan-

/,] tification of human error prvbabilities, inadequacies in the
'~ ) data base for component failure rates, and the frequencies of

17,

-
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external ~ events (tornadoes, floods, earthquakes) or success-

Q ful sabotage of the plant. Additional uncertainty is intro-

duced in the models and techniques used for site-dependent-

J consequence calculations, including those for weather condi-

tions, public protective actions and health effects. In sum,

the FES strikes a balance between conservatisms and uncertain-
ties on the side of conservatism.

s

The third consideration listed above was the degree of preci-

sion required in the way thi analytical results were applied
| in decisionmaking. The FES PRA results are used, as reported

in Table 6.1 of the FES (p 6-3) , to assist in formulating a

judgement as to whether the radiological impact on human
health from reactor accidents should be classified as small,

moderate or large. It is my view that great precision is not

Q required for this application, especially since the risks)

predicted from nuclear power plant accidents are so much
smaller than the risks to which society is already exposed.

H' I conclude that the approach described in the FES is reason-
able, and further that the estimated risks are conservative in
light of current and evolving knowledge concerning fission
product tource terms and other severe accident phenomena. I

,

'> concur with the NRC staff judgement (FES P 5-67) that the

risks of acute fatality from potential accidents at the site
are small in comparison with acute fatality risks from other

~ human activities in a comparatively sized population.
;

7. Contention 62, Accident Mitication

O
contrary to the assertion of Contention 62, the design of
Byron Station does provide substantial protectio'n against se-; .m

| vere (so called " Class 9') accidents. The protection provided

v

18
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by Byron Station design features falls into two categories,

O >= ==iaa or r ===ia === ==a = itis ti=a or ** ir ===se-

! quences should they occur. The WASH-1400 Report and later PRA
studies have all shown that piant structures, systems and com-

j

j ponents incorporated in the design to protect against design
basis accidents have substantial capabi11 ties for providingl

protection against more severe accidents as well. A few of

the relevant Byron design features, and their protective func-#

| tions provided, are described below.

a. Reactor Protection System and Backup Shutdown System

These systems assist in preventing severe accidents
(

by shutting down the neutron chain reaction and
thereby reducing the core power to very low levels in

O response to s,ecified si nais. This makes the

probability of accidents characterized by failure
to shut down the reactor very small.

|
? b. Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)

'

[

The ECCS consists of several sources of water and
delivery systems designed to prevent severe acci-

f
dents by preventing reactor core metting in the
unlikely event that ' normal fuel cooling water is
lost. The Byron ECCS design incorporates both hot
leg and cold leg injection, and includes a low-

O pressure passive accumulator system, consisting.of
four pressure vessels partially filled witn borated

O water, two high head in3ection system , umps, two
intermediate head injection system pumps, and two

/, low head residual heat removal pump subsystems. The

.

-J
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appropriate injection systems take suction from the
refueling water storage tank (350,000 gallons)

,

during the short-term injection phase, and are
aligned to other water sources for long-term recir-

| culation. The ECCS will perform its design function
|

| with one accumulator failed and with only one of the
) redundant trains of safety injection at the appli-

cable pressure 1e' vel. The Byron ECCS design
,

features make the probability of losing core cooling
very small.

c. Containment building

; Provides protection against both design basis acci-
O d a== ad more ver ===id === $r ita r vr =tias)

releases of significant amounts of radioactive ma-

terials to the environment or, for very unlikely
'

| severe accidents, substantially reducing the size
'> of releases. The Byron containment has a free

volume of about 3 million cubic feet and a design

pressure of 50 psig. This combination of volume and
pressure capacity results in a very low probability

of containment overpressure failure for severe ac-
' ~

cidents; furthermore, even in those accidents where

the containment might ultimately rupture, this

would occur some hours after the accident, thus
> allowing significant time for removal and plateout

of radioactive materials from the containment atmo-
O s,here so that the amoune re1 eased to the environ-

ment would be significantly reduced. The end result

>p is a low probability of containment failure with the

Byron design.

.

- - - - -
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O d. containment Spray and ran co 1ers
, -

These safety-grade systems perform two important
functions that mitigate the consequences of severe
accidents and design basis accidents. Thesa func-

) tions are .(1) decreasing the containment pressure by
cooling the containment atmosphere to reduce leak-
age from the conta%nment to the environment and pre-
vent overpressure rupture of the containment, and

3 (2) removing radioactive materials from the con-

tainment atmosphere so that only small amounts would
be released to the environment. . Both of these
functions reduce the probability of large releases

of radioactivity to the environment.;

e. Auxiliary Feedwater System

:) The auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) is designed to

provide an alternate means of providing water to the

secondary side of the steam generators in the event

of a loss of main feedwater supply. This backup

-) system provides redundancy in the important acci-
,

dent prevention function of removing heat from the

reactor coolant system and, in turn, from the

reactor fuel. The system' consists of two redundant,

:) safety-related essential trains and one nonessen-

tial (startup) train, all of which supply water to

O 11 r==r == = s a r=====- a a=ad=== >= r ==9911 =
are also provided, and the pumps start automatically

9 in transient or accident situations. This system

has been shown to be important in many PRA studies,
N_/ and the Byron design has benefited from the know-

'

ledge gained in these earlier studies.

*
. ,
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f. Items (a) through (e) above do not constitute an all-in-

O c1usive 11st. Many other components and systems cou1d he
) add'ed, including post-TMI modifications such as the safe-

ty parameter display system, reactor vessel head vent

system, core saturation monitors, reactor vessel water

level indication, improved accident monitoring instru-

mentation and dedicated emergency response facilities.
,

Many of the post-TMI addifications are directed toward I

improving the cognitive. recction of the operators, i.e.
,

assisting the operators in correctly diagnosing the

condition of the plant. The precise value of these';
j

'

cognitive aids is difficult to quantify in terms of risk

reduction, but they are being incorporated and will

assist in providing protection against both design basis

accidents and more severe accidents.

Based on the foregoing discussion I conclude that it is incor-

rect to assert, as in contention 62, that the Byron Station

design does not provide protection against severe accidents.,

.

8. Incremental Risk from Byron Station

D DAiutE/ SAFE Contention 2 (A) contends that, with the , addition of
two more nuclear power units in operation at Byron, the poten-

tial for cumulative dose effects from discrete accident events

at plants in Northern I111nois poses an unreasonable level of

:> risk to the health and safety of DeKalb-Sycamore and Rockford

area residentz.

O
Risk is composed of .two component parts, the probability of an

occurrence and its consequences. Consequences are probablyn
conservatively estimated by present techniques, as discussed

v
1

|
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(m) -O earlier. Most of the plant-specific PRA evaluations that I

have seen to date indicate that the probabilities of core melt

accidents at nuclear plants are small, generally on the order

O of one in ten thousand ,er reactor-year. rurther, few core

3 meltis are estimated to result in off-site health effects.

'

Important factors affecting the public risks from nuclear

power plant accidents are the distances from the plant to pop-

ulation centers. In terms of distance, Rockford is located- )
about fif teen miles from the Byron Station, and sixty miles or

more from the Zion Station, the next nearest plant to

Rockford. DeKalb and Sycamor'e are aDout thirty miles from the

Byron Station, and forty miles or more from the Dresden and

. LaSalle plants, which are about equally distant from these

communities.

In considering the possibility of increased risks to the, .
,

residents of the Rockford and DeKalb-Sycamore areas, one ~

should examine the two principal health effects that might

occur as a result of nulcear plant accidents. These are early

) _ fatalities and latent cancer fatalities.

PRA evaluations have shown that the accident risk of early

fatality to people living at distances ,of fifteen miles or .

more from a nuclear plant is exceedingly small. Thus there
)

| wdbid be no coupling of early ' fatality risks from multiple
| Plants to the localities being discussed here.

|

With regard to latent cancer fatality risks, typical estimates

from PRA studies show that the probability that an individual

j will die from cancer as a result of radiation exposure from

-

;>
<

f
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O very severe nuclear power plant accidents is negligibly small
compared to the probability of dying from cancer contracted
from other sources. The average probability of cancer fatal-
ity per year per individual in the United States'is about one
in five hundred. NUS estimates indicate that the chance of a

O person dying from reactor accident caused cancer in the region
ten to twenty miles from the* reactor is about one chance in a
billion per year. ;,-

1

An examination of these probabilities shows that the naturally'

occurring cancer risk is on the order of two million times
larger than the cancer risk from nuclear plant accidents at
the distances of interest. It is therefore inconsequential to

O == inaivia= 1'= ==== r 5 t lity ri== h th r h r =ta = == ther2

distances of interest from one or several nuclear power

plants.

Memorandum and Order (12) , this BoardIn a September 10, 1982>

referred to an NRC report, NUREG/CR-2497 I13I, commonly known

.
as the precursor report. The precursor report presents an
estimate of the frequency of severe core damage based on ,

-) accident precursor events identified from Licensee Event |
,

Reports (LERs). One of the events, the accident at Three Mile
Island, did indeed lead to core damage, and since during the
time period covered by the report there were 432 years of |

domestic reactor operation, the frequency of core damage from |')

this type of event was estimated as 1/432 per reactor-year, or
O about 2 x 10-3 |

,

iThe impact of the precursor events identified in the LERs on)
,

the predicted frequency of occurence of severely damaged cores
,

,

,m

1
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accident sequences that might occur given that event. The'

conditional probabi11ty of " severe core damage" was then cal-
culated by associating the LER frequency with the probabil-
ities of failure of the remaining mitigating functions that
could prevent core melt. These probabilities of failure were'
obtained either from LERs, from PRAs, or from other published

'

documents. The important point, however, is that the precur-
sor report used generic numbers that were fed into generic
event trees. Thus no account is taken of the particular

#

plants to which the very infrequent precursor events apply or
of the specific event trees and the specific system failure
probabilities that would be applicable to that particular
plant. The generic approach used in the precursor report willO'

a1most certain1r yie1d ,redicted fa11ure ,robab111 ties that
are too high.

The recently released Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO) analysis (14) of the precursor report is properly

directed to the specific plants where the precursor events
occurred. This INPO report- found that when the actual
detailed plant configurations are taken into account,

"

generally lower core damage probabilities are obtained, often
by factors of 1/10 to 1/1000. The core damage probability

,

estimates in the precursor report, not inc1uding the TMI-2
accident, average about 30 times higher than the INPO esti- I

->
mates. These differences are due principally to the simpli-
fied models and simplified assumptions used in the precursor
report.

. While the idea of using precursor events as data to help im-
g- prove the predicted probabilities of accident sequences is

- _ __
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) conceptually interesting, it appears to have been misused in

the precursor report. If this type of analysis is to be done,

it must be done in such a way that the precursor event is

O ana11 sed. usw, event trees and system fai1ure data that a,e
applicable to the plant at which the precursor event occurred.;

Anything 1ess than this leads to ill-defined and murky re-
'

suits. It is my judgement that the INPO estimates of severe

core damage probabilities are technically superior to those of
'

j the precursor report, and generally in agreement with earlier

~ tudies.s .

-

~

Conclusions

;

As a result of the examination I have made of Contention 8, 62

and 2A, I conclude that they raise issues which are either in -

correct or have no significant impact on the validity of

Commonwealth Edison's or the NRC's approach to the safety of

the Byron Station.

In. regard to Contention 8, the principal points raised are

that the NRC regulates nuclear power plant safety on the
,

,

validity of the basic conclusions in WASE-1400 and that the
NRC has withdrawn its endorsement of WASE-1400, thus leaving

no technical basis for concluding that the " risk is low enough

to justify operation of Byron." As stated in Section 3 of) ,

| this testimony, the NRC b'as not and does not license the safe-
ty of reactors based on the conclusions of WASH-1400 or of any
other PRA but on the basis of its regulations and the deter-

ministic licensing process. Nor, as discussed in Section 6 of
9

this testimony, has the NRC withdrawn its endorsement of WASH-
'

' ""' '" ''** '"'' ''' '"' "'' ' ""^ ***" ' '' ''O -

appropriate purposes and has instructed the staff to use these
methods in estimating public risk from reactor accidents as

;

'M)
Part of NRC's final environmental statements for reactors.

u
>
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) In regard to Contention 62, as noted in Section 7 of this
testimony, the Byron Station design does incorporate design

O reatores that erovide ohstantia1,cotection again== severe

(so called Class 9) accidents. These design features reduce
;,

the probabilities and significantly mitigate the consequences
of severe accidents.-

In regard to Contention 2A, the incremental risk from acci-
dents at Byron Station to th,e residents of the Rockford and
DeKalb-Sycamore areas is estimated to be exceedingly small.
The " precursor report," whic[h estimates higher probabilities
of severe core damage accidents than had previously been esti-
mated, is flawed and its probability estimates are too high.

.

This concludes my prepared testimony.

O' .

;
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O or Re.uirements and Regionaz Office Reorganization,-

October 8, 1981. (Note that the name of the Generic Re-
3

quirements Revied Committee was later changed to the
Committee to Review Generic Requirements.)
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)

Plants: A Discussion Paper," U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
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3 9. NUREG-0560, " Staff Report on the Generic Assessment of
Feedwater Transients in Pressurized Water Reactors

Designed by the Babcock & Wilcox Company," US NRC, May
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NUREG-0611, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients -

and Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in Westing-'

house-Designed Operating Plants," U S NRC, January 1980 ,

I
-

) NUREG-0626, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients
and Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in GE-Designed
Operating Plants and Near-Term Operating License Appli-
cations," U S NRC, January 1980

9

NUREG-0635, " Generic Eva1uation of Feedwater Transients
t ,

and small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in Combustion,

Engineering Designed Operating Plants,." January 1980
j
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O Rnvironmenta1 ,ou cy Act of 19 9, U. S. Nue1 ear Reguia-

tory Commission, June 13, 1980
)

11. NUREG-0348, " Demographic Statistics Pertaining to Nu-

clear Power Reactor Sites," U. S. NRC, October 1979

:

12. USNRC, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, In the Matter

of Commonwealth Edison Company (Byron Station, Units 1

and 2), " Memorandum and' Order Ruling on Motions for Sum-
mary Disposition of DAARE/ SAFE Contentions ," September

.)
10, 1982, P. 12

.

13. NURG/CR-2497, " Precursors to Potential Severe Core Dam-

age Accidents: 1969-1979, A Status Report," prepared for I
,

- U S 'NRC by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, June 1982

i

14. INPO 82-025, " Review of NRC Report: Precursors to j
,

Potential Severe Core Damage Accidents: 1969-1979, A j|,
I

Status Report, NUREG/CR-2497," Institute of Nuclear
lPower Operations , September 198''
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3
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0 16. " Light Water Reacter Safety", presented by Saul Levine,
NUS Corporation, to the American Nuclear Society Annual
Meeting, Miami, Florida, June 1981.

0 17 "PRA for Safety Goal Compliance", presented by Saul

Levine, NUS Corporation, to the American Nuclear Society
Winter Meeting , Washington, D.C. , November 15, 1982.
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ADDENDUM,

-

i

Recommendations from NUREG/CR-0400, " Risk Assessment Review |
l

Group Report to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission," j,

| September 1978 ,.
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_ RECOMMENDATIONSi( .

,
,

w

o Re-evaluate.NRC's inspection and quality assurance sys-

| tem and licensing criteria to determine the extent to

O which they incor , orate those thin,s that have been

learned from WASE-1400 and other relevant literature.)

I o Use WASH-1400 probabilistic methodology more effectively
to guide the reactor safety research program so as to re-

|, duce the uncertainties in analysis, and to gain greater

understandingofthosejointsofriskuncovered.

o Where there is an inadequate data base, the methodology

of WASE-1400 can still be used to uncover the topology of

accident sequences. In such cases the limits of know-

ledge should be stated, without pressure to quantify

(other than bounding) that which is unquantifiable.

-
,

o Communicate to the relevant branches of Government (e.g,

Department of Energy) the desirability of performing risk
assessments on electric generating technologies alter-

native to light-water reactors.

In general, avoid use of the probabilistic risk analysiso
methodology for the determination of absolute risk proba-
bilities for subsystems unless an adequate data base
exists and it is possible to quantify the uncertainties.
However, the methodology can also be used for cases in'

which the data base will only support a bounding

analysis, and for other cases in the absence of any
~)

better information if the results are properly qualified.

' O Fault-tree / event-tree analyses should be among the prin-o

cipal means used to deal with generic safety issues, to
formulate new regulatory requirements, to assess and-

i revalidate existing regulatory requirements, and to

evaluate new designs.
.
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o NRC should encourage closer coordination among the

research and probabilistic analysis staff and the licens-

inkandregulatorystaff,inordertopromotetheeffec-
'

j
tive use of these techniques. |

(]) o The consequence model used in WASE-1400 should be

substantially improved, and its sensitivities explored,
,

before it is used in the regulatory process.''
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O
;> 1 MR. GALLO: The witness is available for cross

2 examination.

{T 3 MR. THOMAS: At this time, your Honor, I would

3 4 ask leave to file on behalf of the League a cross

5 examination plan with respect to Mr. Levine.

6 May I proceed, your Honor?

3 7 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

8 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF INTERVENOR

9 ROCKFORD LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

10 BY MR. THOMAS-

.

11 Q Mr. Levine, when were you contacted by Commonwealth Edison

12 with regard to serving as a consultant in this proceeding?

O (]) 13 A I can't recall the exact date, but two or three months

14 ago.

15 Q Prior to that time did you have any familiarity with the

7 16 Byron Nuclear Power Station?

17 A No; only in the sense that it was a large light water

18 reactor.

3 19 Q Do you remember who made the contact with you?

20 A I believe it was Mr. Gallo.

21 Q Okay. What were you asked to do?

9 22 A I was told that there were three contentions that they

23 would like me to testify about and would I be willing to

24 do that.

3 25 Q Did you discuss at that time the nature of your testimony?

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
O 1 A Not in any specificity.

2 I read the contentions and I gave forth some ideas

3 about these contentions.

9 4 Q All right. At that time did you discuss financial

| 5 arrangements for your serving as a consultant?

6 A No.
|

0 7 MR. GALLO: Objection -- I will withdraw the

8 objection. The witness has answered the question,j
l

9 MR. THOMAS: Well, I am going to get to that'

|

h 10 issue, if you want to --
|
'

11 MR. GALLO: I would object to any further

12 questions about the financial arrangements between Mr.

j' O 13 Levine end Commonweetth Edison. They ere irre1 event to

| 14 this proceeding.
|

| 15 JUDGE SMITH: Well, I would say that the

Q 16 specifics of the amount would be irrelevant, but the fact

17 that he is a paid witness, paid to testify on behalf- of

18 the utility --,

|

~J 19 MR. GALLO: I will stipulate to that.

20 JUDGE SMITH: -- which is fairly inferable from

21 his presence, is relevant.

3 22 MR. GALLO: I will stipulate, your Honor, that

,
23 he is a paid witness.

| 24 MR. THOMAS: Judge, I think that the specifics

) 25 of the financial arrangements are relevant.

|

! SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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OG) 1 JUDGE SMITH: You mean the exact amount of

2 money?
m
I

3 MR. THOMAS: Or an hourly rate or whatever the

3 4 financial arrangements are.

5 Certainly, certainly, that is a common subject of

6 bias in any type of proceeding; and I don't think that the

9 7 bias here is any less than it would be in any other type

8 of proceeding.

9 JUDGE SMITH: I think that you can fairly

. 10 inquire into non-monetary terms of his contract that might

11 indicate bias and you can establish that the amount that

12 he is being paid, if such be the case, is consistent with

) (]) 13 a man of his professional attainments and whatever; but

14 the record does not necessarily have to know the exact

15 dollars and cents of his compensation.

) 16 I might say, frankly, Mr. Thomas, that I have not

17 had this exact situation arise in a licensing-type
,

18 proceeding, so I am sort of going by the seat of my pants

3 19 on it, I will admit; but I still do not see why this

20 record requires that we know the exact dollars and cents

21 of his compensation.

3 22 I think you can establish that it's unsubstantial or

23 insubstantial or traditional or consistent.

24 MR. THOMAS: I have no way of doing that without

3 25 knowing the amount.

,

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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0- 1 I would just say, your Honor, that the larger the

2 compensation, the more inference of bias that would arise
.

3 from the nature of the consulting contract. That would'

7 4 certainly -- that would be my argument.

5 JUDGE SMITH: The inference is that if the

6 ccmpensation rises to such a magnitude, that the person

3 7 would be induced to testify contrary to truth?

8 ME. THOMAS: Well, would be induced to testify --

9 let's say, to resolve doubts in favor of the party who is

A 10 paying him a very large fee.
,

11 I certainly don't think that is beyond the ken of4

12 human experience.

3 (]) 13 JUDGE SMITH: Do you intend to establish,

14 through any witness other than Mr. Levine, what is a very

15 large fee?

3 16 What is the amount that would require -- that would

17 overtip the balance over to bias?

18 I mean, this Board is not expert on it, as you might

0 19 well guess, being federal employees.

20 MR. THOMAS: Well, having no idea what the

21 amount is, I haven't given any consideration to a witness

) 22 on that subject at all.

23 MR. GALLO: Judge Smith, may I be heard?

24 JUDGE SMITH: Certainly.

0 25 MR. GALLO: It seems to me that consultants in

O
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O
.O 1 all forums of litigation are paid for their services.

2 Some are not, but most are. It is routine for these

.
- 3 consultants to be paid.

7 4 The mere establishment of the amount of the payment

5 doesn't establish bias whatsoever. Indeed, counsel has to

6 go further and point out, as I think you have, that the

3 7 figure is out of bounds or extremely high in comparison to

8 what other consultants arc paid. He is not prepared to do
,

9 that.

] 10 I think the inquiry is largely irrelevant; and if

11 there is bias here and he wants to establish it, there are

12 other means to attempt to do that other than to simply
,

3 (]) 13 inquire into the compensation paid to this witness.

14 I think fundamentally there is a problem with the

15 presumption, as counsel is asserting in his argument, that

3 16 simply because a witness is paid, he is biased. I think

17 that's not true at all.

18 MR. THOMAS: Well, we could argue about that all

) 19 day.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Why don't you establish whatever

21 you choose to establish, in nonspecific terms, the basis

0 22 for his payment, is it hourly, is it lump sum or that type

23 of thing; but just do not require the specification of the
)

24 dollars and cents.

) 25 You ask him if he knows if it's consistent with what

O
l
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O
) 1 the general consulting business in his field is paid, if

2 you wish.

O 3 You don't have to go into the dollars and cents.

") 4 MR. THOMAS: But --

5 JUDGE SMITH: Well, the Board agrees that my

6 previous discussion will obtain.

3 7 MR. THOMAS: Okay. Just so the record is clear,

8 you are sustaining the objection to that question, to the

9 question pending?

10 JUDGE SMITH: It's a soft sustaining. We are.

11 giving you some latitude here.

12 MR. THOMAS: Well, all right. But as to the

() 13 specific dollar figure, you are sustaining the objection?
''

14 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, yes.

15 BY MR. THOMAS:

:) 16 Q Were the terms of the compensation set during your initial

17 conversation with Mr. Gallo?

18 A I don't believe there was any discussion of that in the

; 19 initial discussions.

20 Q I take it at some point since that time they have been

21 set?

3 22 A I was not involved in that.

23 We have a standard rate sheet for people employed at()
24 NUS, and that rate sheet was used in establishing the

) 25 financial arrangement.
Ov
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(o-)
.) 1 Q If you weren't involved, how do you know that that is the

2 case?

I'~'1%- 3 A Because my assistant, Fred Stetson, told me-he made the

) 4 arrangements with Mr. Gallo.

5 Q Is that standard sheet based on an hourly rate?

6 A Yes.

3 7 Q And is there a different hourly rate for your testimony

8 here as opposed to time spent outside the hearing itself?

9 A No, there is not.

3 10 Q How many hours have you expended to date in preparation

11 for your testimony here?
n

12 A I have not kept track of that.

(]) 13 I would suspect it's in the neighborhood of 10 to 203

14 days, but I am just guessing.

15 Q Have you billed Commonwealth Edison or the Applicant at

) 16 all yet or whatever person you are going to bill for your

17 testimony?

18 A I assume my company has, yes.

J 19 Q But you don't know for sure?

'
20 A I don't know.

21 Q Is that the practice of your company, to bill as you go

) 22 along7

23 A Yes.p)%
24 Q Do you know whether any payment has been received yet on

3 25 those bills?

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O) 1 A I do not.

2 Q Have you ever consulted before for Commonwealth Edison?
'

3 A Yes, I believe so.

:) 4 Q Approximately how many times?

5 A Well, I think once.

6 Q In what connection did that take place?

J 7 A In the -- there was a peer review group or a peer review

8 Board hired by the combination of Commonwealth Edison,

9, Consolidated Edison and PASNY, to aid in the review of the

3 10 Zion and Indian Point PRA's.

11 Q Can you tell me approximately when that was, roughly?

12 A One to two years ago.

O 13 Q As best you can remember, that's the only prior time that'

14 you consulted with Edison?

15 A That is the only time.

) ' 16 Q Since your initial contact regardir.g this matter, what

17 have you done with regard to Byron specifically to prepare

18 for your testimony?

19 A I-have read the contentions. I have read applicable

20 portions of the final environmental statement. I have

21 read the applicable portions of the NRC Safety Evaluation

) 22 Report. I have read some other docurients. I refreshed my

23 memory about the Lewis Report; and mostly I spent most ofq
G

24 my time writing my testimony and having meetings with

) 25 regard to the testimony.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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'

O
) 1 Q Meetings with whom?

2 A Wf.th counsel for Commonwealth Edison and technical people a

T
s/ 3 with' Commonwealth Edison.

) 4 Q Can you indicate what technical people you are referring
'

s

5 to?
.

6 A George-K1cpp. ''

~) 7 Q What is his area?

8 A He -- I don't know his exact title; but he is responsible

9 for PRA's within Commonwealth Edison.

10 Q For the record, is that K-1-o-p-p?-

11 A Yes.

12 Q Have you met with anybody else from Edison?
,

>-( ) 13 A There;may have been other people at some of the meetings,

14 but I don't recall who they were.

15 Q Oka y ., Have you ever visited Byron?

) 16 A No, I have not.

17 Q Have you -- you say you have read the applicable pertion

18 of the SER and thelEIS.

) 19 I take it, then, you haven't read the entire -- -

20 those entire documents?
~

21 A That's correct.

) 22 Q Have you ever read the FSAR?

23 A No, I have not.
[)

24 Q Have you ever read the FES? .
,

) 25 MR. GALLO: Clarification on FES.

() '

-
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:) 1 You mean final environmental statement?

2 MR. THOMAS: Yes.

() 3 MR. GALLO: I object to the statement. He has

1 4 answered that he has.

5 A Yes.

6 JUDGE COLE: I believe he said he read the,

i 7 applicable parts of the FES.

8 A (Continuing.) Yes.

9 MR. THOMAS: Right.

3 10 JUDGE COLE: Do you mean the environmental

11 report, sir, Mr. Thomas?

12 MR. THOMAS: I mean the final environmental
,

(]) 13 statement.3

14 JUDGE COLE: The NRC Staff's statement?

| 15 MR. THOMAS: Right.

D 16 JUDGE SMITH: Now, he hasn't answered the
|

17 question.-

| 18 It is not the same question.

3 19 MR. THOMAS: I didn't think it was, either.

20 - JUDGE SMITH: So your objection is overruled.

21 A (Continuing.) I have read applicable portions of the FES.

3 22 BY MR. THOMAS:

23 Q I take it that you or -- strike that.

! ~)3
24 Have you done a PRA regarding Byron?

) 25 A No, I have not.

I ()
SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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3 1 Q Have you made any structural analysis of the Byron

2 containment?
('3v 3 A No, I have not.

') 4 Q Have you analyzed the Byron control room design?

5 A No, I have not.

6 Q Have you read or analyzed -- strike that.

) 7 Have you read the Byron operating procedures?

8 A No.

9 Q Have you done any studies regarding external events at

) 10 Byron?

11 A No.

12 Q Have you read any studies regarding external events at

O is art 'a2:

14 A No.

15 Q Have you'done any studies regarding emergency planning

3 16 concerning Byron?

17 A No.

18 Q Have you read any studies on that subject?

> 19 A No.

20 Q Now, in your testimony you indicate that, well, from 1962

21 through the end of 1979, you were with the AEC and the

) 22 NRC; is that correct?

23 A Well, in those dates I would have been with the AEC,

24 because the NRC did not exist until 1975.
) 25 Q You say through the end of 19797

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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) 1 A Oh, that's right; '79, yes, that's correct.

2 Q Okay. And during those years you held a variety of

3 positions, one of which was Project Staff Director for the

3 4 Reactor Safety Study WASH-14007

5 A Yes.

6 Q Now, since that is involved in your testimony, exactly

') 7 what were your duties as Project Staff Director for the

8 Reactor Safety Study?

9 A The Reactor Safety Study was directed by Professor

> 10 Rasmussen from MIT, who worked half-time at the AEC, NRC,

11 during the course of when the study was done.

12 I was the full-time AEC employee to keep the work

30 13 going and make technical contributions, to direct the

14 staff, to have discussions with Rasmussen about how the

15 study should be performed and so forth.

) 16 Q Okay. Then would it be fair to describe you as the -- at

17 least the in-house project director of that report?

18 A That's a fair statement, yes --

) 19 Q Okay.

20 A -- although, I would say that there is a very close

21 intellectual cooperation between myself and Rasmussen.

) 22 Q Yes. I was not trying to exclude him. I was just trying

23 to understand your role.

24 A Okay.

3 25 Q When were you appointed Project Staff Director,

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
] 1 approximately, to the best of your recollection?

2 A About September of 1972.
7

3 Q And how long did you serve as Project Staff Director for'

4 the Reactor Safety Study?

5 A Until the final report was published in October of 1975.

6 Q Can you give me a rough estimate of the amount of your

? 7 time that you spent on the Reactor Safety Study during

8 that approximately three-year period?

9 A Except for a brief period of several months -- I don't

> 10 recall exactly how long -- when I was helping Dr. Kautz

11 establish the Reactor Safety Research Division in the AEC,

12 I would say I spent an average of 18 hours a day during

({) 13 that whole time period.)

14 Q Ok.iy. So I take it that would be 100 percent of your time

15 other than --

) 16 A Yes.

17 Q All right. Now, I take it, from what the Board indicated,

18 that you still serve the NRC as a consultant in some

> 19 capacities, if that would be the correct --

20 A I have a small consulting contract with the Director of

21 the Office of Policy Evaluation of the NRC.

1 22 Q Was it pursuant to that contract that, for example, you

23 talk with or that you lecture people, hearing officers,

24 with regard to probability studies, for example?

) 25 A No. Those lectures were given when I was in the NRC.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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.i 1 Q Oh, all right.

2 Can you indicate, just roughly, what the nature of

3 your consulting contract is with the NRC7

~) 4 A Principally, I have given advice to the head of OPE on

5 safety goals, matters affecting safety goals.

6 Q And approximately how much of your time does that contract

7 involve?

8 JUDGE SMITH: Now, you know, there is an unusual

9 problem present here.

3 10 There is no authorized representative of the Office

11 of Policy Evaluation present.

12 It's not the Staff's responsibility to represent

(]) 13 them in this hearing. To the contrary, they are'

14 specifically divided.

15 OPE participates in a decision-writing process for

D 16 the Commissioners themselves.
t

17 They are entitled to confidentiality in that

18 func tion .

) 19 I don't know how far you are going to go along that

20 line --

21 MR. THOMAS: Well, I --

) 22 JUDGE SMITH: -- but this is part of the

1

23 decision-making process --

| 24 MR. THOMAS: Yes.
|

b 25 JUDGE SMITH: -- part of it.

O
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O''
) 1 Part of it is policy process, which is not protected

2 necessarily; but be sensitive to that.

3 The Commissioners are entitled to absolute

7 4 confidentiality in the inputs in their adjudicative

5 decisions, including their consultants.

6 So I am not going to permit this line of4

3 7 questioning, other than -- well --

8 MR. THOMAS: Well, I --

9 JUDGE SMITH: I am not going to permit it;

O 10 that's the ruling.

11 MR. THOMAS: I didn't -- you know, I didn't -- I

12 don't mean to get into confidential considerations.

. (]) 13 JUDGE SMITH: I realize that.

14 MR. THOMAS: I am just trying to, you know, put

15 in the record whatever connections this witness might have

0 16 to the NRC. That was my only --

17 JUDGE SMITH: What is the nature of your

18 consulting with OPE 7 Do you assist them in the drafting

> 19 of adjudicative decisions?

20 THE WITNESS: No, no. I simply gave them
i
'

21 technical advice. I did not -- on safety goals. I did

) 22 not draft anything for them. --

23 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Those safety goals have

24 been published in draft form now.

2 25 Okay. Well, how far do you expect to go?

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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,

p() 1 MR. THOMAS: Well, I -- that's probably as far

2 as I will go.;

() 3 I just basically wanted to see what the nature of

h 4 the relationship was. That's all.
J

5 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

! 6 BY MR. THOMAS:

7 Q Do you have any other contracts or any other association ,

8 with.the NRC itself?
'

9 A I just recalled that I gave some lectures to the NRC Staff

? 10 on probabilistic risk assessment, and in that connection I

11 was a subcontractor to J. B. Fussle Associates. I gave a

12 series of -- I don't recall the exact number -- perhaps
!

t
'

j>(]) 13 four or five such lectures.

14 Q Can you tell us roughly the time period?,

15 A Over the past 18 -- starting 18 months ago to six months
|

p 16 ago, something like that.

| 17 Q Is that a continuing contract?

18 A No. It's over.

3 19 Q What about the consulting contract that you referred to

20 earlier with OPE 7

21 A It's still in force, but it's inactive. I am not doing

} 22 any current work.

/
23 MR. THOMAS: A moment, please, your Honor.

O
24 BY MR. THOMAS:

} 25 Q Now -- excuse me a moment.

O
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.O
/ 1 Now, on Page 6 of your testimony, the -- I guess

2 it's the second full paragraph, you indicate, "It is

() 3 useful to examine the question of why PRA studies are not

J 4 and should not be required."

5 Do you see where I am referring?

6 A Yes.

) 7 Q Does that mean that the -- do you mean by that statement

8 that the NRC licensing process does not consider specific

9 risks to the health and safety of the public from Class 9

3 10 accidents?

11 A No. In fact, they do consider them in their FES

12 documents; but they do not consider them in their safety

3 (]) 13 licensing, the safety part of the licensing process; and I

14 beli2ve -- except in a few cases where they are

15 considering them, I believe they should not.

) 16 MR. RAWSON: For the purposes of the record, may

17 we know what the witness was referring to when he used the

18 word "them" in the last couple of sentences?

) 19 THE WITNESS: The NRC.

20 MR. RAWSON: You said the NRC had not considered

21 them.

3 22 Are you talking about PRA's?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, PRA's.

O
24 MR. RAWSON: Thank you.

J 25 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, counsel ought to
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A
(_/.s

s 1 address his questions to the Board and the Board ought to

2 decide whether or not the witness ought to answer the

( 3 questions.

!3 4 MR. RAWSON: I agree, Judge.

5 I was only trying to assist the record.

6 JUDGE SMITH: So there is nothing for us to rule

3 7 on.

8 MR. GALLO: I was thinking in the future, your

9 Honor.

> 10 BY MR. THOMAS:
'

11 Q Above that -- in the paragraph prior to that statement, it

12 indicates that the logic structures described above permit

9 (]) 13 consideration of, and then you have, " internal plant

14 failures , pren, equipment failures, human errors in

15 testing."

d 16 With regard to that reference to human errors in

17 testing, does that include the assessment of errors in

18 QA/QC during construction?

? 19 A No. This is meant to include operational testing; testing

20 systems and ccmponents during operation of the plant.

21 Q Not during the construction stage?

') 22 A Not during construction.

23 Q Now, directing your attention to Page 7 and the first

24 paragraph on Page 7, is it correct to say that the

> 25 uncertainties that are associated with the estimates of-

O
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'''

J 1 public risk at Byron have not been quantified?

2 A I guess the answer to that question is yes and no.

( There has not been a full PRA done for the Byron3

) 4 plant.

5 The FES, on the other hand, has made a general

6 estimate of public risks from the plant that I think

3 7 represents a reasonable approach and has yielded

8 conservative estimates of those risks.

9 Q Is that general estimate in quantitative terms, in your

3 10 opinion?

11 A In the FES it is, yes.

12 Q And what is that general estimate based on?

3 (]) 13 A It's based on using a radioactive source term that has

14 been established generically by the NRC to represent

15 releases that might occur from large power reactors and

3 16 then the use of a consequence model, using site specific

17 meteorology and population distributions, to calculate
i

18 public consequences.

J 19 Q Now, when you speak of the NRC deterministic process, for

20 example, at Page 4, the last paragraph on Page 4, you

21 indicate that it's called deterministic, in your opinion,

O 22 because it is not probabilistic in nature; is that

23 correct?g-)
v

24 A Yes.

4 25 Q You also indicate that -- I believe that it rests on

O
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r~T
(_/-) 1 qualitative engineering judgment as opposed toi

2 quantitative probabilistic estimates; is that right?

() 3 A That's principally correct, yes.

3 4 Q I take it, by " qualitative engineering judgment," you are

'

5 talking, basically, about engineering opinion; is that

6 correct?

O 7 A Yes.

8 Q Again, that is opposed to mathematical quantitative

9 probabilistic assessments; is that correct?

10 A That's correct.'-

11 Q Now, on Page 8 you indicate, "It has also been

12 demonstrated that the Reactor Safety Study has predicted
.

essentially correctly events that have occurred, such as) (]) 13

.
14 the accident at Three Mile Island 2.

,

15 What was the probability predictior for the TMI 2

J 16 accident?

17 A This statement means that the consequences -- the public

18 health consequences -- that occurred at Three Mile Island,

) 19 which were very small, were essentially within the scope

20 of predictions of WASH-1400 as far as consequences are

21 concerned; and that the probability of such consequences

J 22 in WASH-1400 were somewhere between 1 chance in 400 -- and

23 I am going on memory now, so these numbers may not be

24 exact.

) 25 Q I understand.

O
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O
a 1 A -- 1 chance in 400 to 1 chance in 40,000 per reactor year;

2 and t'he measured frequency of that 1 event at Three Mile

fO 3 Island was 1 chance in 4,000 per year;-but we did not

h 4 analyze that explicit sequence -- that explicit accident

i
5 sequence in WASH-1400, because we did not analyze a B&W

6 reactor. We analyzed Westinghouse and GE reactors.

O 7 Q Well, I -- I don't mean to interrupt. Go ahead.

8 A That's all I was going to say.
|

| 9 Q Are you finished?
|

J 10 A Yes.

11 Q Are you drawing a distinction between the consequences and
|
| 12 the occurrence itself?

Q 13 A Not the occurrence of the consequences, but the --

t 14 Q I mean the occurrence of the events.
i

| 15 A the series of events was not predicted in WASH-1400,--

:) 16 because it studied a Westinghouse reactor, which could not

17 have had that sequence of events happening in that way.

18 Q Okay.

> 19 A Now, we studied a similar sequence. There was a similar

20 sequerce in WASH-1400, but of much lower probability

| 21 because of the difference in design of the reactors.

b 22 Q With regard to the TMI 2 consequence, which, I think, you

23 described as very small, upon what do you base that

24 opinion?

-) 25 A There were studies performed by the EP -- by an EPA-NRC

|
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3 1 group -- I think it was called a task force, but I am not

2 sure, and I think it's referred to in the Staff FES, which

() 3 predicted somewhere in the neighborhood of a few thousand

3 4 person rem as being the consequence of that accident

5 Q So you are basing that opinion on that study?
I

6 A Yes.

O 7 Q Were you involved in that study at all?

8 A No, but some of the people who worked for me were.

9 Q Okay. Have you been personally involved in any study of

i 10 the consequences of the TMI 2 accident?

11 A You mean public health effects?

12 Q Yes.

')
(]) 13 A No, I have not.

14 Q With regard to the study which you spoke of, are you aware

15 of problems with monitoring the consequences of the TMI 2

9 16 accident?

17 A Well, as in all measurements, you never have all the data

18 you would like to have; but my understanding is that the

0 19 conclusions of that study were supported by whatever data

20 was available.
|

| 21 Q Do you know how many monitors were in place at TMI 2 at

) 22 the time of the accident?

23 A No, I don't.
, ():

24 Q Are you aware of how many monitors are in place now at

U 25 that location?

O
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1 1 A No, I am not.

2 Q Now, you, on Page 9 of your testimony, discuss -- also

O 3 discuse -- the Reector Sefety Study end then e1eo the

) 4 review group, the Lewis Committee Report.

5 AEe you familiar with the Sandi3 study?

6 A Well, there are hundreds, thousands of Sandia studies.

0 7 Q I am talking about the Sandia study with regard to core

8 melt accidents.

9 A Are you talking about the recent Sandia study --

10 Q Yes.'

11 A -- which was called the siting study, which predicted very

12 large consequences?

Q 13 Q Yes.~>

14 A I am familiar with only a certain part of that study.

15 Q Which part are you familiar with?

) 16 A I am familiar with the part that resulted in the

17 predictions of those very high consequences and the way in

18 which those predictions were made.

) 19 Q Are you aware of the conclusion that the risk of a Class 9

20 accident was 1 in 100,0007

21 A That wouldn't surprise me. That's about the right number.

) 22 Q Do you know what sites were analyzed in the Sandia study?

23 A I think they looked at a large number of sites in the

24 country, perhaps all of them; but I am not sure of the

) 25 exact number.

O
l
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i 1 Q Do you know if the Byron station or site is similar to any

2 of the reactors used in the Sandia study?

() 3 A I don't know.

) 4 Q Do you know what the range of probabilities of Class 9

5 accidents were in the Sandia study?

6 A I think they went down as low as numbers of ten to the

) 7 minus eight to ten to the minus nine per year.

8 Q Do you know if that, the range of probabilities in the

9 Sandia study, was higher than the one in the WASH-14007

) 10 A It's in the same range.
,

11 Q In your opinion, doesn't the Sandia study, by comparison

12 to the WASH-1400, demonstrate that a generic PRA is not

(]) 13 valid to assess the risk at a particular site?

14 A I would answer no; but I would like to qualify it by

15 saying that you have to be sure, in making generic studies

,) 16 of that type, that they are close enough to being

17 representative that they are not misleading and that they

18 cannot give as precise results as if you did a PRA on a

) 19 specific plant.

20 Q Okay. Now, when you state " gene-ic studies of this type,"

21 were you referring to the 14007

:) 22 A No. I am talking about Sandia, the Sandia study.

23 Q How would you describe the WASH-14007

24 A The WASH-1400 analysis looked at two reactors, one PWR and

) 25 one BWR, and did, essentially, a full PRA on all the
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(),
> 1 engineering detail involved of those two reactors,

2 predicted the probability of core melt, predicted the

() 3 probability of containment failure and the various ways in

''
4 which the containment would fail, analyzed the physical

5 processes involved with molten fuel, analyzed the release

6 of transport efficient products into the environment and tr eit

7 distribution in the environment, health effects.>

8 Q All right. I wasn't asking --

9 A That is a specific PRA as opposed to a generic PRA.

) 10 Q Specific to an actual site or a composite site?

11 A Two actual reactors; but since our charter was to estimate

12 the risks from the nuclear industry, we generated a

(]) 13 composite site from all the sites in the country, 68'

14 sites.

15 Q Would you agree that it's fair to describe your testimony

) 16 here as basically generic testimony?

17 A I don't understand what that means.

18 Q Well, it's not really Byron specify, is it?

19 A I think it's specify to the contentions.'

20 Q It's basically an explanation of the NRC process and why

|
21 you believe it's deterministic as opposed to probabilistic

) 22 in nature, don't you think?

23 A I think it covers that, but it covers much more than that.
g3

. G
24 Q Now, is it true that the Lewis Committee Report on'

> 25 WASH-1400 found errors in the analysis of liquid pathways;

O
i
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-' 1 specifically river site accidents?

2 A I guess I don't recall that.

3 The two reactors we analyzed were both on rivers.'

I 4 We did analyze liquid pathways.

5 I don't recall that Lewis found anything wrong with

6 that; but I am not sure.

3 7 Q Are you aware that in this matter of Byron a March, 1983,

8 letter from Com Ed to the NRC indicates that the -- that

9 there is an error in the FSAR regarding the ungrouted rock

'
10 transmicity values?

11 A No, I am not aware of that.

12 Q On Pages 16 and 17 -- this is related to what we were just

O 13 talking about -- you say that in reaching a judgment on

14 the adequacy of the Class 9 accident calculations reported

15 in the Byron FES, you considered the following, and you

9 16 list a number of considerations there; is that right?

17 A Yes.

18 Q As part of your evaluation, did you consider the adequacy

|0 19 of the methods employed in the FES in relation to the

20 liquid pathways release to the environment?,

21 A Not as carefully as I did those to atmospheric dispersion,
1

) 22 because my general understanding from work I have done and |

23 work of others is that the liquid pathways contribute very )

24 little to public risk compared to the atmospheric

' 25 dispersion and that's the conclusion reached by the FES
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) 1 also.

2 Q Do you know what the conclusion in that regard is with
'N

3 regard to the Sandia Study?

3 4 A Sandia Siting Study?

5 0 Yes.

6 A No, I do not.

3 7 Q Okay. What -- when you say not as much, to what extent

8 did you consider the liquid pathways release?

9 A Well, I read it casually, to see what conclusion they

'

10 arrived at; and they arrived at a conclusion, confirming

11 conclusions in WASH-1400 and other studies I have seen of

12 that type.

O 13 o sut you are aot aware at the 9ee eat time recalcutatioa=)

14 are going on with regard to that subject?

15 A Recalculations of what by whom? I don't really understand

} 16 the question.

| 17 Q Referring again to the transmissivity values of the
|

18 ungrouted rock.

) 19 MR. GALLO: Objection. The witness has

20 testified that he is not aware of the letter referred to

21 by counsel. Therefore, he has no basis upon which to

? 22 answer that question.
|

23 JUDGE SMITH: Do you wish to be heard on the

24 objection, Mr. Thomas?
,

L

P .25 MR. THOMAS: No.
| O
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0 1 JUDGE SMITH: Sustained.

2 MR. THOMAS: I will withdraw the question.

() 3 BY MR. THOMAS:

3- 4 Q All right. If at Byron there is an error in the FSAR on

5 liquid pathways, what effect would this have on the FES

6 conclusions regarding accident probabilities?

3 7 MR. GALLO: Objection. The question is vague.

8 It seems to me that the witness has testified he is

9 unaware of this error. Necessarily, the question if it's

10 going to inquire into this further has to inform the

11 witness of the area of the FSAR that he is inquiring

12 about.

J (]) 13 Indeed, he could give him a copy of the letter, upon

14 which he could inform himself and then intelligent

15 questioning and answering could follow.

') 16 The question is vague.

17 MR. THOMAS: I have no objection to tendering a

18 copy of the letter to the witness, although -- well, I

) 19 have no objection to doing that.

20 JUDGE SMITH: I can see the difficulty is going

21 to be that you are going to have rather an unanalyzed

) 22 event -- I mean circumstance, which, I assume, will later

23 be clarified for our record; but you are going to ask him( s
i

24 now to make testimony based upon a hypothetical.

) 25 MRS. JOHNSON: (Indicating.)

O
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L)(2)
:

1 You are indicating no, Mrs. Johnson. All right.
>

2 Just go ahead and see what happens.

!( 3 MR. THOMAS: Let me see if I can put a more
!

O 4 specific question based on the admittedly somewhat sketchy
4

5 information that we have at this time.

6 BY MR. THOMAS:
I

? 7 Q For the record, you do have a copy in front of you of a

| 8 March 11, 1983, letter from a T. R. Tramm of Commonwealth

! 9 Edison to Harold Denton?

3 10 A Yes, I do.

-11 Q Do you see in that letter in the second paragraph where

| 12 Mr. Tramm indicates that there are -- that there is an
,

'(]) 13 error in the Byron Braidwood FSAR7

14 A Yes, I do.

i 15 Q And he further indicates that the ungrouted rock
!

) 16 transmissivity values should be an order of magnitude

17' higher?

18 A Yes.
,

) 19 Q Now, from that information, from the statement that they

20 should be an order of magnitude higher, can you draw any

21 consequences at this time with regard to the adequacy of

.) 22 the Class 9 accident calculations reported in the Byron

23 FES?
O

24 A No, I cannot.

) 25 JUDGE SMITH: Did you intend to say, "can you

O
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0 1 draw any consequences?"

2 MR. THOMAS: Any conclusions, I meant.

( 3 A (Continuing.) No, I cannot.

0 4 BY MR. THOMAS:

5 Q Is the reason that this transmissivity should be an order

6 higher an inadequacy in the data base?

? 7 MR. GALLO: Objection.

8 A I am not sure how this is.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Dr. Levine, there was an

1 10 objection.

11 MR. THOMAS: Yes, I withdraw the question.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Nevertheless, I would like to hear

;) Q 13 the question.

14 Would you read it back, Mr. Sonntag.

15 (The question was thereupon read by the

) 16 Reporter.)

17 JUDGE SMITH: Do you understand the question?

18 THE WITNESS: I assumed the question -- when I

) 19 answered the question, I assumed that it meant that: was

'

20 this change in transmicity due to the fact that there was

21 some inadequacy in the data to support it; and I said I

) 22 don't know.

23 JUDGE SMITH: Is everyone happy with the
. -)

24 question and the answer? I myself have lost track.

C; 25 JUDGE COLE: Is the word transmissivity?

O
|
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4

.) 1 MR. THOMAS: Transmissivity.

2 THE WITNESS: I am sorry. I misspoke.

O 3 eT MR. THOMiS:

.) 4 Q Assuming for the purposes of this question that the

5 transmissivity values are -- excuse me -- transmissivity

6 values are an order of magnitude higher, do you have an

) 7 opinion as to whether the results predicted in the FES

8 with respect to the possibility of liquid releases are

9 still accurate?

O 10 MR. CALLO: Objection. The question is vague.

11 It has not been established on the record just what the

12 values are that the order of magnitude ought to be

O '3 co=9ered to-:)

14 Therefore, the witness can't possibly answer the

15 question.

:) 16 JUDGE SMITH: Well, now, as I understand the

17 question, it's a hypothetical.

| 18 MR. THOMAS: Right.

) 19 JUDGE SMITH: And the weight -- I mean the

20 evidentiary value of the answer will depend upon the

21 accuracy of the hypothetical.

') 22 I don't know how he can do any better, given the

23 state of the evidence as it is today.

24 MR. GALLO: Even as a hypothetical question,

) 25 your Honor, the question is defective, because it asks -in
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0 1 a hypothetical sense to draw a judgment or a conclusion

2 based on an order of magnitude relation to an unnamed

() 3 numerical value. I don't know how the witness can

3 4 possibly draw such a comparison.

5 JUDGE SMITH: I guess -- I think we better have

6 the question back. Would you read it back, Mr. Sonntag.

O 7 (The question was thereupon read by the

8 Reporter.)

9 MR. GALLO: An order of magnitude higher than

) 10 what, your Honor? That's my objection to the question.

11 JUDGE SMITH: What did the author of the letter

12 intend, is that what we are predicating the hypothesis on?

0 (]) 13 MR. THOMAS: Yes. Well, let me ask you this.

14 BY MR. THOMAS:

15 Q Do you know what --

) 16 JUDGE SMITH: Withdraw that?

17 MR. THOMAS: Yes, I will withdraw that.
I

18 BY MR. THOMAS:
1

'] 19 Q Do you know what the transmissivity values are in the

20 FSAR7

21 A No.

) 22 Q With regard to the previous question, can you answer that

23 as to whether you have an opinion on that subject?

O 24 MR. GALLO: Objection. He is repeating the same

) 25 question in another form and it's equally objectionable.

| ()
|
|
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0 1 MR. THOMAS: I am repeating it but the question

2 just asks if he has an opinion. If, in fact, what Mr.

O
%_/ 3 Gallo has put on the record here is the case, I am sure

0 4 the witness can answer that.

5 MR. GALLO: Counsel is attempting to get his

6 question asserted despite its legal deficiency on the plea
i

0 7 that the witness maybe has an opinion on it nevertheless.

8 That's not how jurisprudence works.

9 JUDGE COLE: Mr. Thomas, let me ask a question

) 10 and see if it gets at what you are trying to get to.

11 MR. THOMAS: Sure, all right.
,

12 BOARD EXAMINATION

O (]) 13 BY JUDGE COLE:

14 Q Dr. Levine, you looked at the estimates for liquid

15 releases in the FES?
.

!.) 16 A I said I looked at them only casually.

|
17 Q All right, sir.

18 If the transmissivity values upon which liquid were

J 19 at least partially based were increased by an order of
|
| 20 magnitude, could that or would that change your estimate

{
| 21 or evaluation of the impact of the liquid releases?
I

) 22 A I don't know without knowing the values and making an

23 analysis.

O
24 It would certainly make the radioactivity move

!) 25 faster in the ground but faster might still be very slow.

| ()

|
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)
1

I just don't know how to answer the question.
2 Q All right, sir.

O 3

aut if enything wou1d it constitute en increese or) 4 e

decrease in the impact if it were to move faster th
5 roughthe soil?
6 A

It would mean the radioactivity would get to water bodi)
7 es

faster than it might otherwise get there.
8 Q And is that generally associated --
9 A

Unless there was some intervention taken to stop itp 10 Q All right, sir.
.

11

So in general is increased transmissivity associated12

with -- would that then be associated with possible?Q 13

incidences of higher doses to people if it were to l14 ead toanything?
15 A

It's potentially possible; but I would not agree th t i16 a t

would lead to those doses.
17 Q All right.

I think we are talking about the same thing18 A Yes. .

19 Q

If it travels faster through the media, it gets to danger20
points quicker, wouldn't it?

21 A Quicker, yes.
22

JUDGE COLE: All right. Thank you.239 BOARD EXAMINATION24
BY JUDGE SMITH:

25 Q

Is there another phemonenon at play if given a certai
n'
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.

3 1 amount of radioactivity, the speed with which it would

2 travel would not change the total amount or the total

() 3 doses unless you depend upon the decay during the

) 4 transmission?

5 A There would be less decay, but there still might be

6 adequate absorption in the rock to prevent it moving very

) 7 fast, less fast than the water in the aquifer might. It's

8 a fairly complicated situation.

9 BOARD EXAMINATION

3 10 BY JUDGE COLE:

11 Q Sir, do you know what the substrata is in the Byron area?

12 A No, I do not.

(]) 13 Q All right, sir.)

14 In limestone or limestone-like dolomitic areas, are

15 you familiar with some range of transmissivity values that

J 16 might be associated with limestone or dolomitic areas?

17 A No, I am not. This is way outside my field of expertise.

18 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. Thank you. I

J 19 don't know whether that helps you, Mr. Thomas, or not.

20 MR. THOMAS: Yes, I think it is basically what I

21 was trying to establish.

) 22 JUDGE SMITH: Of course, Dr. Cole was trying to

23 help Mr. Thomas. I know you understand, Mr. Gallo, you

24 continue your right to object, even though it's been put ,

) 25 out as a Board question.
'

f'V)
,

/'
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O
) 1 MR. GALLO: I understand that, Judge. Thank

2 you.
O
kJ 3 BY MR. THOMAS:

) 4 Q Could the increased transmissivity values affect the FES

5 calculation on Class 9 accidents as well as the FSAR7

6 A I don't know.

) 7 Q Could it affect the NEPA analysis on which construction

8 license was based?

9 MR. GALLO: Objection. The witness has

) 10 testified continually that,he doesn't know about the

11 details of this problem, that it's outside his area of

12 expertise and it's fruitless and prejudicial to the

() 13 witness to continue this line of questioning.)

14 I would object and request that it be shutdown.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Well, I don't think that Mr.

) 16 Levine is being harmed particularly by it.

17 However, your point is well made, that I think you

18 have very well established what the reach of his expertise

> 19 and what the reach of his testimony is.

20 BOARD EXAMINATION

21 BY JUDGE COLE:

) 22 Q Dr. Levine, his questions were prefaced by the word

23 "could." You said you didn't know.
,

24 I believe you were answering "would it" and that's

) 25 what you don't know; but is it correct that your answer to
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()
3 1 "could it" would be you don't know?

.

2 A Yes. [
''

3 JUDGE COLE: All right. Thank you.

O 4 JUDGE SMITH: Don't you agree, Mr. Thomas, you

5 have rather well bounded his testimony, if that's your

6 objective?

3 7 MR. THOMAS: Yes, I do. That was, again, the

8 last question, I just wanted to outline the possible

9 consequence or parameters of the recalculations that are

10 going on with regard to the transmissivity values..>

11 BY MR. THOMAS:

12 Q On Page 14 where in the second full paragraph, you were
,

([) 13 talking-about or you were ciscussing 133 unresolved or0

14 generic! safety issues at that time and you say, "these

15 were examined by the use of probabilistic techniques and

0 16 it was determined that only about 20 of these were of any

17 direct safety significance."

18 Can you indicate what those 20 are or were?

y 19 A I don't recP'1 now, but they are well documented.

20 Q Can yo" * 1er.er any of them?
|

21 A You'kna , te - years ago. I just can't remember.

3 22 Q Okay.

23 JUDGE SMITH: Is that, generally speaking, the A
Os 4

24 Group?

-) 25 A (Continuing.) Yes, it was. They mostly came from the A

()'

,

'
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1968,

O
J- -1 Group. After this work was done, the distinctions between

2 A, B, C and D were changed, I believe. They may have been
G
5/ 3 re-established since then. I don't know.

1 4 BY MR. THOMAS:

5 Q On Page 17 I believe you indicate that larger values --

6 excuse me a minute.

b 7 You indicate that longer times for containment

8 failure -- this is, I guess, the first full paragraph. --

9 you indicate that l'onger times for containment failure

'> 10 result in smaller releases.

11 A Yes.

12 Q Can you explain that?

() 13 A Yes. If you have radioactivity inside the containment'

14 that's airborne, it's reduced -- that amount of

15 radioactivity that is airborne is reduced -- by one of

-) 16 several mechanisms. In fact, some of them operate at the

17 same time.

18 If you have containment sprays running, they are

> 19 reduced by some factor.

20 If you have the fan coolers running, they are

21 reduced by some factor.

) 22 If you have neither of those running, there_are

/~T 23 natural deposition processes working and the longer all of
LJ

24 those processes work, the more radioactivity will be

) 25 deposited in water or on surfaces inside the containment.
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1969

O
'''

) 1 So when the containment ruptures, there will be less

2 radioactivity airborne available to lead to the

() 3 environment. Those are all rate phenomena and they work

> 4 as long as the radioactivity is there. So the longer the

5 containment holds together, the longer they work.

6 BOARD EXAMINATION

) 7 BY JUDGE SMITH:

8 Q Without any operator action?

9 A Well, natural deposition is a physical phenomena depending

) 10 on people. The spray systems and the fan coolers, I

11 believe, are initiated automatically. Certainly the

12 sprays are initiated automatically. I am not sure about

(]) 13 the fan coolers.)

14 Q So the additional time -- the point I guess I was

15 inquiring about was: The additional time would also give

> 16 additional time for operator action, too?

17 A Yes. If, for instance, the sprays or fan coolers did not

18 operate initially and the containment were not to break

> 19 and they came on later, that would be very helpful, if the

20 operators were able to make them operable.

21 BY MR. THOMAS:

) 22 Q Now, on Page 18 of your testimony, you indicate that, in

23 sum, the FES strikes a balance between conservatisms andrg
(./

24 uncertainties on the side of conservatism.

) 25 How do you know -- how do you -- strike that.
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1970

f

:) 1 Why are you of that opinion, given the fact that the
,

2 uncertainties have not been quantitatively analyzed for ,

) 3 Byron?
l

0 4 A Well, in general, I have some knowledge of these
'

5 uncertainties from other studies that have been made and
'.

6 they are generally dependent upon physical phenomena as
,

I

? 7 opposed to specific details of the plant, although the

|
8 details of the plant do affect them; but I believe that '

9 the overall conservatisms, especially with the time to'

a 10 containment failure which will strongly affect the fission

11 product releases, are almost overwhelming in conservatism.

12 Q Now, on Page 19, when you are discussing the emergency

(]) 13 core cooling system, you state that -- you are talking

'14 about a few of the relevant Byron design features and you

15 state, "the emergency core cooling system is" -- you say

] 16 it will " perform its design function with only one
|

! 17 accumulator failed and with only one of the redundant

18 trains of safety injection at the applicable pressure

> 19 level."

20 Now, isn't it fair that the NRC requires the ECCS

21 to operate with only one accumulator failed and with only

|) 22 one of the redundant trains of safety injection at the
!

23 applicable pressure level?
)

24 A That's my belief, yes.

) 25 Q So, in other words, all plants are designed this way;

)
j
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i

.

-J 1 right?

2- A Essentially.

3 Q This is no -- this is nothing specific to Byron, which

3 4 would increase safety margin over any other plant; right?

5 A That's correct.

6 Q With regard to your discussion of the safety systems in

7 general, wouldn't you agree that based upon our'

8 experience, that safety systems are found -- are often
|

9 found -- not to operate at the time that they are needed

10 most? ---

11 MR. GALLO: Objection. The question is vague,

12 unintelligible.

,] 13 As I recall, it said, "wouldn't you agree that>

i 14 safety systems, unnamed, based on our experience,
I

| 15 unidentified, cause problems in terms that they won't

? 16 operate," again, unidentified.
|

17 MR. THOMAS: That wasn't the question, but I

18 understand the nature of his objection to the question.

|> 19 Well, let me see if I can be more specific with an

20 example.

; 21 BY MR. THOMAS:

) 22 Q Are you familiar with the problems of the failure of the

23 reactor protection system breakers to open on demand, such(S
! s_/
l

24 as occurred at Salem?

| > 25 A I am generally familiar with that, yes.

()
l
;

,
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1972

m

D 1 Q Are you aware that there have been approximately 35
2 incidents since 1973 in which one circuit breaker failed() 3 in an automatic safety system?

3 4 A I have heard numbers like that.
5 Q In light of these numbers, do you still feel, as you
6 indicate on Page 19, that these protection systems make

3 7 the probability of accidents characterized by failure to
8 shut down the reactor very small?

9 A Yes, I do.

3 10 Q Why is that?

11 A Well, we have analyzed these systems. These systems have
12 been analyzed in many -- several, I should say, PRA's and

2([) 13 the numbers that have been predicted are probably in the
14 range of what this experience has shown.

15 I have to say probably because I have not heard yet
) 16 a reliable estimate of what this experience means

17 quantitatively; but I would expect that quantitative
18 experience to be in the range of what has been predicted.

) 19 BOARD EXAMINATION

20 BY JUDGE COLE:

21 Q When you say what has been predicted, what has been
J 22 predicted by the WASH-1400 Study?

23 A And others.

24 Q And others?
) 25 A Yes.
O
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O
-)_ 1 Q All right, sir.

2 A Other PRA's.
;

3 JUDGE COLE: Thank you.

4 BY MR. THOMAS:*
4

5 Q With regard to the safety systems and your discussion of

6 the safety systems at Byron, we discussed -- well, the

O 7 reactor protection system and the backup shutdown system

8 which you have discussed, isn't that true as with the

9 emergency core cooling system, that the NRC requires these

/
10 design features?

: 11 A Of course.

12 Q Okay. And wouldn't you -- and the same thing with the

!) O '3 coateta eat tu11diasi risat? --

14 A Yes. ~

15 Q And all of the safety systems that you discuss in your

> 16 testimony?

17 A Yes.

18 Q And with regard to those safety systems, isn't it true

!> 19 that Class 9 accidents assume the loss of at least some of

| 20 the safety systems?

21 A Yes.

? 22 Q So then wouldn't you agree that these safety systems are

23 to some extent irrelevant in a discussion of Class 9
-

<

24 accidents, because, again, those accidents assume a loss

) 25 of at least some of these systems?
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O
1 A No, I do not agree.-

2 Q And why is that?

O
3 A Well, may I give one example?

'l 4 Q Sure.

5 A Let's assume you have a core-melt accident, say, arising

6 from a pipe break and failure of the emergency core
'

'

7 cooling systems to operate. You then have the

8 containment; and while the containment is designed to a

9 design pressure of about 50 pounds, it will not fail due

10 to overpressure to something like two-and-a-half to three

11 times that pressure.

12 While you have containment spray systems that are
,c
(_/ 13 designed to remove radioactivity source terms for the^

14 design basis accident, they will work equally well with

'

15 source terms from a core-melt accident.

16p So even though they are designed for handling

17 accidents in which the core does not melt, they deal very

18 effectively with accidents in which the core does melt.

19 Now, there is no set of combined equipment that can-
g
|

20 for sure prevent cores from melting and prevent

21 radioactivity from being released, because anything can

!) 22 fail. It's a matter of the probability.

(]) 23 Q Now, with regard to the WASH-1400, you indicated that, in

24 your opinion, the me.thodology used in that report is still
|

gm 25 fundamentally sound; is that correct?>

's-]\

i
l
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O
l 1 A Yes.

2 Q And you also indicated that the Lewis Report said that the

O
3 methodology was still fundamentally sound; right?

3 4 A That's correct.

5 Q But you would acree that the Lewis Report indicated that

6 the numbers produced by the WASH-1400 are not necessarily

3 7 reliable; right?

8 A Well, what they said was the uncertainties were greater

9 than indicated in WASH-1400.

T 10 Q Therefore, that while the methodology may be sound, the

11 actual numbers themselves are not?

12 A No. They said they couldn't determine what the right

() 13 numbers should be but they felt the uncertainties were'

14 larger. I think that's a fair -- then we reported in our

15 study -- I think that's a fair statement.

) 16 We did some work after we published the study, which

17 did a little more rigorous analysis of uncertainties, and

18 in fact we reported to the Lewis Committee that the

) 19 uncertainties were larger.

20 They couldn't be very much larger in the upper

21 direction, however, because if they were larger, we would

) 22 already be seeing accidents of that type and we are not

(]) 23 seeing them. So they couldn't be very much larger than

24 they are now -- than reported.

) - 25 JUDGE SMITH: Would you repeat your last phrase
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1976

dBi
) 1 following "but"?

2 A (Continuing.) They couldn't be very much larger than-s
'

( ;
'~'

3 reported. I am sorry that I mumbled.

3 4 BY MR. THOMAS:

5 Q Or, you say, we would be seeing accidents now?

6 A Yes.

) 7 Q Well, does that necessarily follow from a probability

8 estimate that they couldn't be larger on the upper end or

9 we would be seeing them now?

) 10 A If the probabilities were much larger than we reported,

11 such accidents would be occurring because of the number of

12 reactor years of operation.
m

> lJ 13 Q By "such accidents," are you referring to core-melt

14 accidents? -

15 A Yes. I am just saying there is some limit to how far off

.) 16 we could have been on our uncertainties in the upper

17 direction. Lewis has said publicly he thinks we were

18 conservative and that our estimates should have been

; 19 lowered, our estimate of core melt probably should have

20 been smaller.'

21 Q Is it true that you -- strike that. No. -

) 22 Is it true in January, 1979, the NRC stated that it

(]) 23 did not regard as reliable the WASH-1400 numerical

24 estimate of the overall risk of reactor accident?

) 25 A Yes, that's true.,3

U
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O
) 1 Q And is it true that in the same month the NRC issued a

2 formal statement of policy disavowing the Rasmussen Report

O'''
3 accident probability estimates as not reliable?

l 4 A Yes.

5 MR. THOMAS: Your Honor, I am sorry.

6 Would this be a good time for the morning recess?

) 7 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, if it's satisfactory to you.

8 MR. THOMAS: Yes.

9 JUDGE SMITH: All right. We will take our

3 10 mid-morning recess of 10 minutes at this time.

11 (Recess.)

| 12 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Thomas,
l
) {~J

s
13 BY MR. THOMAS:

14 Q In your testimony regarding the consequences of Class 9

|
15 accidents, did you take into account the role of emergency

p 16 planning considerations at all, such as evacuation?
!

17 A Yes, they were taken into account in WASH-1400, and they'

18 are taken into account in later versions of the

) 19 consequence model.

20 The consequence model in WASH-1400 was called CRAC.

21 There is a newer model called CRAC 2, which is used these

h 22 days; and this takes into account evacuation scenarios for

({} 23 the public in the vicinity of the nuclear power plant; and

24 the kinds of studies that are being made to plan

25 evacuations as needed are yielding results similar to the

!
|
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3 1978

I
i

10
'3 1 CRAC predictions, CRAC 2 predictions.

r 2 Q So then -- okay.

O
3 When you say you took it into account, you mean in

(3 4 the sense that you discussed these studies, like

5 WASH-14007

6 A The way the evacuation planning in CRAC and CRAC 2 were

O 7 developed was based on a study of real world evacuations

| 8 that had occurred in the U.S.

9 There was a study done by EPA -- I can't recall the

"3 10 name of it -- and the data in there, in that stud',/

11 furnished the basis for the CRAC evacuation model, and a

12 reinterpretation of that data resulted in some improvement

D 13 in the evacuation model in CRAC 2.

14 Q All right. What real world evacuation was taken into

15 account?

? 16 A Such things as toxic chemical releases from train crashes,

17 floods, are all I can recall. There may have been other

18 things.
|

0 19 There were no nuclear power plant accidents --

20 Q Yes, right.

21 A -- in the data base.

3 22 Q Were any of the evacuations on a scale -- did any of them

O 23 deal with evacuations of a population density such as

24 Metropolitan Chicago?

3 25 MR. GALLO: Objection; irrelevant.

.
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3 1979

O
3 1 JUDGE SMITH: Overruled.

2 MR. THOMAS: Do you remember the question?

@
3 THE WITNESS: The objection is overruled?

3 4 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

5 A I can't recall.

6 I do know that the data -- I do recall that the data'

3 7 covered various population densities for numbers of people

8 that had to be moved, and it also showed that the higher

9 the density of people, the faster they could be removed;

O 10 but I don't know -- I don't know how high that number

11 went.

12 BY MR. THOMAS:

O 13 Q So you don't know if any of them dealt with a density such

14 as I said, Metropolitan Chicago?

15 A I don't know, but I would doubt it.

? 16 Q Do you know the basis for what you say was the finding

17 that the higher density, the faster the people could be

18 removed?

@ 19 A Yes. It was basically that in higher density populations

20 there are better road systems to allow the people to move

21 faster.

0 22 BOARD EXAMINATION

(]) 23 BY JUDGE COLE:

24 Q Doctor, that conclusion, when they say moved faster, are

O 25 they talking about number of people per hour or the

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
3 1 percentage of the population or what?

2 A The number of people per unit time could be moved faster,

O
3 you could move more people per unit time.

3 4 Now, I would say -- I would have to say that I read

5 that report many years ago, and it's very vague in my

6 memory, and I may be stating some small errors of fact,

13 7 but the general impression I can give you is correct.

8 Q I wonder of what value that statement is if we still have

9 a larger percentage of the people remaining. Even though

-) 10 we can move them out faster, mov,e them at a faster rate,

11 there are so many more to move out, it doesn't tell me

12 anything.

3 13 A Let me tell you what the analysis of the data showed, in

14 our opinion, in the original CRAC evacuation model and the

15 current CRAC 2 evacuation model.

D 16 In the emergency CRAC evacuation model, we assumed

17 that approximately 30 or 40 percent of the tima people did

18 not move at all. They just sort of moved around but

h) 19 didn't have a net velocity away from the cloud; and 30 or

20 40 percent of the time they moved with a very low velocity

21 of 1.2 miles per hour and the remaining time they moved
,

0 22 with 7 miles per hour evacuation speed.

(]) 23 The' latest model reinterprets that model into the

24 delayed times of starting, with 1, 3 and 5 hours, and then

J 25 moving with a constant 10 miles-an-hour velocity, sofg
LJ

i
,
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0
') 1 that's the way the data was interpreted.

2 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. Thank you.
(~h
''#

3 BY MR. THOMAS:

3 4 Q When you say -- you used the word "our, our calculations."

5 Whose calculations were you referring to there?
1

6 A When I said "our," I was talking about the CRAC model,'

:) 7 which was developed as part of WASH-1400.

8 Q Okay. To your knowledge, has there ever been an

9 evacuation in this country on the scale required to

3 10 evacuate Metropolitan Chicago?
'

11 A I don't know, but I doubt it --

12 Q Okay.

3 (G_/ 13 A -- but I am not sure that Metropolitan Chicago would have

| 14 to be evacuated in the case of a reactor accident.
|
| 15 Q Well, that's --

3 16 A I am quite sure it would not have to be,

17 Q Well, there is certainly some Class 9 accident scenarios

18 where it would have to be evacuated, wouldn't it?

) 19 A There might be required, in some very, very remote cases
1

20 of rain, the movement of some people, but not in a few

21 hours. Perhaps in half-a-day or something like that.

,) 22 Q All right. Half-a-day.
|

(]) 23 Are you of the opinion that Metropolitan Chicago

24 could be evacuated in a half-a-day?

) 25 A I am not suggesting that Metropolitan Chicago would haveg-)
J
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0
3 1 to be evacuated. That's your term, not mine.

2 Q If it did, do you think it could be done?

C>
3 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Gallo, when we overruled your

) 4 objection on relevance, we didn't mean it to pertain to

5 any and all references to evacuating Chicago. I just

6 wanted to make that clear.

) 7 I am not suggesting that you object now.

8 MR. GALLO: Would you entertain an objection,

9 your Honor?

} 10 The witness is answering the questions. I will

11 stand by his answer.

12 MR. THOMAS: Judge, surely you are not worrying

|} () 13 about intimidating Mr. Gallo.

14 BY MR. THOMAS:

15 Q Are you familiar with the Byron emergency plan?

) 16 A No, I am not.

17 Q Are you familiar with modifications et ently -- that that

18 plan is currently undergoing?

!) 19 A No.

20 Q The population density estimates which are contained on

21 Page 16 of your testimony, you have no idea if those are

0 22 accurate, do you -- the bottom of Page 15, the top of Page

O 23 16?
|

24 A I am quite sure ths.t the Byron population density, as

?rs 25 s?;ated here for distance out to 50 miles, is less than the
\J

|
|
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O
) 1 average of 111 sites.

2 Q Well, are you aware that this is a recreational area and

3 it has quite a large temporary population of people who

3 4 use recreational facilities?

5 A I am not sure whether that is included in these numbers or
6 not. I suspect not.

') 7 Q In other words, again, you have not made any independent

8 analysis on your own of the demographics situation?

9 A I have taken numbers generated by other people; by the
3 10 NRC, in fact.

11 Q Do you know why -- in compiling the demographic statistics
1

12 for all nuclear sites, do you know why the NRC has used

) 13 average rather than median to make a decision on whether

14 the Byron site is a high density population area?

15 A No, I don't.

3 16 Q Now, on Page 25 and Page 26 of your testimony, where you

17 are talking about using precursor events to help improve

18 the predicted probabilities of accident sequences, I think

0 19 that you indicate that, in order for these figures to be

( 20 anything less than ill-defined or murky, they have to be

21 plant specific; is that correct?

3 22 A If you are trying to draw conclusions about the

([) 23 probability of specific accident sequences, yes.

24 Q Now, again, in the sense that WASH-1400 dealt with the

3 25 composite sites as opposed to plant specific
)
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O
3 1 considerations, would you describe it as ill-defined and

2 murky?

3 A Not at all, because we did define specific accident

3 4 sequences for specific plants.

5 Q But you would -- but based upon composite sites?

6 A That has nothing to do with the argument.

) 7 Q Why is that?

8 A Because the engineering aspects of the plant, which are

9 defined in accident sequences, do not involve the

3 10 consequence model or the site considerations, the site

11 meteorology or the population distribution or anything

12 else.

0() 13 Q Then in terms of accident consequences, though, that's

14 where composite were involved in WASH-1400, population
.

15 densities and so on?

0 16 A In predicting consequences, yes.

17 Q Would you characterize those, the WACH-1400 conclusions

18 regarding accident consequences, as ill-defined and murky

) 19 for that reason?

20 A No; but certainly they would not be applicable to any one

21 reactor site.

) 22 MR. THOMAS: If I might have a moment, your

(]) 23 Honor, I think I am largely finished.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Off the record for a moment.

|I 25 (There followed a discussion outside the
| ()
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O
) 1 record.)

'2 JUDGE SMITH: On the record.
O

3 Mr. Thomas.

) 4 BY MR. THOMAS:

5 Q Are you familiar with the conclusion of the Sandia Site

6 Study regarding the relationship of the melt-down

3 7 categories found most probable by WASH-1400 in

8 relationship to the liquid pathway releases?

9 A I don't understand the question.

) 10 Q All right. Are you aware that the study found that the

11 most probable WASH-1400 melt-down categories resulted in

12 the highest liquid pathway releases?

0 13 A The highest --

14 Q WASH-1400 -- -

15 A Yes, yes.

? 16 Q Okay.

17 A Excuse me. I am not aware of what the Sandia study said;

18 but if that's what it said, that's true.

9 19 Q Okay. You would agree with that statement then,

20 regardless --

21 A Yes; but the releases would be very small, in any event.
,

3 22 MR. THOMAS: Those are all the questions I have

O 23 or the uttaess at tate time, your Moaor.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Rawson.
,

'> 25 MR. RAWSON: Judge, I believe DAARE/ SAFE has
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O
) 1 questions on this contention.

2 MR. THOMAS: Judge, DAARE/ SAFE has a contention

O
3 in --

) 4 JUDGE SMITH: There is no lead?

5 MR. CAMPBELL: There is a lead intervenor, your

6 Honor.

) 7 I just wish to ask some follow-up questions that I

8 feel that were not covered by the League.

9 It does not pertain per se to any one specific

' 10 thing. I just wish to ask follow-up questions

11 specifically concerned with DAARE/ SAFE's contention that I

12 feel that he did not --

1 13 MR. THOMAS: I really didn't dismiss the
4

14 consideration from the ring of nuclear plants that

15 DAARE/ SAFE's contention addresses. ,

;

3 16 JUDGE SMITH: Do you have a -- do you have a

17 cross examination plan 9
l

I18 MR. CAMPBELL: No. This would just take in,

;) 19 again, follow-up.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.
|

21 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman -- excuse me, Judge. I
'

l 22 just was handed a note about an emergency phone call. I

(]) 23 wonder if we could take five minutes while I make it. |

24 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, surely.

:1 25 MR. GALLO: Thank you. I appreciate it.

|
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O
) 1 (Recess.)

2 MR. GALLO: I appreciate the indulgence of the

O
3 Board and the parties.

) 4 Thank you, your Honor.

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF

6 0F INTERVENOR DAARE/ SAFE

3 7 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

8 Q Mr. Levine, are you expensive?

9 MR. GALLO: Objection.

I' 10 JUDGE SMITH: Sustained.

11 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

12 Q Is your testimony -- have you ever testified for

2 () 13 intervenors before?

14 A No; nor am I doing it now.

15 Q Is that to mean that if your testimony -- or if there was

) 16 something you wanted to say -- that you had to say that

17 would help the intervenors, you would not say it?

18 A I would say whatever I believed to be the truth, sir.

) 19 Q Whatever you believed to be the truth?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Even if it went against your clients?

) 22 A Absolutely.

* ]) 23 0 Is one of the reasons you never testified for intervenors(
24 because your testimony usually does support the

0 25 improbability of accidents occurring?
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()
|3 1 MR. GALLO: Objection.

2 My understanding is that DAARE/ SAFE was going to
7 fs

O
j 3 conduct a cross examination of a non-cumulative type.

) 4 This is cumulative cross examination going to the

5 bias point, explored at length by counsel for the League

6 of Women Voters, and, therefore, it's improper cross

|3 7 examination.

8 They should be limited to their Contention 2 a.

! 9 JUDGE SMITH: I don't see why the bias of the

? 10 witness, which is virtually an ideal subject matter to be

11 covered by the intervenor -- it has equal applicability to

| 12 both intervenors as compared to a contention-specific

bO 13 issue.

14 .You could have worked it out with Mr. Thomas.

15 If you represent to the Board that, simply, you

| .) 16 forgot or something else, that would be one thing; but the

17 Board did not issue an order requiring this procedure

18 because we inferred from the stipulation that you would

1) 19 follow the procedure of putting all of the joint cross

20 examination in the hands of a single intervenor.
,

21 Now, if you feel at a disadvantage, we might want to

) 22 make an exception for this particular time, but caution

(]) 23 you for the future, unless you have a contention-specific

24 issue-that cannot be covered and is not covered by the

) 25 lead intervenor, that you cannot have additional cross
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|

O
O 1 examination.

2 Let me see what the Board's preference is.

!O
j 3 The Board is split, and in that case, we were ruling

'

4 on the majority, and that is we will admonish you that in
i
i 5 the future you have to have general questions pertaining

6 to all of the contentions and all of the interests of the

. 7 intervenors in the hands of the lead intervenor, unless

| 8 there is an internal problem, which we can't perceive now,

9 that makes that impossible. If there is a failure of

'' 10 cooperation, then you can represent that.

11 Are you having trouble with the lead intervenor

12 approach?
j

'O 23 Ma. CiMeBEtt: Not ug unt11 -- this one

14 contention, I would say, would be the only chance out of

15 all the contentions presented by DAARE/ SAFE and the League

16 that we would, perhaps, have differing opinions about in

17 perceiving --

18 JUDGE SMITH: Are you representing to us there
i

? 19 is a difference of opinion among the intervenors on this

20 approach?

21 Well, we are going to allow you to go anyway.

) 22 MR. CAMPBELL: Thank you.

Q 23 JUDGE SMITH: But it would be for a greater

24 reason, if you had represented there is a difference of

!) 25 opinion.
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$ ()
? 1 After this, that is one of tt.e elements that you

; 2 will have to establish for separate -- you consult with()t

3 Mr. Campbell -- that will be one of the elements that you

0 4 will have to establish before you can have separate

5 intervention.

6 MR. CAMPBELL: Your Honor, it would be that in;

? 7 the future that I am sure there would never be another

8 time in which we would have this.j

9 JUDGE SMITH: All right.i

3 10 MR. CAMPBELL: We just right now are trying to
'

11 present some of our viewpoints and get Mr. Levine to

12 answer some of our questions that we felt important.

? () 13 JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Chavez.
:

14 MS. CHAVEZ: Your Honor, there is just one point

15 that I would like to request clarification from the Board

i 16 on, and that's that in the future on some other

17 contention, if-we find it difficult -- and it is going to

18 arise -- to make a distinction between some points that

2 19 Mr. Thomas has brought up in his cross examination and

20 some points that would relate more specifically to our

21 contention, that we be able to bring in this information,
!

3 22 because it is not possible to always make such a clear

([) 23 distinction between questions that pertain to our

24 contentions and questions that pertain to his.

0 25 JUDGE SMITH: We will take that up on a
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) 1 case-by-case basis.

2 However, the point is, that you don't understand,73
\-)

3 you first have to make your best effort to feed your

) 4 questions through Mr. Thomas, best effort.

5 If that doesn't work, then we will -- or whoever is

6 representing the joirt Intervenors.

) 7 If that doesn't work, we will allow you to go

8 separately.

9 So, although the objection is well made, as a matter

) 10 of Board discretion, we overule it.

11 MR. GOLDBERG: Judge, let me make one statement

12 relative to Ms. Chavez' statement.

I) 13 All parties entered into the stipulation which they

14 agreed would govern the presentation of evidence and the

15 conduct of the proceeding.

) 16 I would add this as background; that that was

17 voluntarily understood that they would approach the case

18 with the lead intervention concept.

) 19 JUDGE SMITH: Yes; but the lead intervention

20 concept also assumes that all issues can be handled by a

21 lead intervenor.

) 22 The overriding regulation is that -- the overriding

() 23 approach is that the party should not be required -- well,

24 in any event, we discussed it enough, and I see good faith

1 25 in all parties involved and I don't see a continuing
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O
l 1 problem.

2 I might observe: We have been permissive to the-

3 utility itself in allowing more than one counsel address

0 4 the same issue. I don't see anybody being prejudiced.

5 MR. CAMPBELL: I can't remember.

6 Was there a question that was pending?

) 7 JUDGE SMITH: Well, the question was, is the

8 reason that he has not testified on behalf of intervenors

9 is because he usually testifies in a manner, presumably,

) 10 which you perceive his testimony today to be.

11 I think I restructured your question somewhat, but

12 that's the gist of it.

) () 13 Do you understand the question?

14 THE WITNESS: I can answer, yes.

15 A I have never been asked to testify by an intervenor.

) 16 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

17 Q Have there been risks associated with the operation of

18 nuclear power plants? In the last 20-some years, have

) 19 there been risks associated with the operation of nuclear

20 power plants?

21 A There are risks inherent in any activity in which man

) 22 engages.

(]) 23 Q And these risks have been more or less quantified in

24 WASH-14007

) 25 A Yes. The risks have been quantified for large light water
)
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3 1 cooled reactors, no others.

2 Q Could you -- especially for the public, could you state

3 what the risk is that has been quantified by WASH-1400?

3 4 A Well, they are presented in WASH-1400.

5 We have calculated the probability of early

6 fatalities of various sizes. We have calculated latent

3 7 cancer fatalities as a function of probabilities. We have

8 calculated property damage. We have calculated genetic

9 effects. We have calculated thyroid nodules and thyroid

0 10 cancers. ,

11 We find that all of these -- almost all of these are

12 very small compared to the risks that people normally are

J ) '

13 exposed to.

14 The only health effect we calculated that would be

15 noticeable would be thyroid nodules.,at very low

3 16 probability. The number of thyroid' nodules that would

17 occur, a probability of ten to th'e minus nine per reactor,

18 year.

3 19 Thyroid nodules are not a serious illness. They are
1

20 annoying and painful but not debilitating.

21 Some of them are cancers, and some of those cancers

3 22 cause fatalities, and those are accounted in the latent

(]) 23 cancer fatalities.

|
24 The latent cancer fatalities were predicted are a

3 (vg 25 very small fraction of cancer fatalities that would

!

'
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O
) 1 ordinarily occur.

2 The acute fatalities that are predicted are much

3 lower in probability than those from other kinds of

3 4 accidents in society, and no larger, and sometimes

| 5 smaller, than those that occur from other of man's

6 activities.

3 7 Q You say 10.9 per reactor year?

8 A I don't recall using that number.

9 Q Ten to the minus nine?

3 10 A Ten to the minus nine, one chance in a billion, per

11 reactor year for these large consequence, which are still

12 smaller than things that are occurring every day.

G
J k/ 13 Q That is what I was wondering.

14 One chance in a billion, does that mean one chance --

=

15 if there was a -- if there were a billion reactors

D 16 operating in the United States, you would have one major

17 accident every year; is that -- I want --
.

18 A Something like that, yes.

0- 19 Q But there are only 100 reactors operating.

| 20 i Well, the best way to look at it is the chance per year of
(

21 reactor operation, which is the way we quote it.

J 22 Q Did you go into the chances of other accidents happening

(a~) 23 that were not Class 9 accidents or that were Class 9 but

24 that were not related to a worst scenario?

) 25 A Yes, we looked at a whole set of accident spectrums,
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,

O
3 1 accident scenarios, with differing probabilities and

2 differing consequences; and, as in all accidents, such as

3 automobile accidents, you find a variety of probabilities

3 4 and a variety of consequences.
,

5 ,If you look at automobile accidents, the number of

6 . paint scrape or bent-fender accidents is much larger than

9 7 bhenumberofaccidentsthattotalyourcarorkillyou.
8 So there is a spectrum of accidents in automobiles

9 and there is a spectrum of accidents in reactors.

3 10 Q Okay. So you have -- WASH-1400 did indicate that there

11 could be some accidents and put numbers on those chances

12 of accidents happening?

l 13 A We estimated the probabilities by logical methods using

| 14 data on component failures and human errors and things

|
15 such as that.

!) 16 So we estimated the probability of occurrence of the
~

| 17 accident scenarios,~we estimated the magnitude of the
l

j 18 radioactive releases associated with those accidents and

') 19 we estimated the health effects of those accidents, all

20 done probabilistically.

! 21 Q That was in your testimony in answer to Mr. Thomas'
(
) 22 ' questions before about the WISH-1400 predicting more or

23 less that Three Mile Island?

24 A They were predicted because they have not happened.

) 25 Q I mean the Three Mile Island accidents, the accidents'onp,
O'
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O
) 1 Three Mile Island happened --

2 A Well, when Three Mile Island happened --

O
3 MR. GALLO: Excuse me. We can't have both the

.

) 4 questioner and the witness talking simultaneously. The

5 reporter only can get one. So we have to let each

6 individual finish. Otherwise, the record will not be

3 7 clear at all.

8 MR. CAMPBELL: I am sorry.

9 BY MR. CAMPBELL:
'

10 Q The chances of an accident happening similar to Three Mile>

11 Island was listed in WASH-1400, I believe you stated, 1

12 chance in 4,0007

) 13 A No. That was the frequency of occurrence of the accident

14 at Three Mile Island, because there were, at the time it

15 happened, 400 reactor years, and that comes out to be

f) 16 about two times ten to the minus three for the frequency

17 of the accident.

18 What I said was the Westinghouse reactor does not

a 19 have an accident of that type, cannot have an accident

20 scenario of that type; and that -- however, the

21 consequence associated with the Three Mile Island

) 22 accident, which was a few thousand person rem, represented

23 a point on our consequence curve that was calculated in

|- 24 WASH-1400 that had a frequency between 1 in 400 and 1 in

I) O
25 40,000. So the 1 in 4,000 was within the range of

;

|

|
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O
1 1 probabilities that we predicted for an accident of that

2 size.

3 Q The consequences of a degradated --

1 4 A I should say that a few thousand person rem -- excuse me --

5 means that it is a small chance that one person might die

6 as a result of having a cancer from that kind of an

3 7 accident.

8 Q They can't pinpoint that one person, though; is that

9 correct?

) 10 A Cannot pinpoint that one person, no.

11 Q The consequences of the accident, though, was the

12 degradated core, a two-and-a-half million dollar reactor

3() 13 that 10,8 like hamburger.

14 What are the chances --

15 A The core is severely damaged.

1 16 Q What are the chances of another degradated core accident?

17 A I think they are significantly lower than that at Three

18 Mile Island because of the kinds of improvements that have

1 19 been made in reactors and because of the improvements made

20 in reactor training -- in reactor operator training.

21 Q So is there a new figure as to the chances of another

) 22 degradated core occurring?

(]) 23 A I don't have a new number.

24 It's very hard to calculate such numbers with

) 25 WASH-1400-type methodology.
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() .

') 1 WASH-1400 predicted accidents that were not core

2 melt or that resulted in core melt.fg
V

3 To predict accidents that fall in between that are

3 4 very difficult. People are working on that now, but there

! 5 is no established methodology for doing that.

6 Q Would you consider --

C) 7 A It seems more profitable to analyze reactors and find out

8 what you have to do to decrease those probabilities than

9 to predict them.

t) 10 Q Would you consider Fermi, the Fermi reactor, a degradated

11 core accident?

12 A The Fermi 17
r~s

) l> 13 Q Yes.
'

14 A Oh, yes, they melted parts of three fuel elements.

15 Q Would you say that once every ten years we could expect a

!) 16 degradated core accident?

17 A No, I wouldn't, because the Fermi reactor was a fast
i

! 18 breeder reactor and bears no relationship to large

') 19 water-cooled reactors.

20 Q Well, then with Three Mile Island occurring, say, 20 years

21 after the beginning of nuclear power, would you say that
,

L) 22 once every 20 years we could expect a degradated core

() 23 accident?

| 24 A It depends upon how many reactors are operating; but I

) 25 think that, as with all of man's endeavors, you learn from
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O
) 1 your analyses, you also learn from events that have

2 happened, and you take corrective measures that make those

O
3 things less likely to occur.

1 4 Q Well, there is some discussion, isn't there, that --

5 whether the TMI 2 action plan requirements are being

6 implemented?

) 7 A I think they are being implemented. You may question the
,

8 time scale at which they are being implemented.

9 As, again, with all of man's endeavors, things have

10 to be implemented on a practical time schedule.-

11 Q Practical meaning profitable?
i

12 A No. It means availability of funds with which to do them.

:' () 13 It means the number of people onsite, the number of things

14 going on in the plant at one time.

15 I think you have to use rational judgments in making

() 16 these. Some of the fixes are more important than others,

17 some take longer times to procure necessary equipment, et

18 cetera.

!) 19 The most important things, which were improving the

20 training of the operators and improving procedures, have

| 21 been already done. Those are the most important thing, in

) 22 my opinion. They are already done.

(]) 23 Q Of the 347 post-TMI 2 action plan requirements, do you

24 know how many have been completed?
!

D() 25 A No, I do not.
!
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O
) 1 Q If I said 236 have not been completed by January of this

2 last year, and of those, 123 were of the highest priority,

O
3 would you say that that could be?

) 4 MR. GALLO: Objection. I think the line of

5 questioning that Mr. Campbell is pursuing is really

6 immaterial to the issue at hand here and, therefore, is

9 7 not probative and should not be allowed, and I object to

8 any further questioning along that line.

9 MR. CAMPBELL: My next question would pertain

~1 10 directly to Byron and I would ask then how many of these

11 have taken place at Byron, have been implemented.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Well, the evolution of the

3 () 13 questions and answers that we got here was the fixes
,

14 learned, the lessons learned, will reduce the frequency of

15 severe accidents, core-melt accidents, and that was
i

J 16 relevant and appropriate, and now he is bringing in the

17 factual question as to whether the lessons learned are

18 implemented.

) 19 Let's consult. .

20 The form of your question may be

21 difficult but the subject matter of your question is

) 22 appropriate.

(]) 23 Read the question back.

! 24 We are overruling the objection based in part upon
|

|> 25 your representation that your next question will be

|
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1 1 relevant specifically to Byron and the contention.

2 (The question was thereupon read by theg s,

v,
3 Reporter.)

3 4 A Anything can be. It depends. I have no way to know

5 whether it's right or wrong and I am willing to accept

6 your word, however. I don't know.

'
7 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

8 Q Do you know how many requirements have been implemented at

9 Byron?

) 10 A No. I am aware that some things are planned to be

11 implemented. I don't know if they have been implemented.

12 I have no idea what the total number is.

2 ( 13 Q Are you -- you are familiar with some of the

14 implementations then at Byron?

15 A Yes, some of the things I covered in my testimony.

) 16 Q I am still not sure whether I ever did get a number, an

17 idea of when you think the next degradated core accident

18 could occur.

) 19 A I told you I didn't know. I have no way to predict it,

20 except I am sure it's lower than the frequency at which

21 TMI occurred.

3 22 Q In the WASH-1400 Study, and especially on Page 8, the

| () 23 bottom of the page, you stated that there are two specific

24 reactors for the WASH-1400 Study.

) 25 Could you tell me, first of all, who analyzed the
p/s

%-
|

[
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O
O 1 two specific reactors for WASH-1400, NRC Staff or someone

2 else?

O
3 A It was not the NRC Staff. It was a group of people put

3 4 together under the direction of Professor Rasmussen. It

5 included a few employees of the NRC, then AEC Regulatory

6 Sta f f, it included contractors of various kinds from

3 7 national laboratories and companies and they were under

8 the general direction of myself and Professor Rasmussen.

9 This group had total discretion on what it was

3 10 doing. No one directed this group other than Rasmussen.

11 It was funded by first the AEC and then the NRC; but there

12 was no direction given to the group, other than the

? 13 general charter, which I have outlined.

14 Q The general contractors, did they come from the industry?

! 15 A Almost none came from the nuclear industry. I think we

0 16 had one person who was employed by an architect

17 engineering firm. Most of the people not AEC employees,

18 came from aerospace, national laboratories and some came

) 19 from the aerospace industry.

20 Q Is Byron comparable to either of the two reactors?

21 A Well, Byron is a pressurized water reactor and one of the

3 22 reactors we looked at was a pressurized water design. I

Q 23 am sure there are differences in design. In fact, I know

24 there are differences in design between the two reactors.

3 25 Q Is it a lot? The difference, is there an enormous amount
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l

) 1 of difference?

2 A There are some significant differences, and I can't

3 quantify it beyond that.

3 4 Q What was the size of the PWR7

5 A It was in the neighborhood of 800 megawatts electric, but

6 we -- when we analyzed the consequences of accidents, we

7 assumed it had a fission product inventory as though it*

8 were a thousand megawatt reactor.

9 Q Was this a Westinghouse reactor?

) 10 A It was a Westinghouse reactor. ,

11 Q You are familiar that Byron is a Westinghouse reactor?

12 A Yes, I am.

) 13 Q There is a short technical appendix to the WASH-1400 that

14 demonstrated that only a few people might be killed.

15 Is there a specific name for that appendix?

3 16 A I am not sure what you are talking about.

17 JUDGE COLE: You are not talking about the

18 executive summary?

3 19 MR. CAMPBELL: No. It was an appendix talking

20 about how many people would -- might be killed.

21 A (Continuing.) Well, that was covered in the main report,

') 22 Appendix 6 and Appendix 11.

[]) 23 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

i 24 Q Did it come up with a result, did the WASH-1400 come up

-) 25 with results as to what would happen in a Class 9s

| -]
|

,
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V

O 1 accident, the worst-case scenario?

2 A Yes. I have already outlined to you what those results

O
,

3 were.

3 4 Q The number of people killed?

5 A Well, I haven't given numbers. Would you like me to give

6 numbers?

0 7 Q If that would be --

8 A Yes. In the worst case, for the worst accident we

9 examined in WASH-1400, with a probability of one chance in

- 10 a billion per reactor year, there will be 3,300 early

11 fatalities, 45,000 latent cancer fatalities and 14 billion

12 dollars worth of property damage. I don't remember the

9 13 other numbers. I am sorry.

14 And I would like to say that we presented comparison

15 curves and tables in WASH-1400 which shows that these
0 16 numbers were no longer than and in many cases smaller than

17 fatalities and property damage that already occur in

18 society every year -- well, that already occur in society.

3 19 Strike, "every year."

20 Q I am sorry. What was that?

21 A I struck, "every year."

) 22 Q Okay. The Sandia Study came up with revised figures and

(]) 23 even site specific figures for Byron, did it not?

24 MR. GALLO: Objection. Judge Smith, I have sat

3 25 patiently while Mr. Campbell has questioned at length and
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3 1 run over essentially the same ground that Mr. Thomas ran

2 over with respect to WASH-1400.

3 Now, I anticipate a repetition of the questioning on

3 4 the Sandia Report.
'

5 I thought the purpose of this cross examination was

6 limited to Contention 2-A and I have yet to hear one

2 7 question specific to that contention.

8 I object to any further questioning by this

9 questioner with respect to the Sandia Report on the

3 10 grounds that it's cumulative and not probative and,

11 therefore, not proper cross examination.

12 MR. CAMPBELL: I don't believe that it has been

DO 13 mentioned enywhere the site specificity of the Sendie
!

14 Report to Byron, something which should be put in t'.e

15 record and something that the public should be well aware

2 16 of.

17 MR. GALLO: I don't know if that's true or not,

18 your Honor.

3 19 All I know is that Mr. Thomas asked a number of

20 questions about that report and the record will show

21 whether or not this piece of information was listed.

3 22 The point is, the opportunity was presented to

23 Interven rs nd what we are --O
| 24 JUDGE SMITH: We have already ruled on whether

3 25 we will allow this Intervenor to cross examine.

(
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3 1 How do you distinguish between this and the --

2 MR. GALLO: Well, I didn't -- I am sorry.G
~

3 JUDGE SMITH: Go ahead.

3 4 MR. GALLO: I didn't understand the Board's

i 5 ruling as to mean that, essentially, this Intervenor had

6 latitude to reproduce and cover the same ground as Mr.

3 7 Thomas already covered.

8 JUDGE SMITH: That's true.

9 MR. GALLO: I only understood the Board's ruling

i 10 to mean, with respect to the issue of bias, he was,

11 permitted to cover the same ground.

12 Now, I listened patiently while he covered the same
, l'
J \ 13 ground on WASH-1400. I have reached the end of my

14 patience. He now wants to pursue the Sandia Report. I

15 think it is a breach of the stipulation that was signed by

3 16 all parties, and is beyond the proper discretion that this

17 Board should permit.
1

18 JUDGE SMITH: Your contention is cumulative

) 19 effects?

20 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes.

21 JUDGE SMITH: And little about your cross

) 22 examination has been on cumulative effects.

(]) 23 MR. CAMPBELL: I was going -- and, again, I,

24 thought that I was going over some of the testimony that

O 25 was presented wishing to bring out, flesh out, some of the
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: -) 1 testimony. There were questions I felt that were not

2 raised.

O
3 Then I would continue on and ask specifically the

) 4 cumulative effects. Now --

5 JUDGE SMITH: Is it your view that you can't get

6 into the cumulative effects until you flesh out the

II 7 effects of the operation of Byron?

8 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes. And then I will be

9 continuing on to ask about whether the effects of the

:) 10 number of plants that are surrounding Rockford --

11 JUDGE SMITH: It does seem you are tracking very

12 closely the cross examination of Mr. Thomas.

3( 13 MR. CAMPBELL: I thought that I was allowed to

14 do that. What I am doing is asking him the questions that

15 I felt that he did not, again, flesh out, that I wanted

') 16 specific things to be brought out into the testimony that

17 would relate then to the cumulative effect.

18 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Is there any further

7 19 discussion?

20 (No response.)
|

21 JUDGE SMITH: The Board's ruling is, in effect --.

) 22 I think, perhaps, you picked the wrong particular question

(]) 23 to object on; but the question is so specific to the

24 contention as a whole and to the issue as a whole that we

-) 25 will permit the answer.
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3 1 MR. GALLO: May we have the question repeated,

2 your Honor?

O
3 JUDGE SMITH: Please, Mr. Sonntag.

-1 4 (The question was thereupon read by the

5 Reporter.)

6 A I don't know for specifically, but I know they calculated

3 7 almost every site in the country. I wouldn't call them

8 revised figures. I would call them a different estimate

9 but, in fact, the numbers published in the Sandia Study
'

10 are quite small compared to that which Congressman Marquis-

11 obtained from the computer printouts and made public. So

12 we have to decide whether you are talking about the Sandia

Q ss 13 Study report or the computer printouts that caused all the

14 furor.

15 MR. CAMPBELL: It would be the computer

? 16 printouts, that was my mistake, that did indicate that

17 there would be a number higher than those. I was just

18 wondering if you were familiar with the figure given for

J 19 Byron specifically.

20 A (Conrtinuing.) No, I am not, but I would not agree with

21 it in any event, because I know that the methodology used

~) 22 to calculate it is highly questionable, in fact, engine

(]) 23 correct.

24 BY MR. CAMPBELL:
~:) 25 Q You would stick to the WASH-1400 Study of 14,000 -- 3,300
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O
3 1 early fatalities?

2 A I would accept as a reasonably -- a reasonable approach to
O

3 estimating the consequences of accidents, Class 9

3 4 accidents, at the Byron site for the Byron reactor, the

5 general approach used by the NRC Staff in its FES.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me. Going back to

3 7 WASH-1400.

8 THE WITNESS: Yes.

9 BOARD EXAMINATION

3 10 BY JUDGE SMITH:

11 Q You are en the implied issue now of the worst-case

12 scenario and I think you -- should we infer from your

3 13 testimony that WASH-1400 in its case, in its worst-case

14 analysis, assumes protective actions?

15 A It assumes some evacuation course, as I described earlier.

3 16 If that's what you mean by protective actions.

17 Q Yes. And the Sandia Report did not, as I understani it,

18 that you are referring to?

) 19 I am trying to focus on --

|
20 A The Sandia Report --

21 Q -- The basis of your sharp difference.

3 22 A Yes, I understand the question.

(]) 23 The Sandia Report in cases of extremely low

24 probability estimated that a rain -- it could rain and

3 r~s 25 wash radioactivity from the airborne cloud onto the
()
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1 1 ground; and this would be far from the reactor, tens of

2 miles from the reactor, beyond ten miles from the reactor;O
'~#

3 and that the people in that rained-out area would stay

) 4 there for 24 hours.

5 Q Outside?

6 A Outside. And I think that's an irrational calculation. I

l 7 don't believe that would happen.

8 I believe that actions would be taken to remove the
9 people or get them inside; and if some action like that

1 10 were taken in 12 hours, none of those people would die.

11 I can't believe that if such an event were to occur,

12 even at that very low probability, that the people would

() 13 not move.3

14 Q I don't want you to go too far in response to my question.

15 I just wanted to focus on the sharp distinction that you

O 16 saw.

| 17 A That's the distinction.

18 BY MR. CAMPBELL:
|

9 19 Q It is interesting to note that Commonwealth Edison would

20 rather shelter the people --

| 21 A Sheltering --

) 22 MR. GALLO: Objection. It's a statement, not a

({} 23 question and it's irrelevant to the contentions.

24 MR. CAMPBELL: I wasn't finished with my

1 25 question.

I
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O
) 1 JUDGE SMITH: Do you want to start again? The

2 Board was conferring when the question began and start

O
3 fresh. Instead of reading it back, start fresh with your

'l 4 question.

5 MR. CAMPBELL: I am sorry.

6 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

) 7 Q Are you familiar with the plans, evacuation plans of

8 Byron, that they would rather shelter the inhabitants

9 instead of move them out?

) 10 A No, I am not.

11 MR. GALLO: Objection.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Wait a minute. You don't have to - -

0( 13 if he disagrees with the premise or he doesn't know what

14 the premise is, he can state that's the case.

15 MR. GALLO: All right. I will withdraw the

D 16 objection.

17 THE WITNESS: I am prepared to answer the

18 question, Judge.

2 19 JUDGE SMITH: All right. You may answer.

20 A I am not familiar with that detail.

21 However, sheltering would be as effective as

-) 22 removing the people in this case.

(]) 23 BY MR. CAMPBELL:
1
' 24 Q Repeat early fatalities for Byron, scaled for Unit No. 1 --

} 25 A I am sorry. I can't hear you.
)
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O
) 1 Q Peak early fatalities for Byron at Unit 1 is listed as

2 9,050.

Os
3 MR. GALLO: Objection. I don't know what he is

) 4 reading from. There is a predicate to the House --

5 MR. CAMPBELL: That is the U. S. House Interior,

6 Subcommittee on overestimate investigations of calculation

7 of reactor accident consequences.

8 MR. GALLO: If Mr. Campbell wants to take the

9 stand and offer that into evidence as his testimony, I

10 will cross examine him on it. It's improper cross

11 examination.

12 MR. CAMPBELL: That is the Sandia Report,

13 though.

14 JUDGE SMITH: Pardon?

15 MR. CAMPBELL: That is the Sandia Report,

) 16 though.
i

i 17 MR. GALLO: The Sandia Report has not been

18 marked as an exhibit or offered into evidence in any way.

0 19 All of these questions on the Sandia Report simply elicit

20 whether or not Mr. Levine is aware of this or aware of

21 that. It's a memory contest. - We have not introduced one

b 22 iota of probs.ive evidence from the Sandia Report through
/

(]) 23 this cross examination.|

24 JUDGE SMITH: I am aware the difficulty is we

) 25 are taking the matter up a question at a time and an

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
3 1 objection at a time. Let's address the basic tension

2 between the parties.

O
3 You are going to, apparently, attempt to cross

) 4 examine Mr. Levine extensively on not the Sandia Report

5 but the computer printout worst-case data.

6 Counsel objects. He objects primarily because you

3 7 are assuming that the report is in evidence and that the

8 witness knows, is competent to, is familiar enough with

9 the report to testify about it. That's an assumption

} 10 which is being challenged.

11 In the first place, assuming that he does know what

12 the so-called Sandia Report says, assuming he does know

>() i3 it, where are you going to go from there?
^

14 You are going to have a very hard time getting that

15 into evidence in this proceeding, I suspect. Counsel may

D 16 object.

17 What are you going to do with this cross

18 examination?

0 19 MR. CAMPBELL: I was hoping that the higher

20 figure that came out of the Sandia Report and the computer

21 of 9,050 might indi: ate some revision of WASH-1400 that

3 22 Mr. Levine, if he does not know about it, might be

| (]) 23 interested in commenting upon; specifically for Byron,

24 which I believe he did indicate was less of a risk than

0 25 other nuclear reactors in the United States.
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3 1 (Board conferring.)

2 JUDGE SMITH: Would you restate the question?

O
3 MR. CAMPBELL: The ball is in my court.

1 4 JUDGE SMITH: No. Mr. Reporter, would you

5 restate the question.

6 (The question was thereupon read by the

3 7 Reporter.)

8 JUDGE SMITH: Would you complete your question?

9 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

0 10 Q Would this figure be too high in your estimation?

11 MR. GALLO: Objection. It seems to me that it's
,

|

12 just been disclosed by this exchange between the Board and

3 ) 13 Mr. Campbell that we have a pervasive confusion on this

14 record.

15 As I understand it, the reference that Mr. Campbell

1 16 is making when he refers to the Sandia Report -- and,

17 perhaps, Mr. Thomas as well -- was the computer printout

i 18 that was released by the Congressman.

) 19 Whereas, the witness, because of the reference to

| 20 the Sandia Report, is answering the questions on the basis

21 of the report itself as published by Sandia Laboratories.
;

) 22 So what we have are -- and we also have the witness'

(]) 23 testimony that there is a variance between what the report

24 said and what the printout says.

|} 25 What we have here are questions related to theq(>

!
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oV
3 1 printout under the guise of referring to the report and

2 answers based on the report.

O
3 I submit that all of the questions in the area of

) 4 the Sandia Report are suspect as to their reliabilf.ty and

5 I move that they be stricken, both the questions and the

6 answers.

3 7 JUDGE SMITH: Well, it's just not that simple.

8 Now, last time the witness made it clear that he

9 understood and I think the record is clear --

> 10 MR. GALLO: As to that one question, that is

11 true, your Honor; but --

12 JUDGE SMITH: And I do think that we have been

()> 13 very sloppy in referring to the Sandia Report as a

*14 shortcut for the printout; and that is a distinction that

15 has to be made.

) 16 There is another difficulty, and that is the Boa:4d

17 itself is familiar with the printout. Congressman

18 Marquis' release on it, and that the report is different,

) 19 a different publication.
,

20 Now, I am sure you are referring to the printout,

21 the worst-case printout, as I think it has been referred'

0 22 to, from the Sandia background data.

| (]) 23 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Now, make that clear in your

) 25 question and let's see what the answer is.
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O
.

) 1 MR. GALLO: Excuse me, your Honor. I have no

2 problem with the Board's ruling and I don't mean to argue

b_s
3 with it as just made; but I am concerned about the prior

) 4 answers and questions. It was not until Mr. Levine

5 clarified the answer not more than five minutes ago that I

6 realized that Mr. Campbell and, perhaps, Mr. Thomas -- and

) 7 perhaps an inquiry should be made of Mr. Thomas -- were

8 asking questions under the label of the Landia Report when

9 the; really meant the printout.

'' 10 I don't know if Mr. Levice's answers would have been

11 the same if he had understood that they were referring to

12 the printout as opposed to the Sandia Report.
,

() 13 JUDGE SMITH: I understand now.1
,

'

14 MR. GALLO: It's those prior questions that I

15 object to.

) 16 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Levine, what did you

17 understand the questions -- if we can address the

18 questions as a group, I don't know if that's possible.i

) 19 What did you understand the questions to be?

20 THE WITNESS: I assumed they were talking about

21 the printout.

) 22 JUDGE SMITH: What did you intend, Mr. Thomas,

(]) 23 in your respective questions?

| 24 MR. THOMAS: Well, Judge, my questions really

) 25 went to the report; but I am sure he understood.73
%-),

!

|

!
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O
3 1 I did not get into discussing numbers particularly

|

2 with him. I asked him about how Sandia arrived at the
3 conclusion that the most probably WASH-1400 melt-down

3 4 categories resulted in the highest liquid pathway

5 releases.
:

6 Now, I am sure that the witness realized that was

3 7 from the report as opposed to the computer printout.

8 I didn't discuss the numbers that Mr. Campbell has

9 gotten into.

J 10 JUDGE SMITH: I think it is clear from Mr.

11 Campbell's questioning that he knew it was in the

12 printout, that the witness knew it was from the printout

3(/ 13 and the Board assumed it was from the printout.

14 MR. THOMAS: Right.

15 JUDGE SMITH: I think the record is satisfactory

/ 16 on it; but I don't want to leave it until you are

17 satisfied, Mr. Gallo, because you have a legitimate

| 18 ccmplaint here.

) 19 MR. GALLO: Well, I think the remedy is to
r

20 review the transcript and to determine, in cooperation

21 with the witness, exactly what he understood when the

3 22 question was posed and see if there is a difference in the

() 23 answer with respect to whether the reference was the

24 report versus the printout and then come back to you with

3 25 a request for a remedy should that occur.
O,s

1
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V
) 1 JUDGE SMITH: I certainly think, in view of the

2 carelessness that I myself have been guilty of in j

3 language, that that would be fair to the witness.

) 4 With no objection, we will proceed on that basis.

5 From here on in, let's have a precise understanding

6 as to the document that we are referring to.

1 7 Also, you might bear in mind that we have our doubts

8 that you are going to be able to get that printout into
I

| 9 evidence unless you --

) 10 MR. CAMPBELL: Your Honor, I am not trying to

11 get this into evidence.

12 All I am trying to do is find out the witness'

D 13 familiarity and opinion on these questions.

14 JUDGE SMITH: Okay, all right. Now, with that,

15 can you answer the question, assuming that you remember

) 16 the question?
l

| 17 THE WITNESS: If I could have it repeated, I

18 might give it a try.

3 19 JUDGE SMITH: Well, it's the -- it takes the

20 comparable -- as I understand it, the comparable

21 worst-case scenario from the printout and applies it to

? 22 Sandia and you get something in the neighborhood of 9,000

0 23 eerty deethe -- to Byron.

24 With that, assuming that whatever ycu wish to assume

i 25 from the question, does that change -- should that, in

;
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) 1 your view, change the conclusions of WASH-14007

2 Is that a correct restatement?

3 MR. CAMPBELL: That is, yes.

:) 4 A I cannot answer that question with specificity.

5 I am aware of the methodology used by Sandia in

6 generating that computer printout. I do not agree with

9 7 it.

8 I can't comment about the validity of any one number ,

9 at any one site, because it depends on what the

') 10 calculation -- how the calculation went and where it

i 11 rained and where the fatalities occurred.

12 I have alreacy stated that I agree with the staff's

? () 13 representation of the predicted early fatalities as being - - ,

f 14 and I am resding now from the Staff FES -- ten to the
|

| 15 minus eight 1,140 people. I believe that's a conservative

9 16 estimate; but I canno comment specifically on the Byron

17 calculation in that computer printout. I don't know

18 enough about it.

1 19 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

.

20 Q In your opinion, does the fact that there will be more
!
'

21 nuclear power plants than just one in an area increase the

) 22 risk to the people living within that area?
!

23 A If you are talking about the specific areas in question in(}
24 these contentions, I believe there is almost no coupling

) 25 of early fatalities between the various sites. There may

I
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3 1 be some coupling of latent cancer fatalities but it's very

2 small. The number of latent cancer fatalities would be
O

3 very small in any event with one reactor or ten reactors.

) 4 The probability of early fatality -- of latent cancer

5 fatality death would be very small whether there is one

6 reactor or ten reactors in the area,

f) 7 Q This --

8 A Considering the way they are located.

9 Q The latent death fatalities --

1 10 A Yes.

11 Q Is that due to accidental releases?
'

12 A Yes, that's what I am talking about.

) 13 0 would there be an increase due to normal operations?

14 MR. RAWSON: Objection. Judge, this was an area

15 that was disposed of or summary disposition; the question

|} 16 of health effects related to the health was fully

17 litigated and the Board dismissed Contention 2-A, which

18 was the question, in cumuistive terms.

) 19 MR. CAMPBELL: That is true, Judge. I forgot.

20 I am sorry.

| 21 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

) 22 MR. CAMPBELL: I continually forget that we

C 23 cannot talk about that anymore. I am sorry.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Proceed.
.

? 25 Your question is withdrawn?
i O
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3 1 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes.

2 BY MR. CAMPBELL:
O
d 3 Q The chances of an accident then you think do not increase

3 4 because of the number of nuclear power plants, with the

5 number of nuclear power plants?

6 A Yes, they do.

7 Q They do?

8 A Yes, the chances of an accident.

9 0 Is this generally recognized --

'3 10 A Well --

11 Q -- or is this your own opinion?

12 A -- if you have one reactor -- and let's assume you have

oO 13 ten identical reactors -- if you have one reactor which

14 has a certain accident frequency, if you have two of them

15 or three of them, the frequency goes up if they are all

3 16 the same.

17 Q Now, you haven't looked at the reactors that Commonwealth

18 Edison is now operating within Northern Illinois?

J 19 A I don't know what you mean by I have looked at them.

20 Q Have you looked at them? Have you determined the accident

21 probability of each reactor?

3 22 A No.

23 Q Has anyone done this?

| 24 A Not that I am aware of. Maybe some of them have been

) 25 determined but certainly not all of them.
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O
) 1 Q In NUREG CR-2497, Volume 1, Precursors to Potential Severe

2 Core Damage Accidents, 1969 to 1979, a status report,
7-

3 'gives an indication that the probability of a severe core

) 4 damage accident similar to Tiiree Mile Island happening

5 between between '69 and.'79 was between 1.7 times ten to

6 the negative third and 4 times five minus ten to the

1 7 negative three per reactor year.

8 Would you consider this high or low?

9 A Probably high.

) 10 Q A high estimate?

11 A I have already testified that that was based on data I

12 think even before TMI happened.

) 13 I have already testified that I think since TMI

14 happened there have been actions taken by NRC and the

15 industry to make the probabilities of such accidents even

3 16 lower.

17 Q What is your general opinion of the precursor study?

18 A I think it's a flawed methodology.

) 19 Q Why does --

20 A As covered in my testimony. I will be glad to repeat it.

21 Q If -- generally, if you could, specifically for the

) 22 public. --

(]) 23 A I think the methodology used is bound to give you

24 estimates that are too high, because they take a rare

) 25 event that happened at one reactor and not any other

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O '

J 1 reactor and they then have a frequency'of one over 432,

2 ;which wss the number of reactor years in the data set, and

3 they t'h'en create some kind of generic event tree, I am not-"

3 4 ~sure which: reactor it's applicable to, and"then fill in

5 'the rest of the event tree by data from various sources,

6 .such as other PRA's or LER data, and they get a number.

3 7 I think that number is virtually meaningless.

8 I think to understand what that precursor-event

9 ' means you have to take thaF precursor event, have,an event.

2 10 tree specifically for the reactor at which it occurred and-

11 make an analysis of that event tree for that reabtor and
,

12 athen you would have a number that was meaningful.
'

!) O 13 INe0 rnstitute for Nucteer eow'er eower Operetions,

14 /did just that and got numbers very much smaller,than the
, precursor study; and that6,/

. 4
a proper methodology that'15

,
;

'
.,

f 16 should be used in this event 'yn these kinds,of' analyses.
|

y . ' ~ '

' -

| 17 Q Are you'-- .

'

,

18 JUDGE SMITH: I think it would be beiter if we
'

19 could finish your cross examination befor'e' lunch, unless ,
s,

,

20 that is -- , , ' ' .
,

,

He,das brougtii;. up the INPO study.21 - MR. CAMPBELL:,

|
. , , -.

'p 22 I would suggest that we probably break-for lunch now.
| r
'

O 23 JUDGE SMITH: I dould like to discuss again now
-

Q 'f
-

,

24 how we arrived at this point. Fi'rst I go'back to the
;

~
,

. . /
) 25 stipulation, and what the stipulatio'n does is not quite as

o : a.

f,

e .

'''
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4

O.

O 1 strong as that which the Board might have ordered. The

2 stipulation says that the parties agree with respect to

O '

3 those consolidated contentions, including the issue that

1 4 we are litigating now, the non-lead Intervenor shall have

5 the right to non-duplicative presentation of evidence,

6 other than direct testimony, and the right to examination

7 and cross examination, briefs, proposed findings Of fact,

8 conclusions of law.

9 Now, our oral admonition was a henceforth that even
,

10 with respect to non-duplicative presentation,

11 non-duplicative cross examination, the non-lead Intervenor

12 shall attempt to work.his cross examination in with the;

J 13 lead Intervenor, which goes beyond your stipulation; but

14 your representation to the Board was, when I asked you for

15 a cross examination plan, that, no, you could not have a

D- 16 cross examination plan, because all of this is follow-on

17 from Mr. Thomas' cross examination.

18 That, really, is becoming more apparent that I

) 19 didn't understand what you were saying or something is

1 20 amiss here. Something is amiss because you have a verye

y

- 21 substantial, non-duplicative testimony on cross
_

r

|
0 22 examination here, which I don't know what your cooperation

- 23 with Mr. Thomas was, but I think at the very least you

24 have probably prepared cross examination in advance. You

3 25 didn't prepare that while Mr. Thomas was cross examining.
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) 1 MR. CAMPBELL: Your Honor, I have -- I prepared

2 testimony --

()
3 JUDGE SMITH: Cross examination?

:1 4 MR. CAMPBELL: -- cross examination only insofar

| 5 as I was sitting here writing down questions that I felt
|

| 6 that Mr. Thomas did not follow-up on.

7 JUDGE SMITH: You had no cooperation of Mr.'

8 Thomas before this morning?

9 MR. CAMPBELL: Oh, yes. We talked. We talked

3 10 about such things; but, again, it was with, you know,

11 working out what questions to ask; and then Mr. Levine has

12 been giving such good testimony that I have just been

] ($) 13 naturally asking the questions that come up after each

14 time he brings in a new point.

15 JUDGE SMITH: The effect of which is that it's

3 16 entirely different testimony which has not been

17 consolidated, has not been worked out in cooperation with
|

| 18 the Intervenors.
t

J 19 MR. CAMPBELL: It is testimony or it is cross

20 examination questions based upon what Mr. Levine said

i
! 21 today.
1

3 22 JUDGE SMITH: Well, let's, as we continue after

(")T
23 lunch, bear in mind -- did you have something else to

%

24 state?

O 25 MR. CAMPBELL: I can give you an idea over lunch

(1).
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:) 1 as to what some of the -- you know, a short outline,

2 again, of where I would be going now with what Mr. Levine

() 3 brought up on certain points.,

2 4 If you could wish, I can attempt to have something

5 typed up and presented to you and Xeroxed off.

6 JUDGE SMITH: That is not necessary. Maybe we

3 7 will just have a -- unless you don't want the other
,

8 parties to know, we will just have more representation

9 from you.
.

O 10 MR. CAMPBELL: Thank you.

11 JUDGE SMITH: All right. We will return then at

12 1: 30. This is a little bit longer than usual.

(]) 13 (Whereupon at 12:10 P. M., the hearing in' ' >

14 the above-entitled matter was recessed, to'

15 reconvene at 1: 30 P. M. of the same day.)

16-

17

i 10-

> 19

20

21

7 22

()
24

I 25

O
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O
3 1

2 AFTERNOON SESSION

O
3 (1: 30 P. M.)

O 4 JUDGE SMITH: You may proceed, Mr. Campbell.

5 MR. CAMPBELL: I believe we left off at the INPO

6 Study.

0 7 JUDGE SMITH: No. Where we left off is you were

8 going to either give me an oral representation of where

9 you are going and what your plan is or a written

0 10 indication, if you want to keep it confidential.

11 MR. CAMPBELL: The oral presentation is just

12 that I would like to question Mr. Levine on the INPO Study

3() 13 and find out how the study arrived at certain conclusions

14 relating to your ORNL Study or otherwise known as the

15 precursor study.

0 16 Then I would like to ask his opinion on certain

17 things within the ORNL Study and with some site

18 specificity to Byron.

3 19 JUDGE COLE: You said ORNL Study.

20 You are referring to the precursor study?

21 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes.

3 22 JUDGE COLE: 0-R-N-L?

(]) 23 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes.

24 Perhaps I should call it, then, the precursor study.

) ' 25 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir.
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V

3 1 I want to make sure we are referring to the same

2 study. -

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Unless there are things that

'
4 would come up by redirect or if the NRC brings up

5 anything, that would be the end of my cross examination.

6 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Proceed.

3 7 ,BY MR. CAMPBELL:

8 Q Could you, Mr. Levine, tell us about just where the INPO

9 Study came from?

O 10 A I don't know what you mean by "came from."

11 Q Did it come from Harvard University or --

12 A It came from the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations,

3( 13 which is the acronym for -- which is INPO.

14 Q Is that a government body?

15 A No. It's an industry body.

3 16 Q How many events did the INPO Study evaluate?

17 A I don't know.

18 I know only the methodology they used, and it's the

3 19 methodology I would have used if I were doing a precursor

20 study.

21 As I said before, I would take the event -- this

3 22 rare event -- that occurred at one reactor, and I would

(]) 23 model its impact on that reactor using event trees

24 applicable to that reactor and other data applicable to

) 25 that reactor in terms of estimating the impact on
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O
3 1 core-melt frequency or degraded core frequency.

2 That's what INPO did; and I think that methodology
O

3 is far superior to.the methodology used in the precursor

3 4 report, and the methodology in the precursor report, in my

5 opinion, is flawed.

6 Q In your opinion, was it a thorough analysis of the

'

7 precursor study? Did it --

8 A The INPO Study?

9 Q Yes.

3 10 A I haven't studied it in enough detail to answer that

11 question, but I am sure it was.

12 I examined both of these studies from the question

3 13 of methodology, what methodology was used in the precursor

14 report and what methodology was used in the INPO report,

15 and the two methodologies are very different.

3 16 One is flawed and one is sort of just right.

17 Q Are you familiar that the Advisory Committee on Reactor

18 Safeguards Subcommittee on Reliability and Probabilistic

3 19 Risk Assessments, in their March 9th meeting, discussed

20 the INPO Study, and that they reached a conclusion that --

- 21 almost contradictory to what you --

) 22 A No, I am not aware.
|

! O 23 Ma a^wson: odJection. 3uase odJection-

24 It seems to me that question is objectionable on

) m 25 several points.
V
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O
) 1 MR. CAMPBELL: I withdraw the part about how it

2 was characterized.

C) 3 JUDGE SMITH: Well, restate your whole question.

0 4 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

5 Q Are you familiar with the Advisory Committee on Reactor

6 Safeguards Subcommittee on Reliability and Probabilistic

3 7 Risk Assessment meeting on March 9th that reviewed the

8 INPO --

9 A No; but I would have been there if I were not here.

) 10 March 9th was Monday, I believe -- no, it was

11 Friday, it was Friday.

12 I would have been there except that I had to come

O () 13 here.

14 Q Do you think that the INPO Study was slightly

15 over-optimistic about the --

J 16 A I think they used an appropriate methodology; and I am

17 sure the methodology used in the precursor report was

18 flawed and should have given answers that were --
,

) 19 probabilities that were too high compared to reality.

20 Q This methodology, could you explain that?

21 A I have already.

1 22 I will explain it again.

| (]) 23 Q Please.

24 A They took a rare event that happened at a single reactor,

') 25 which had a probability of 1 in 432 per reactor year, and

|
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0
3 1 they then took a generic event tree, which they weren't

2 sure was applicable to that reactor, and they then

3 quantified that -- an accident sequence in that event

) 4 tree, using this precursor data and some data from various

: 5 sources, such as other PRA's or LER's, and they got a

6 number.

3 7 That number is not particularly applicable to

8 anything. It's not the way to do a study like that. It's

9 bound to give you answers that are too high.

0 10 Q Didn't the ORNL or the precursor study study the actual

11 number of accidents that occurred between 1969 and 1979?

12 A That's what gave them the number of 1 in 432; but those

3 13 events happened -- each event happened at one reactor and

14 they did not analyze its impact on that reactor. They

15 analyzed it on some nonexistent reactor, some generic

p 16 reactor.
!

| 17 Q They studied the number -- they studied the number of
!

18 acciddnts that had occurred in all different reactors?
) 19 A Yes; but they found precursor events that had been, each

20 one, only at one reactor, and they analyzed each one of

21 those in some kind of generic event tree.

3 22 Q And your suggestion is that the INPO Study had a better

) 23 methodology?

24 A Absolutely.

q 25 Q What methodology did the INPO Study use to evaluate the --
V
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&V
O 1 A For the third time, for the third time, I will tell you.

2 They took the rare event that was applicable to the

O 3 reactor on which it happened and they used an event tree

3 4 applicable to that reactor and they used other data

5 applicable to that reactor to quantify the accident

6 sequence.

3 7 That gives.you an answer that is more likely to be

8 real than -- much more real than -- the answer in the

9 precursor report.

=; 10 Q Did they use the same methodology for studying the Brown's

11 Ferry accident?

12 A I don't know.

3 () 13 Q Do you know what methodology they used for evaluating --

14 A I can't talk about any one specific precursor analysis.

15 I am just talking about the general methodologies

3 16 used in the two studies.

17 Q How much time did the evaluation of the INPO Study take?
i

18 A I don't know.

? 19 MR. GALLO: Objection.

20 Whose evaluation?

21 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

9 22 Q Of the INP0 -- or the INPO evaluation take?

{}} 23 MR. GALLO: Still the same objection.

24 The question has no meaning.

? 25 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Gallo, I am sorry. I didn't

.O'

.
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O
) 1 he?r your first objection.

2 MR. GALLO: The objection is based -- your

3 Honor, as I recall the question, the question was how long

) 4 did the INPO evaluation take.

5 The objection is that the question is vague and not

6 subject to being given a meaningful answer.

3 7 JUDGE SMITH: I don't know what you are going to

8 do with the answer.

9 MR. CAMPBELL: He said he didn't know, so I --

J 10 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

11 Q Do you know how much time the INPO Study spent reviewing

12 each of the events of the precursors?

()) 13 MR. GALLO: Objection; immaterial.

14 We have had lengthy testimony from this witness that

15 the only relevance that he attached to the INPO Study

3 16 versus the precursor study was the overall methodology

17 used in each study; that the individual events were not

18 important to him.

) 19 Therefore, questions about how much time was spent

20 in analyzing each event are immaterial to the issues here

21 and wasting time.

) 22 JUDGE SMITH: Would you care to respond to that?

(]) 23 MR. CAMPBELL: There are criticisms of the INPO

24 Study and I was -- and of the methodology, and I was

) 25 attempting to find out whether he was familiar with those
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O
) 1 criticisms and what his opinion of those criticisms were.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. But how many times are you

O 3 c,oing to run up against this answer, the only thing he

) 4 familiarized himself with was the methodology?

5 Let's find out. You may answer, if you know the

6 answer.

) 7 A I don't know.

8 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

9 Q With the ORNL or the precursor study, 14 of the precursors

9 10 used in the ORNL Report were events experienced at

11 Commonwealth plants -- Commonwealth Edison plants -- from
,

12 1970 to 1979.

(]) 13 Would this indicate that the cumulative effect of3

14 the risk would be greater because of some of these

I 15 potential precursors happening at Commonwealth Edison

3 16 plants?

17 A The question is --

18 MR. GALLO: Objection. The question is based on

) 19 facts and premises not in evidence; namely, how many

20 precursors happened to Commonwealth plants.

21 JUDGE SMITH: That seems to me to be a valid

/ 22 objection.

[]} 23 Do you want to comment on it?

24 MR. CAMPBELL: I would have to submit either the,

!

3 25 ORNL Study in as testimony or -- I mean, as evidence or --
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} 1 JUDGE SMITH: Well, maybe the witness knows how

2 many Commonwealth Edison precursor events were analyzed.

3 I suggest, however, that -- well, let's find out if

i) 4 he knows that.

5 Do you know?

6 A (Continuing.) I don't know the answer, and I think the

) 7 question is not pertinent to what we have been talking

8 about, because he hasn't identified -- there are a lot of

i 9 Commonwealth Edison plants, and he hasn't identified

0 10 whether they happened all at one plant or evenly
)

11 distributed among the plants or were they different types

12 of events or the same types of events.

() 13 JUDGE SMITH: Well, inasmuch as you don't know<>

14 the answer, the rest is not really important, is it?

15 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

) 16 Q But the fact that there are potential -- or that potential

17 precursors have occurred at the Commonwealth Edison's

18 plant is important and it does bear upon -- is it not? --

1 19 and it bears upon the probability of an accident occurring

20 at Commonwealth Edison's --

21 A What you and I know together in this courtroom may or may

) 22 not be important. Probably not important would be my
|

| (]) 23 judgment, but I don't know.

24 Q If an accident occurs at --

i 25 A These were not accidents. These were precursor events.
)
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O
3 1 Q Precursor events?

2 A Yes.

3 Q If a precursor event occurs continually at a plant, would

> 4 that increase the likelihood of another event occurring

5 that could lead to severe core accident?

6 A It's possible.

) 7 Q So, Mr. Levine, you are not familiar with any of the other

8 plants -- or any of the other precursor -- potential

9 precursor accidents at any other of the Commonwealth

J 10 Edison's plants?

11 A That's correct.

12 Q In reading our contention, did you not question the

() 13 chances of so many -- of an accident occurring at)

14 Commonwealth Edison's plants?

15 A (No response.)

!) 16 Q In reading our contention --

| 17 JUDGE SMITH: That is DAARE/ SAFE Contention 2 a?

18 MR. CAMPBELL: 2a, yes.
|

> 19 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

20 Q The chances of an accident happening at one --
;

21 A I used my knowledge of what various PRA's have found about

3 22 the likelihood of accidents that could cause large

/~' 23 releases; and I think that these PRA estimates are moreU)
| 24 competent than any estimates in the precursor report.

> 25 The precursor report talked, in the first place,
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)
3 1 about estimates with degraded core probabilities, not core |

,

2 probabilities that would release large emounts of-

3 radioactivity to the environment.

3 4 The two subjects are quite different from one

5 another.

6 Q How are they different?

3 7 A Because a degraded core does not challenge the integrity

8 of the containment or many of the engineering safety
( - -- \

| 9 features in the plant; and, therefore, there is not likely

3 10 to be a large release of radioactivity, as in Three Mile

11 Island, where there was almost no release of radioactivity '

12 from a degraded core.

3 } 13 Q You give a probability of an accident happening at Byron

14 or at any one of Commonwealth Edison's plants as being

15 very small, very small risk.
t

) 16 Would the fact that -- again, you can take this

17 hypothetically.

18 Would the fact that there is poor quality assurance /

) 19 quality control at the plant increase or decrease the
,

20 probability of an accident at Byron?

21 MR. GALLO: Objection.

) 22 Is this a hypothetical question or is this a premise

() 23 that -- a factual premise that is attempting to be

24 established?
,

) {) 25 If it's the latter, I object to the question.

i

l
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) 1 MR. CAMPBELL: Hypothetical, hypothetical.

2 MR. GALLO: Withdraw the objection.,

O 3 Does the witness need the question back?

) 4 THE WITNESS: No, I have the question.

5 A It's a very complicated answer to that question.

6 In WASH-1400 we analyzed the two reactors, whose

3 7 designs are now 20 years old or more, the Surry reactor

8 and the Peach Bottom reactor. Those plants were not built

9 to current standards.

) 10 The data we use in the PRA's comes from many

11 sources, conventional types of plants with pumps, pipes

12 and valves, and those components are not built to current

3 () 13 nuclear QA standards.

14 Even with those data, we find the risks from reactor

15 accidents are many small.

) 16 I think that modern plants, which are built to

17 better QA standards, will have even lower risks.

18 MR. CAMPBELL: Now, I --

) 19 JUDGE SMITH: I think it'signt be helpful, Mr.

20 Levine, if you answer the question in the form in which

21 the question is presented and then go on with your

) 22 explanation.

23 I think he was entitled to a yes answer to that one.()
24 THE WITNESS: Well, I don't think so.

) 25 JUDGE SMITH: Well, if better quality assurance
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O
3 1 reduces the probability of accidents, does it not

2 necessarily follow then that worse quality assurance

3 increases the probability of accidents?

3 4' THE WITNESS: But the real question is: What is

5 the quality assurance at the Byron plant compared to the
l

6 quality assurance in the WASH-1400 plants.

:) 7 JUDGE SMITH: It's a relative question, it's a

8 relative question.

9 THE WITNESS: And I think it's becter than in

:3 10 the WASH-1400 plants because of the lapse of time and the

il changing requirements.

12 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

>O 13 THE WITNESS: 1 wou1d rether enswer the question

14 in that order, if you don't mind.

| 15 JUDGE SMITH: You will answer the question in a

j) 16 form you are directed to answer it.

17 He is entitled to answers to his questions.

18 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I object to bullying
'

|3 19 of the witness.

20 JUDGE SMITH. I s: not bullying t_he witness.

21 MR. GALLO: It sounds to me like you just were.

3 22 JUDGE SMITH: Be seated, counselor.

-Q 23 MR. GALLO: May I be heard?

24 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, you may.
;

1 25 MR. GALLO: All right. It seems to me, Mr.

|

.
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.,\)
> 1 Chairman, that the witness was attempting to explain the,

2 basis for his answer; and with all due respect, I believe
C
\ 3 it was improper for you to use your tone of voice and

3 4 admonish the witness in the terms that you did. I

5 consider that to be bullying the witness.

6 JUDGE SMITH: The transcript will reflect what

7 has happened.--

8 Now, let's have the question read back.

! 9 (The question was thereupon read by the

10 Reporter.)-

11 JUDGE SMITH: Now, it is my view that that

12 question can be answered yes or no.

D ({} 13 If you don't believe it can be, with explanation,

14 that's fine; but I would bring to your attention that he

15 is entitled to a yes or no answer.

3 16 A I am very sorry, Judge.

17 My answer would have to be that there is an

j 18 explanation required to put that question in perspective ---
L
|> 19 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, right.

20 A (Continuing.) -- and the answer --

21 JUDGE SMITH: I want you to make your

0 22 explanation.

23 A (Continuing.) -- the answer is that it might or might not
O

| 24 be.

) 25 Now, what are we talking about here?

O
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) 1 We are talkin$ about, in fact, estimates of

2 accidents, accident probabilities and consequences, that

O
3 are based largely on WASH-1400 methodology, some variation

3 4 in the results of WASH-1400 employed by the Staff, the NRC

5 Staff, in drawing up the FES estimates for the -- the FES

6 estimates for reactor probabilities and conseanences and --

) 7 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Levine, I really don't want to
(

8 interfere with your testimony.

9 All I want is for the answer to be as responsive as

) 10 it could be; and let me back up.
.

11 I thought that when you were able to state that

12 improved quality assurance diminishes the risk of

) () 13 probabilities of an accident, that a logical follow up

14 with that, that worse quality assurance increases it.

15 I just felt that you should have been able to answer

) 16 it with a yes or no with an explanation.

17 I am not trying to develop the record. I am just

18 trying to get responsive answers.

) 19 I don't intend to address this further. I will take

20 your answer as it is on the transcript.

21 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

) 22 Q Again, hypothetically --

({} 23 JUDGE SMITH: Did you perceive me bullying you?

24 THE WITNESS: No, sir. I just feel that we have

) 25 an intellectual disagreement, which can happen, your
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,

O 1 Honor.

2 JUDGE SMITH: I think that I -- and I will take
;

3 the blame for it. For some reason I am not explaining my'

b 4 concern, my inference, drawn from your testimony

5 adequately.

! 6 I know that you have tried to answer questions fully

j) 7 here.

8 THE WITNESS: I am trying to be as fully
;

9 responsive as I know how to be, Judge.

i 10 JUDGE SMITH: Proceed.
,

I 11 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

12 Q Mr. Levine, do you know of or are you familiar with any

() 13 proposed modifications which may be made to the Byron)

14- steam generators or the feedwater system which could

'
-15 affect its Class 9 accident probabilistics or potential?

) 16 A No, I am not aware of any.

17 Q Would the fact of a poor evacuation plan at Byron

18 hypothetically affect the probabilistic chances of peoplea

,

9 19 dying in an accident?

20 A By a very small amount. From a reasonable evacuation,

21 such as we estimate, and as I have described before, in
.

D 22 the CRAC and CRAC 2 models, to no evacuation, is only a

23 factor of two prediction in early fatalities; and that(])
24 factor of two is very small compared to the uncertainty in

b 25 such predictions.

()
.
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t) 1 Q Am I to understand that, because of the evacuation plan

2 truly not being effective and the chances of evacuating j

(s)
3 people out of the area, the effects are very similar |

") 4 whether you evacuate people or not?

| 5 MR. GALLO: Objection. The question assumes

6 premises not in evidence.

D 7 He made the statement that evacuation plans are

8 known not to be effective.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Sustained.

O 10 MR. CAMPBELL: Are known not to be effective,

11 did you say, Mr. Gallo?

12 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

0 () 13 Q Then to understand your statement, the evacuation plan

| 14 does not lend -- is it true that the evacuation plan does
i

| 15 not lend itself to protecting the people?

Q 16 A No; it does and it's useful to have, but the effect is

17 not large.

18 Q The effect of not evacuating people is not large?

3 19 A That's correct.

20 This is stated in WASH-1400, it's stated in NUREG

21 0715.

) 22 Q Could you tell me why that is so?

(]) 23 A Because the evacuations are not very efficient, but they

24 are worth doing.

?( 25 Q Does the area to be evacuated increase or change the

l
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()
) 1 problems -- let me strike that.

27-) Does the fact that the amount of people that might
%/>

3 be around the nuclear power plant, such as Byron, make it

O 4 more difficult to evacuate, such as in Byron there would

I 5 be more tourists down there than, let's say, at Zion, in

6 which you have fixed houses and people living there

'3 7 continually?-

8 A There is a --

9 MR. GALLO: Objection. The question is relevant

3 10 to the ability to evacuate the Zion site or the Byron

11 site. It is immaterial and irrelevant to Contention 2 a;

12 that deals with cumulative effects.
~'

3 (As) 13 In addition, the question is cumulative, in that

14 it's repetitious of the Chicago evacuation questions asked

15 by Mr. Thomas.

!) 16 MR. CAMPBELL: I will withdraw that.

17 I don't have any further questions.

18 Thank you.

3 19 MR. RAWSON: Mr. Levine, my name is Richard

'20 Rawson.,

| 21 I have just a couple of items for clarification.

2 22 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF 0F

([) 23 THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

24 BY MR. RAWSON:

) 25 Q Do you have your prefiled testimony before you, sir?
)
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O
l 1 A Yes, I do.

2 Q Can you refer to Pages 19 and 20. I would like to ask you

O
3 to focus your attention on the discussion of the emergency

1 4 core cooling system.

5 A Yes.

6 Q Mr. Thomas asked you a question earlier about whether

J 7 Byron is unique with respect to its having the ECCS, as

8 described in your testimony.

9 Do you recall that question?

7 10 A Yes, I do.

11 Q I believe your answer to that question was that

12 essentially all plants have that ECCS.

() 13 Do you recall that testimony?

14 A Similar ECCS's. That is with redundancy and the like.

15 Q I wanted to understand better what you mean by the term

0 16 " essentially all plants."

17 Was it your intention to include all operating

18 plants within that class of essentially all plants which

0 19 you testified have similar ECCS systems?

20 A Essentially all large PWR plants.

21 Q Was it your intention to include within that term, for

1 22 example, older operating plants, plants which were

(~)N 23 licensed --
%

24 A No. That's why I used the term "large." I mean in the

;) 25 neighborhood of 1,000 megawatts.
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v 1 There may be some older plants that have different

2 kinds of systems.

() 3 Q Thank you.

3 4 A few moments ago, in response to a question from

5 Mr. Campbell, you testified, I believe, that degraded core

6 does not challenge safety systems.

3 7 A I said does not challenge the containment and in general

8 its safety systems, the containment's safety systems; and

9 by " challenge," I mean their ability to operate and

;) 10 perform effectively.

11 Q I am still having trouble understanding what you mean by

12 " challenge."

3 . (]) 13 Can you put that in context for me, please?

14 A Yes. A molten core, for example, creates conditions in

15 the containment that can lead to challenges to containment

) 16 integrity and to fan coolers, perhaps, high pressures,

17 high temperatures, hydrogen burning and the like.

18 A degraded core is not likely to do that. It's not

3 19 likely to challenge the integrity of the containment, less

20 likely to -- it's less likely to challenge the integrity

21 of the containment.

) 22 While it might generate some hydrogen, you are not

23 going to start from a -- you are going to start from a low
i (

24 ambient pressure in the containment, so a hydrogen burn is

25 of less concern and the like.
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3 1 MR. RAWSON: Very good. Thank you, sir.
.

2 That's all I have, Judge Smith. Thank you.

3 JUDGE COLE: Just a couple of questions, Mr.

3 4 Levine.

5 BOARD EXAMINATION

6 BY JUDGE COLE:

0 7 Q With respect to the Lewis Committee Report, which, it has
~

8 been said, criticized the executive summary of WASH-1400
,

9 studies -- I think that is fair to say that, isn't it,

3 10 sir?

11 A Yes, it is.

12 Q Now, with respect to the nature of the criticism and its

O '3 =eatreetettoa -- eaa ite i=911cettoas. 1e it reir to eer)

14 that the major criticism of the Lewis Committee had to do

i 15 with other than the estimates that were made in the

|3 16 WASH-1400 study, but had more to do with the error bands

17 around the estimates?

18 Is that a fair general statement of the major

) 19 criticism of the Lewis Committee of the WASH-1400 study?

20 A I think that is fair, except they did say, also, they were

21 unable to determine whether our central estimates, or the

3 22 best estimates, if you will, were too high or too low; but

- 23 I think that statement depended on the fact that the error

24 bands were larger than we had reported.

I) 25 Q All right, sir.

O
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> 1 With respect to the Three Mile Island accident, sir,

2 could that -- is that or could that be described as a
Ol/ 3 core-melt accident?

) 4 A I would not so describe it, although there may have been

5 some small parts of the fuel that were molten at one
.

6 time, I don't really know; but in the parlance of PRA's,

0 7 when we talk about molten, a molten core, we talk about

8 essentially the entire core melting, the whole 100 tons of

9 fuel or nearly the whole 100 tons of fuel, and that surely

3 10 did not happen at TMI.

11 Q Do you know if there is any evidence of any melted fuel in

12 the TMI accident?

0 () 13 A There is speculation that there may have been some central

14 melting of fuel rods.

15 I think the final answer will wait until we get some --

2 16 some fuel is taken out of the reactor and examined

l 17 metallurgically. Then they will be able to determine if

I
18 melting really occurred or not or how much occurred.'

) 19 If I may expand on that answer?

20 Q Let me -- yes, please do, sir.

21 A I would just like to differentiate it.;

i

) 22 Once again, between -- a small amount of melting is

23 not very significant. If you melt a few fuel rods or aess
(_)

24 bundle, it's not very significant compared to melting most

) 25 of the core. They are very different kinds of events.

O
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> 1 The molten core, for instance, will melt through the

2 bottom of the reactor vessel. A melted bundle doesn't go

3 anywhere. It just stops.'

) 4 Q All right, sir.

5 Did you observe any of the films taken of the

6 degraded TMI core?

) 7 A I saw one film that lasted about 15 minutes.

8 Q All right, sir.

9 When you tall; about a degraded core, is this

1 10 different from a melted core, in your view? What

11 difference do you make between those two terms?

12 A Yes, different; very different.

4 () 13 A degraded core could loosely be described as a core

14 whose geometry has changed significantly, to the point

15 that you can't cool it very well, say, at power, or the --

) 16 some of the fuel rods were essentially pulverized and no
r

17 longer -- j

18 Q By " pulverized," you mean, sir, that the cladding has been

i 19 destroyed?

20 A The cladding has been destroyed and the fuel pellets may

21 have broken up into small pieces; and that's clearly what

) 22 happened at Three Mile Island. ,

(]) 23 0 All right, sir.

24 So the cladding could be destroyed and the pellets

) 25 could be in pieces without having a melt, a fuel melting;
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> 1 is that correct, sir?

2 A That is possible; yes, that is correct.

() 3 Q All right, sir.

) 4 Now, I want to get back to something that you

5 answered a large number of questions about, methodology

6 and the precursor study and the INPO Study and WASH-1400.

3 7 A Yes.

8 Q Sir, on Page 25 of your testimony, referring to the

9 precursor report, which was prepared under contract by Oak

3 10 Ridge National Laboratory for the Nuclear Regulatory

11 Commission',, in the top portion of Page 25 you say, "The

12 important point, however, is that the precursor report

(]) 13 used generic numbers that were fed into generic event^J

14 trees."

15 Later on you indicate that that is a serious flaw in

b 16 their study, and you made that point several times.

17 I guess I want to make sure I understand what the

18 words mean.

) 19 Now, the word " generic" means to me having general

20 application, the term generic itself; and if you use

21 numbers that have general application and you feed those

) 22 numbers into event trees that have general application, I

23 guess I am confused, sir, as to why that wouldn't have

24 general application.

? 25 A I guess these are terms that, I believe, the precursor

)
.

|
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O
:s 1 Q All right, sir.

2 So if it was truly a generic number and truly a
p
k- 3 generic event tree, would it apply? '

3 4 A Yes, you are right, it would apply; but it's not.

5 Q So you are saying that, then, they used ungeneric numbers

6 and ungeneric event trees and you just can't apply it?

|3 7 A That is correct, that is roughly correct, yes.

8 Q All right, sir.

9 A I am sorry for the misterminology.-

|

> 10 Q I just wanted to make sure I understood. I heard your

11 answer and I understood it, but I couldn't understand the

12 words.

0 (]) 13 A Yes.

14 Q Now, with respect to the methodology that was used in

15 WASH-1400 --

0 16 A Yes.

17 Q -- the incidence that they derived and the event trees

18 that they used, how was that methodology different than

0 19 the precursor study and, if it was, as you indicated

20 before, specific to only one plant, how r.e a can we then
j

21 apply it to other places?
,

0 22 A That is a very good question.

rN 23 Q That is too many questions.
L,_/

24 A No. I understand the train of thought and I think I can

0 25 keep it in mind in answering it.
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? 1 Q Thank you.

2 A The event trees in the WASH-1400 were specifically for the
()v 3 two reactors analyzed in WASH-1400, so they were specific

4 to the event. The events trees for Surry were specific to

5 Surry. The events trees for Peach Bottom were specific to

6 Peach Bottom.

7 To quantify the sequences that come from the event'

8 tree, you have to define the initiating event which the

9 event tree starts with -- for instance, a pipe break or a

2' 10 turbine trip -- and there we use data, generic data, from

11 many sources to get a pipe failure probability for large

12 LOCI of ten to the minus four per reactor year.

() 13 We, obviously, did not have data on large LOCA's in>

14 reactors because none had happened, so we took large -- we

15 took data from large pipe breaks from all kinds of plants

) 16 to get that number. We used that number, not directly

17 applicable, but that's the number we used.

18 Then in quantifying the accident sequences in the

) 19 event tree, which then consisted of system failure

20 probabilities, we drew fault trees for the systems in each,

1

21 plant, specific fault trees for specific systems, and then

) 22 we inserted failure rate data into those fault trees that

() 23 came, again, from many sources. We had failures of

24 valves, failures of pumps, failures of circuit breakers

25 and the like.s

_
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3 1 Much of that data was non-nuclear data. There was a

2 small amount of nuclear data. When we did WASH-1400, most

3 of it was non-nuclear data, but we used that data in those

3 4 trees and that's how we quantified our accident sequence

5 probabilities.

6 Q All right, sir.

3 7 A Have I answered the question?

8 Q Yes.

9 You have indicated to me that it's highly specific

2 10 to that plant?

11 A Yes, with some reservations about data being not directly

12 from that plant but from similar kinds of components.

O '3 o Att risht' str-

14 So how -- could you then make it clear to me what

15 the difference is between what the precursor study did and

3 16 what you did in WASH-14007

17 A The precursor study used data from LER's that was more

18 than a single event in an accident sequence.

3 19 Imagine an accident sequence that has four events in

20 the chain. They would find an LER that covered two of

, 21 those events and use that frequency for those two events

1 22 and they would then try to characterize the pr5bability of

n 23 the other two events to complete the sequence probability.
U

24 The first thing they should have done was used an

p 25 event tree that was specific to the reactor in which that
! ]
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O
3 1 rare event occurred, because that event had not occurred

2 in any other reactor, it occurred in that reactor, and

O
3 it's not clear what its number would be for another

3 4 reactor. It's not clear how much it might have changed.

5 Then they did not quantify the remaining steps in

6 the sequence for that specific reactor. They took data

3 7 from various sources, which might or might not be

8 applicable to that specific reactor.

9 Furthermore, when you quantify an accident sequence

3 10 in a specific analysis for a specific reactor, you

11 iterate the quantification a number of times to be sure

12
.

you have got the right numbers in the right places to get

|3 /"'T
V 13 a realistic assessment.

I

14 In the kind of methodology they used, you cannot

15 iterate because you can't look at the applicability of the

3 16 models you have in the accident sequence to your specific

17 reactor and make sure they are applicable. There is just

18 no way to do that.
|

) 19 Q All right, sir.
|

20 The INPO Study was -- the purpose of the INPO Study

' 21 was to respond to the precursor study, was it not, sir?

b 22 A That is correct.
|

O 23 S t' "' "'ed " =* 't=* "'t'r '"* 9"" t=" "8 r '"*

24 precursor study, which was in June, 1982?

) 25 A I assume so; but I know that INP0 was doing studies ofn
U
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) 1 that type before the precursor report was issued.

2 They were planning to look at such events

O's 3 themselves, so they may have done a little work

3 4 beforehand. I am not sure.

5 Q They were inspired to greater effort by the precursor

6 study?

7 A I would expect so, yes.

8 (Laughter.)

9 Q Now, with respect to the methodology that was used in the

!) 10 INPO Study, how does that contrast with the methodology

11 used in the WASH-1400 study and/or the methodology used in --

12 and the methodology used in the precursor study?

oO '3 ^ tt's more axia to the w^sa-iaoo stuov' ia that tuer rouna
14 the precursor event, which was applicable to reactor, let

15 me call it, No. 32.

3 16 Q All right, sir.

17 A They then drew event trees applicable to that reactor and

18 they then modeled the remaining two events in the accident

J 19 sequence -- and this is hypothetical example -- with

20 models and data specific to that plant; and that's what we

21 did in WASH-1400, except we didn't have any precursor

1 22 events. We just modeled them all.

23 Q All right, sir. Thank you.

24 On the first full paragraph on Page 25 of your

') 25 testimony, sir, you indicate that the INPO report found

|
,
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3 1 that the actual detailed plant configurations, when they

2 are taken into account, it generally lowers core damage

O 3 probabilities by a factor of somewhere between one-tenth

) 4 to one-thousandth.

5 A Yes. I think there was one accident sequence, sir, where

6 the accident probability went higher than that in the

J 7 precursor report; but this is generally true.

8 Q All right, sir.

9 How does Byron fit into this? Is there anything

['' 10 specific about that that we can say about increasing,

11 decreasing, core damage probabilities as regards Byron?

12 Where does it fit in in this range; do you know, sir?

3O is i I wou1d say I cen't enewer. I don't know how to enewer

14 that question.

15 There certainly has not been a precursor applicable

3 16 to Byron, because it's not operating yet. So it's very

17 hard to answer.

18 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. I understand that.

; 19 Thank you.

20 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Just a couple of questions, Mr.

21 Levine.
|) 22 BOARD EXAMINATION

23 BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:

24 Q There was ari exchange of some duration earlier in your
!

)O 25 appearance between you and Intervenor's counsel concerning
i
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7 1 information out of the Sandia National Laboratory.

2 It, I think, finally came to pass that some of the

O 3 reference, at any rate, had been to so-called computer

''

4 printout.

5 Did you not imply at that time that there has now

6 appeared a more formal report of that work done at Sandia?

3 7 A Oh, yes, there is a Sandia Report that does not have in it

8 some of the information that's in the computer printout.

9 Q It does report on the same problem?
'

10 A It's a report on the same work.

11 Q On the same work?

12 A Yes.

] 13 Q Had the question about Byron, which, as I understood the)

14 question at that time -- had that question been addressed

; 15 to the report rather than, as I recall, to the printout --

J 16 may I interrupt myself to say -- to ask if you agree with

17 my remarks thus far?

18 A Yes, I understand.

) 19 Q Had the question been addressed to the report rather than

20 the computer printout, what answer would you have given

21 concerning the Byron reference?

22 A It's very hard for me to differentiate one plant from

23 another in that report.p
U

24 You look at the curves, that are the printouts of
|
D 25 all of those sites, it's sort of like a black mass and

O
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O
) 1 it's very hard to pick out one plant from another.

,

While it may be spelled out in other places in the2

3 report, I did not look for that level of detail.

0 4 Q Thank you.

5 One final, very general approach.

6 We have in hand today the results of certain

!) 7 research and analyses to which there has been considerable

8 reference in this session.

9 Where, in your opinion, do we go next or, more

1 10 specifically, what additional information or experience or

11 whatnot does one need to be more -- to allow a more

12 quantitative prediction of accidents and their effects?

? (]) 13 A If I could change one word in your question to say from

14 more quantitative to less uncertain predictions.

15 Q All right. I accept that. Thank you.

0 16 A There are a number of areas that are of great interest.

17 One, we have to have better models of human factors,

18 the likelihood of humans making errors.

0 19 There has been already a significant improvement in

20 that modeling, and we hope for more improvements in the

21 future.

0 22 We have to know more about molten core interactions

gs 23 with other kinds of things, the hydrogen generation rates,
\_)'

24 hydrogen distribution, although we are learning more about

J 25 that than we ever did before.
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1 1 We have to understand principally, I think, how

2 fission products will behave in these very severe

() 3 accidents.

4 It's my view that the estimates we made in

5 WASH-1400, which were the best we could do at that time,

6 are probably too large by some factor. I am not sure what

i 7 the factor is, but they are probably too large by some

8 factor.

9 If they were too large by a factor of ten -- that

10 is, the largest releases estimated in WASH-1400 were too

11 large by a factor of ten -- then we would predict no early

12 fatalities from the worst accident in a reactor and we

3 r~T 13 would predict very much smaller number of latent cancer
V

14 fatalities.

15 If that were to happen, everybody's view of reactor

) 16 safety would change significantly.

17 People are working very hard now, both at

18 experiments and models, to try to estimate those source

3 19 terms more realistically.

20 There is some very recent work by Battelle-Columbus,

21 performed for NRC, which has indicated in many of the

) 22 sequences the numbers drop significantly, but there are a

23 few sequences where they have not dropped significantly,
7sD

-24 where they are still quite large.

> 25 However, that research did not describe the accident

O
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J 1 sequences more realistically than in WASH-1400.

2 They did not, for instance, re-examine the time at

O
\_J 3 which the containment would fail; and I have already

4 mentioned how important that is, that, if the containment

5 were to fail in 12 hours as opposed to 1 hour, you would
,

6 have a vastly smaller source -- a significantly smaller

- 7 source term. That hasn't been done yet. It's going to be

8 done.
,

9 It's my hope in the next year or two you will be

' 10 able to estimate the source term -- estimate source terms

11 that are somewhat smaller than they are now.

12 If it's a factor of ten, it would be very nice. If

(]) 13 it's smaller, it would be very useful.D

14 That would reduce a lot of the uncertainty in the

i 15 current predictions that we make.

v 16 There are some other areas that are important, too.

17 I haven't covered all of the elements.

18 Q Did information come out of Three Mile Island that might

> 19 affect the results and interpretation of WASH-1400 and

20 particularly, as an example, I cite the iodine, cesium

21 finding; and can you comment on that, please?

) 22 A Yes. It's not clear. Certainly, a lot of cesium and

23 iodine came out of the fuel in Three Mile Island, and very
| 7,

V,

| 24 little got out of the reactor, but the pathway from the

) 25 fuel to the containment atmosphere was through water; and,

O
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;

1 of course, in any reactor accident, if the fission'

.

; 2 products bubble through water that is cold, cesium and

() 3 iodide will be largely absorbed, so the cesium and iodine

) 4 ended up in the water.

5 Now, there are accident sequences that are

6 postulated in reactors where it's not clear that the

D 7 fission products will go through water.
'

8 Example. If the core melts and the sprays are not

9 running and the fan coolers are not running and the

) 10 containment overpressures and the containment fails very

11 quickly, you will get a very large release of

12 radioactivity. If the sprays and fan cools are running,

({) 13 you will get a very small release of radioactivity. So)

14 water is very important in the reduction of fission

15 product releases.
,

:) 16 At TMI we have a measurement of how important it is,

17 although we always knew it was important.

18 There is still research going on at TMI to try to

) 19 use the data that is coming from TMI to evaluate various

20 codes that predict fission product behavior, and that will

| 21 be helpful.

f) 22 Q Has any significant finding come out of the work at the

23 Idaho site, which is referred to as the LOFT Program?

| 24 You have got to help me for the record. Loss of

9 25 Fluid --
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()
> 1 A Test.

2 Q Test. Thank you.

'

3 -- that might affect the predictions of WASH-14007

3 4 A I think the major impact so far is that when we started

l 5 WASH-1400, there was some question about the efficacy of

6 ECCS in cooling the core. That question has gone away

J 7 completely now with the LOFT tests.

;

8 We know there is a large margin and thermohydraulic

9 capability of ECCS systems.

7 10 There has been very little work done on fission

11 products. In fact, there has been no work done on fission

12 product behavior in LOFT, but LOFT is now being sponsored

(]) 13 by a consortium of OEV countries in a three-year program,3

14 and I am consulting to DOE in this area, and we are

15 currently planning fission product experiments, two

1 16 fission product experiments to be conducted in LOFT,

17 hopefully to get further validr' ion of fission product

18 behavior codes. So more work will be coming from it.
i

) 19 JUDGE CALLIHAN: That is all I have; and thank

20 you very much.

21 JUDGE COLE: Just one question, Mr. Levine.

9 22 BOARD EXAMINATION

23 BY JUDGE COLE:

24 Q Some place in your testimony or on the witness stand you

? 25 mentioned molten core concrete interactions and some

()
|
,
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7 1 recent research developments in that area.

2 A Yes.

() 3 Q Now, obviously, in WASH-1400 certain assumptions were made

3 4 about time for the molten core to pass through the

5 concrete, and the numbers that come out are as a result of

6 the assumptions that were made in WASH-1400.

3 7 What does the recent research tell us with respect

8 to the time estimates that might have been used or that

9 were used in WASH-1400 and what are the implications with

i 10 respect to the numbers?

11 A In WASH-1400 we estimated, by an incorrect model, because

12 we had no data, it might take a half-a-day to a day for

[]) 13 the molten fuel to melt through 12 feet of concrete, which9

14 is the base mat thickness.

15 Today, based on research done at Sandia, we have a

|1 16 model that explains how the molten fuel and concrete
i

17 interact, and give us a rate of attack as a function of

18
.

heat in the molten fuel, and the latest calculations say
|

D 19 it takes three or four days to penetrate the base mat.

20 It may be that, as we refine that model, it mighti

!

21 not melt through at all, because the rate at the bottom of

22 the 12 feet is already very, very small.

23 I am hoping that that will be refined in the future,
O.

24 and we may be able to say someday that the core will not

) 25 penetrate the base mat, and that would be very nice,

()
1
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0 1 because it would keep this molten mass out of the

2 groundwater.

() 3 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. Thank you.

3 4 BOARD EXAMINATION

5 BY JUDGE SMITH:

6 Q Your reference to Surry and Peach Bottom, it was a

') 7 reference to the two reactors studied in WASH-14007

8 A Yes, that is correct.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Is there any additional cross ,

3 10 examination based on the Board's questions?

11 MR. THOMAS: Yes, your Honor.

12 CROSS EXAMINATION
,

) (]) 13 (Continuing.)
l

14 BY MR. THOMAS:i

15 Q Picking up on that, in your opinion, is Surry comparable

!) 16 to Byron? Is the reactor at Surry comparable to the

17 reactors at Byron?

18 A I am not sure what you mean by " comparable."

O 19 I think there are differences in design that would

20 make differences in predictions of core-melt probability

21 and predictions of risk.

) 22 On the other hand, I believe that the
i

; 23 characterization of Byron risks in the FES represents a

24 reasonable approach and yields conservative results.

> 25 Q Well, my question was not about the FES.
p
(,

!
|
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> 1 My question was about the comparison of Byron to

2 Surry in the sense that you have just indicated, I think,

3 that you don't think they are comparable; is that correct?

3 4 A I think that Byron would probably have lower -- I am

5 guessing now. I am making an educated guess that Byron

l 6 would have lower risks than Surry.

) 7 Q The reason it's a guess is because you don't know the

8 Byron design; is that correct?

9 A It's because a PRA hasn't been done on Byron, nor do I

'
10 think one has to be done as part of a licensing process.

11 Q As I understand it, you criticize the precursor report in

12 part, saying that it's both generic and unique.

7O 13 Can't the same criticism be made for WASH-14007

14 A It depends on how far down the accident sequence you are

15 going.

1 16 If you are going sort of halfway down, I think

17 that's too far.

18 If you are talking about individual pieces that feed

0 19 into accident sequence probabilities, I think that's all

20 right; and that's what we did in WASH-1400.

21 Q You gave a figure of property damage estimated by

3 22 WASH-1400, I believe, of 14 billion dollars?

| 23 A At a probability of, chance of, one in a billion per year.

' 24 Q Yes, thank you.

) 25 But that was in 1975 dollars; is that correct?

O '

,

1
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) 1 A That was in 1972 or 1973 dollars.

2 Q 1972 or 1973?

() 3 A Yes.

) 4 Q Do you have any idea what that would be in 1983 as in

5 WASH-14007

6 A You could apply the escalation since then and get a

J 7 number.

8 Q I am asking you: Do you know what that is?

9 A No.

3 10 JUDGE SMITH: We just officially notice that

11 it's a lot. It's a substantial degree.

12 MR. THOMAS: I have no objection to that.

!) (]) 13 THE WITNESS: I should say that --

14 MR. THOMAS: Maybe a little technical but --

15 THE WITNESS: I should say that in 1972 the

) 16 economic burden of accidents in the U S was 30 billion
|

17 dollars a year.

18 BY MR. THOMAS:
|

|> 19 Q You are talking about all accidents?

20 A All accidents.

21 Q Thank you for that information.

J 22 You talk about uRAC 2.
|
'

23 Well, there was CRAC, which was used in 1400; right?

O
,

24 A Yes.
!
D 25 Q Is that a cancer model or how would you characterize that?

()
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b'3 1 A Health effects models in both codes are identical, both

2 CRAC and CRAC 2.

() 3 Q What is CRAC7 What would you describe that as --

) 4 A CRAC is a code that takes as its input the frequency of

5 releases of various -- radioactive releases of various

6 sizes and then calculates the way in which the

3 7 radioactivity is dispersed in the environment; how much is

8 deposited on the ground, how many people'are exposed, the

9 efficacy of evacuation and predicts health effects.

) 10 Q I take it you agree with the CRAC model since it was used

11 in WASH-14007

12 A We developed it, yes.

3 ({;) 13 Q So you agree with it?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Do you agree --

J 16 A By the way, I think there were some weaknesses in it.

17 One weakness was the meteorological sampling, which

18 has been' corrected in CRAC, and the other is, I think, a

0 19 better interpretation of the evacuation data.

20 Q Do you agree with the -- with CRAC 27

21 A Yes.

0 22 Q And are you aware that that was used in the Sandia Study?

23 A Yes.

24 MR. GALLO: Objection, objection.

) 25 I have listened patiently to these questions on CRAC

O
-
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()s

> 1 and CRAC 2.

2 It was my understanding that the further cross

( 3 examination was to be based upon the questions and answers

> 4 elicited by the Board.

5 If ny recollection is correct, Mr. Thomas is now

6 following up on the cross examination of Mr. Campbell, who

) 7 was following up on the cross examination of Mr. Thomas,

8 and I don't think this further line of questioning should

9 be allowed.

3 10 MR. THOMAS: Judge --

11 JUDGE SMITH: Well, the problem, Mr. Gallo, is

12 that sooner or later he is going to be allowed to follow

(]) 13 up on any cross examination or redirect examination that1

14 affects his interests, that is otherwise reasonable.

15 I misstated the opportunities, because it has always

J 16 been the Board who has introduced new information; but

17 this is the first time it has come up in this hearing that

18 another party has introduced information.

> 19 So that is correct as far as the Board's ruling was

: 20 concerned, but the Board's ruling was wrong.

21 MR. "3GMAS: Well --

3 22 JUDGE SMITH: You may continue.

23 MR. THOMAS: Okay. Did you answer --

'

24 THE WITNESS: What was the question?

> 25 BY MR. THOMAS:
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) 1 I think you answered it.
I

2 But the question was whether you were aware that

() 3 CRAC 2 was the model used in the Sandia Report.

3 4 A Oh, yes, yes, I was; but I do agree with the way it was

5 applied.

6 Q Thank you. You have answered the question.

7 Now, as I read your definition of Class 9 accidents,

8 which I take it is based on the NRC definition, part of

9 that definition is accidents beyond the design base;

} 10 right?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Now, does that include safety systems, too; in other

(]) 13 words, the safety systems in the design base?:

14 A I am not sure what your question is, but let me try to

15 answer it anyhow.

; 16 Q Let me try to put a question which you are sure about --

17 JUDGE SMITH: You --

18 MR. THOMAS: I am sorry.

3 19 JUDGE SMITH: Go ahead. Continue this.

20 BY MR. THOMAS:

21 Q Well, where I am heading is that if the definition of

) 22 Class 9 is accidents beyond the design base, which

23 includes the safety systems in that design base, then byfs
V

24 definition, a Class 9 accident, you know, is one beyond

3 25 the safety systems which have been designed into the

(),
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O
1 plant; is that correct?'

,

.

2 A I don't -- I guess I don't understand the question, and,

! () 3 therefore, I find it very difficult to answer. I --

7 4 Q All right. Don't answer a question that you don't

5 understand.

6 It's up to me to put a question which you can

- 7 understand.

8 Part of the design base is the safety systems; is tha t
!

9 correct?
,

i

3 10 A Yes.

11 Q And that holds true for purposes of the definition of

12 Class 9 accidents?

(} 13 A Well, not necessarily. In Three Mile Island an accident

14 happened in which a relief valve stuck open and was

15 handled improperly and the relief valve is not in the

|: 16 design basis accident parlance.
r

17 Now, it did result in a small loci, which is --

18 but all the other safety features worked correctly and had

3 19 the operators not turned them off at the wrong times and

20 so forth, it would have been all right.

21 Q Yes, right; but they did?
i

;> 22 A They did.

23 Q With regard to the WASH-1400, did that study contain as a

O
24 part of the study a more or less self-imposed five-year

P 25 limit on the validity of the results?

'

|
!
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1 A They did that. We were not want to extrapolate the-

2 results beyond five years.

() 3 Q And that would have expired beyond October, in October of

? 4 1980; is that correct?

5 A (Indicating.)

6 Q You have to --

? 7 A Yes.

8 MR. THOMAS: That is all I have, Judge.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Do you have questions?

'

10 MR. RAWSON: Yes, Judge, I have just one more..

11 CROSS EXAMINATION

12 (Continuing.)

3 (]) 13 BY MR. RAWSON:
|

| 14 Q Mr. Levine, a few moments ago, in response to a question
i

15 from Mr. Thomas, you said it was your educated guess that

16 Byron would have lower risks than Surry.

17 Do you recall that statement?

18 A Yes, sir,t

f

3 19 Q When you used the term " risk" in that answer, did you mean

20 a lower probability of occurrence of releases or did you

21
,

have something else in mind?

) 22 A I meant really lower probabilities of occurrence.
!
'

23 MR. RAWSON: That is all I have, Judge. Thankgg
G

24 you,

i 25 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Gallo.
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> 1 MR. GALLO: Mr. Levine, I have a series of

2 questions on redirect.

() 3 REDIRECT EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF

7 4 COUNSEL FOR APPLICANT

5 BY MR. GALLO:

6 Q First of all, just now in answer to one of Mr. Thomas'

) 7 questions, you indicated there was a five-year limit set

8 forth in WASH-1400 in terms of extrapolating the results

9 of that document; is that correct?

!) 10 A Yes.

11 Q And that that five-year limit has expired; is that

12 correct?

O '3 ^ res-)

14 Q Well, does that then -- does the expiration of that limit

15 invalidate the use of WASH-1400 by the Staff in the FES7

16 A Not at all.-

17 Q Would you explain why not?

18 A Yes. We -- I guess I was responsible for writing that and

) 19 I can tell you what I had in mind.

20 I had in mind that there would be an additional

21 large number of reactors operating over and above the, I

) 22 think, 27 that were operating when we did WASH-1400,
i

23 These would be of more advanced design, would have
)

24 different risks, and, therefore, to extrapolate WASH-1400

) 25 to these newer reactors would probably be too

()
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1 conservative.

2 On the other hand, the fact that the Staff has

() 3 re-examined and redefined a source term, generally

3 4 applicable conservative source term, based on WASH-1400

|
5 and other considerations that have happened since

|
6 WASH-1400, I feel it's still useful to use that source

|

3 7 term for FES purposes and that our limitation, our

8 rive-year limitation, had nothing to do with the

9 application of WASH-1400 methods. We felt the methods

) 10 would be improved with time and they should be used in

11 appropriate ways.

12 Q Mr. Levine, in answer to one of Mr. Thomas' earlier
,

i

0 (]) 13 questions, he directed you to Page 4 of your testimony.

14 He called your attention to the use of the term,

15 " deterministic methodology."

:) 16 I believe you answered that or -- strike that.

17 I believe he then asked you whether or not

18 deterministic methodology essentially involved engineering

-) 19 opinion; and you agreed with him.

20 Do you recall that?

21 A Yes.

J 22 Q What did you mean when you agreed with the term

23 " engineering opinion"?3
s-)'

24 Is such an engineering opinion a rigorous exercise?'

3 25 A It's not rigorous of quantitated probability estimates,-

O
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q
U3 1 but it has great value. Most engineering designs in this

2 world are accomplished on the basis of the wisdom and

() 3 engineering judgment of skilled people.

3 4 He wanted to -- I have the word " judgment" in my

5 testimony. He wanted to make it opinion. Well, you know,

! 6 informed opinion is judgment, so I had no quarrel with the

3 7 word " opinion." I think it would be wrong to denigrate

8 the use of engineering judgment. In fact, it's

9 engineering judgment that have produced reactors that

3 10 yield these very small risks to people and have put men on

11 the moon.

12 JUDGE SMITH: May I interpose a question along

- (]) 13 that line?
'

'

14 MR. GALLO: les.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Would you prefer not?

16 MR. GALLO: No. Go right ahead.

17 BOARD EXAMINATION

18 BY JUDGE SMITH:

0 19 Q When you say we use " deterministic approach" or
|

| 20 " engineering judgment," instead of a "probabilistic

!
21 approach," don't engineers, either more or less formally,i

) 22 use probablistics as a part of engineering judgment?

23 A Yes. They make the -- they make their probabilisticfg

V
| 24 judgments unquantitatively. That is, they say for

7 25 instance, "I think in designing reactors we can design
Ov
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O> 1 reactor vessels whose probability of failure is so small-

2 that we do not have to consider it in the design basis."

O 3 Then along comes some probabilistic people who say,

3 4 "Well, we can estimate the probability that that vessel

5 will fail and we put it into our PRA and we find that it's

6 not very important." It doesn't make the risks

) 7 overwhelmingly common, and that confirms their engineering

8 judgment.

9 In the larger sense, the fact that we have now done

10 a significant number of PRA's on a significant number of'

11 plants, and the risks are all quite small, confirms the

12 years of engineering judgment applied to the design of

Q 13 reactors.0

14 BY MR. GALLO:

15 Q I believe Mr. Campbell asked you a couple of questions

} 16 about the Commission policy statement that you refer to on

17 Page 11 of your testimony.

18 If I understood the testimony as elicited by Mr.

0 19 Campbell, you were agreeing that the Commission had

20 essentially disowned the use of WASH-1400 at the time of a

21 policy statement in 1979.

J 22 Is that a fair understanding on my part?

23 A Not quite. He read certain quotes from that policy
,

24 statement, which I recalled as being roughly correct and I

) 25 agreed that those were from the policy statement.
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()
) 1 On the other hand, he didn't read other things in

2 the policy statement that were very important.

() 3 On Page 11 of my testimony I quote,from that same

1 4 Commission statement, and I will just read it here.

5 "Taking due account of the reservations expressed in

6 the Review Group Report" -- and the review group report is --

) 7 MR. THOMAS: For the record, I object. First of

8 all, I think they were my questions, but that's

9 irrelevant.
;

0 10 I object to him simply re-reading from his direct
.

11 testimony and I don't think --

12 MR. GALLO: I will instruct the witness to

([) 13 merely characterize his testimony and not just read it by1

14 rote into the record if tha,t will satisfy your objection.
.,

15 MR. THOMAS: That is part of it.

J 16 I also didn't feel that it was within the scope of

17 the question and, therefore, I would object to it as

18 irrelevant in that sense, s

) 19 MR. GALLO: Well, the question essentially

20 inquired as to whether or not the quotations apparently

21 elicited by Mr. Thomas were properly interpreted as

J 22 meaning that the Commission had invalidated or said in,its

i 23 policy statement that the use of WASH-1400 was no longer

24 appropriate and invalid.

) 25 He was about to -- then he disagreed with that

O
|
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O,*1
, .

interpretation; and then I asked him to explain the basisJ

2 for that and he was about to do that by reading a quote
n
V, 3 from Page 11 when he was interrupted, so I think it's well

3 4 within the' scope of the question.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Not only that, but I really didn't

6 see anything wrong with him reading verbatim from his

9 7 direct testimony if that's the most accurate and best way

8 that he can do it to get it into the context of this part

9 of the testimony.

J' 10 MR. THOMAS: Well, I guess my objection really
,

11 goes to the form of the question, because he simply did

12 read quotes, which he said didn't take place; but I

Q 13 .certainly didn't characterize them the way Mr. Gallo is)

14 characterizing them.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Now, that is a different

3 16 objection.

17 MR. THOMAS: Yes, I agree, that is a different

.18 objection, I agree.

19 MR. GALLO: That objection has been waived. We

20 are past that question.

He is now explaining how my understanding is21 <

22 incorrect. <

| 23 So it's too late to object to that.

'

24 JUDGE SMITH: Well, there will be other'

,

I 25 opportunities, perhaps; but, in the meantime, the question --

G,

V
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' ' 'youccan continue your an'swer; but you betten|;. ..

,

,
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-

. 'c < .
.

,,

THE WITNESS: Shall I characterize rather than qf; 2 . >
~

; >,
' p) [ /3. . .

, ,,

Iwillbehappy'$odoeither.', I ',j 4- J''. uote?\, ' q
j; ,

/;w - , .

JUDGE SMITH: You-do it the ' dest way th'at can be ,i) % .. . -

e' , , -; u . i a ; ,

'

| 5 ddae accurately and suc.cinctly. '
.

. .
.~ ,,

< ,? :r .. . .

6 / A- (Continuing.) Okay. I tihink the Comai,ssion policy, . ~

%* -
'' ' '"' ;

. x .;
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-
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. ~ . _ ._
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'
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.~
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~ ,
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,i
i
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', . , ,

s., "
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| . ' , -
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' -

,
.
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,1

0 1 requirement for consideration of Class 9 accidents in

2 NEPA, the Commission again directed the use of attention

O(J 3 to both probability of occurrence and consequences of

)
'

4 radioactive releases in the filing of Class 9 portions of

5 environmental impact statements.

6 So what has happened since the Lewis Report, both at

) 7 the time of the Lewis Report and since the Lewis Report,

8 is a strong representation by the Commission to continue
s

9 to use these techniques in the best possible way to aid in:

) 10 safety decisionmaking.

11 One can't live with 1979 statements in 1982.
I 12 BY MR. GALLO:

f ]) 13 0 Mr. Levine, I believe you indicated in answer to one of()

~ " 14 the questions that was asked, that evacuation measures and;

15 techniques were not very efficient but they were usefu'l-
,

) 16 nonetheless.
'

,

17 Is that correct?'

. 18 A Yes.

> 19 Q Why doesn't that affect the risk in PRA's, such as, say,

20 the WASH-1400?

21 A It did. It affected it. It caused a reduction in the

3 22 largest values predicted for early fatalities by a factor

em 23 of two.'

U
24 Q How significant is that?

3 25 A Well, if you believe the factor of two, it is significant.

O
|
|
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O
V) 1 If you look at the uncertainties involved with such

2 predictions, where they may be off by a probability by a

O
N/ 3 factor of ten, it is not very important. You have to make

3 4 a judgment about this. I think it's important to have

5 good evacuation plans.

| 6 Q But the infirmities of evacuation, were they taken into

l 7 account in WA3H-14007

8 A Yes. I described the models used in WASH-1400.

9 Q And did the Staff equally take that into account in the

C' 10 FES writeup?

11 A Yes, yes.

12 MR. THOMAS: Objection, objection. I don't know

(]) 13 how this witness has a foundation to know what Staff did-

14 with the evacuation infirmities in terms of FES other

15 than, perhaps, what is printed in the FES itself.

? 16 I just don't think there is any foundation for him

17 to answer the question as posed.

18 MR. GALLO: This witness' testimony said that he

> 19 has examined and studied the Staff writeup in the FES,

20 beginning -- this discussion is in his direct testimony,

21 beginning on Page 16.

.) 22 I believe that lays the foundation for him to be

p. 23 able to testify with respect to what the Staff did or,

'

\J
24 didn't do with respect to evacuation models in coming up

25 with their risk assessments.>
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3 1 MR. THOMAS: Judge, it's purely hearsay. All he

2 knows is what the Staff wrote on FES. The Staff could

O 3 heve written, you knew, gress is ye11ow, end -- thet.s not

) 4 a good example; but all he knows is what they wrote. So

5 to ask him what the Staff did I just don't think is

| 6 proper.

3 7 MR. GALLO: Shall I respond to that, your Honor?

8 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

9 MR. GALLO: Well, the hearsay is not a proper

> 10 objection. The document is an official document of the

11 Agency and it can be relied upon by another scientific

12 expert for purposes of drawing his opinion.

O '3 ta rect. he n== teea testirytas atout such ==tters3

14 with respect to the Sandia Report, the precursor report,

15 and it now seems to me to be a little inconsistent that

) 16 Mr. Levine cannot comment on the FES.

17 So I believe the hearsay objection is simply not

18 well taken.

3 19 JUDGE SMITH: It's not hearsay, in the sense

20 that he is telling you what he relied upon.
,

|
'

21 MR. THOMAS: Right.

3 22 JUDGE SMITH: If the basis of -- if the data

23 upon which he relied upon is not reliable, why, then, you

24 have another argument; but --

) 25 MR. THOMAS: Well, I think it still is heresay;

O
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1 but in that sense I suppose it's not used for the truth of

2 the matter asserted; but the question is what did the;

Q 3 Staff de. That's what the question is when it's boiled

3 4 down to.

5 JUDGE SMITH: There is a slight understanding.

| 6 What is your understanding of what the Staff had done, you

i 7 have no objection?

8 You are going to have to hear from Staff.

9 MR. THOMAS: I know. That is why I would like

9. 10 to get the testimony from the Staff as opposed to somebody

11 who doesn't know what the Staff did.

12 MR. GALLO: That has not been established of the

!) Q 13 record. I think the testimony of the witness is he does

14 understand the methodology and assumptions used by the

: 15 Sta f f, and how they dealt with the emergency and

3 16 evacuation matters seems to me is one subject that he has

17 knowledge with respect to and he should be entitled to

18 testify to it.

!> 19 After all, this witness' bottom-line testimony is

20 that the Staff's analysis in the FES is adequate.

21 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. However, we are going to

0 22- then allow Mr. Thomas to examine him some more and I think

23 we have already digressed and we have become watered down
O

24 on this point beyond its importance, I may say.

|} 25 MR. THOMAS: I agree with that.

1O
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> 1 JUDGE SMITH: Proceed. You may answer.

2 A My understanding is that the Staff used the model of CRAC

() 3 that is somewhere in between the WASH-1400 CRAC and CRAC

3 4 2.

5 That it includes the CRAC 2 evacuation plan, I

6 believe, as opposed to the CRAC evacuation plan; and

3 7 th'at's the basis on which I endorse their findings about

8 the FES and the FSAR.

9 BY MR. GALLO:
'

10 Q Mr. Levine, I believe, in answer to one of Mr. Thomas'

11 questions, you indicated that you had not read the FSAR.

12 Is that correct?

Q 13 A Yes.)

14 Q Is reading the FSAR necessary to the preparation of your

15 testimony in this case?

) 16 A No. If I felt it had been, I would have read it.

17 I believe that what we are discussing here are

18 analytical methods and their meaning as opposed to

) 19 specific design details of the Byron plan.

20 Now, in a few cases where they were important, I

21 have talked about them; and I gained my knowledge of them

1 22 from the SER filed by the NRC Staff.

23 Q I believe you also indicated that you had not visited the
3

G
24 Byron site; is that correct?

: ' 25 A That's correct.

4
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1 1 Q And that you had not read the Byron operating procedures;

2 is that correct?

() 3 A That is correct.

3 4~ Q And that you had not conducted any control room analysis

5 or any other analyses?

6 A That is correct.

7 Q Are all of these things necessary to your testimony?

8 A No, they are not. Again, we are talking here about

9 principally analytical methods and their validity and the

I' 10 specific details of the Byron plant are not very

11 important.

12 MR. GALLO: That is all I have, your Honor.

2 ('T 13 JUDGE SMITH: Is there any additional cross
U

14 examination?

15 MR. THOMAS: No.

7 16 JUDGE SMITH: Anything further, Mr. Rawson?

17 MR. RAWSON: No.

18 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Now, we just have this

: 19 remaining item, and that is that Mr. Levine is going to

20 examine the testimony when it's prepared and I think it

21 would be, if possible -- will you be here tomorrow?

) 22 THE WITNESS: Yes.
t

i 23 JUDGE SMITH: I think it would be very helpful
O

24 if he would do that as early as possible, so he would be

i 25 available to comment on any corrections that he thinks are
n
U
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(Z) l
1 necessary when this same group of people are present in

2 the room.
O
k-) 3 So with that we wil ask you to step down and we {

4 will begin with the Staff's witnesses, after the afternoon
1

5 break.

6 (Witness excused.)

7 (Recess.)

8 JUDGE SMITH: The witnesses have been sworn.

9 Dr. Branagan was previously sworn.

10 MR. THOMAS: Judge, may I raise one point that

11 is on my mind before we get into the testimony of these

12 witnesses?

(]) 13 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.
:
' 14 MR. THOMAS: I, prior to the beginning of the

15 hearings, received a document from Mr. Gallo with a cover

16 letter indicating that it was going to the Board, which

17 filed a document which purportedly was a PRA regarding

18 Byron.
,

| 19 Now, it's my understanding that the Applicant does
|

| 20 not proceed to introduce that into evidence in this
|
'

21 proceeding, and that it would not be a part of the

22 official record, and I understand why they do it under

23 their interpretation of the McGuire case, I guess; and(n)
24 I don't know enough about that case to object to the

25 filing of the document; but I just wish to make sure for
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O
1 purposes of the record that that, you know, material is --

2 well, it's sort of in limbo. It's not part of the record

' } 3 and I know the Board will not consider something which is

4 not into evidence; but I, you know, just wish to raise the

5 matter on the record, so that we can, well, just make it
:

6 of record.

7 JUDGE SMITH: That is very appropriate and I am

8 sure you are aware that the Administrative Procedure Act

9 and commission's regulations require us to make our

10 decisions based on nothing except the evidentiary record;

11 and unless it somehow happens to get its way into;

12 evidence, it will never be heard of again in this

({} 13 proceeding.

14 MR. THOMAS: All right. As I said, I just

15 wanted to make a record on that before it slipped my mind.

'

16 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Rawson.

17 MR. RAWSON: At this time, Judge Smith,

18 witnesses L. G. Hulman, Millard Wohl, Scott Newberry and

19 Dr. Edward F. Branagan, Jr., and I have supplied the

| 20 reporter with a copy of their testimony with certain
!

21 corrections and also a chart which will make it easier for

22 the reporter.

"3
| ()
| 24 L. G. HULMAN

25 MILLARD WOHL
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1 SCOTT NEWBERRY

2 EDWARD F. BRANAGAN, JR.
28

(-) 3

4 called as witnesses by counsel for the Nuclear Regulatory

5 Commission, having first been duly sworn by the Chairman, was
i

6 examined and testified as follows:

7 DIRECT EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. RAWSON

9 Q Gentlemen, would you each please state your names?

10 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) My name is Scott Newberry.

11 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Lewis Hulman.

12 A (WITNESS WOHL) My name is Millard Wohl.

(]) 13 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) I am Edward F. Branagan, Jr.

14 Q Would you please state by whom you are employed and in
|

| 15 what position?

16 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) I am employed by the Nuclear

17 Regulatory Commission, Reliability Risk and Assessment

18 Branch, where I am a risk analist.

19 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I am employed by the Nuclear Regulatory

20 Commission. I am Chief of the Accident Evaluation Branch.

21 A (WITNESS WOHL) I am a nuclear engineer in the Accident

|
22 Evaluation Branch of NRC.

fg 23 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) I am a health physicist in the
! (/

24 Radiological Assessment Branen of NRC.

25 Q Do you have before you a copy of the testimony of L. G..

()
|
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O
1 Hulman, Millard L. Wohl, Scott Newberry and Edward F.

2 Branagan, on League Contention 8, 62 and DAARE/ SAFE

3 Contention 2-A?

4 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Yes.

5 A (WITNESS HULLMAN) Yes.
|
l 6 A (WITNESS WOHL) Yes.

7 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN'; Yes.

8 MR. RAWSON: For the record of the Board, that>

9 testimony consists of 22 questions, the respective

10 professional qualifications of the witnesses and

11 attachments A, B and C.

12 BY MR. RAWSON:

O 13 o oeatte ea, were e ca or you re=90a=16te cor the

14 preparation of the portions which bear your name within

15 the questions and answers?

16 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Yes.

17 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

18 A (WITNESS WOHL) Yes.

19 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

20 Q Are there changes or corrections to be made to the

21 testimony?

22 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

3 ^r* '" "* " "S** r "r* ' "" " " '' "**" = ""** "O;

24 the master copy given to the Court Reporter?

25 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Yes.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

2 A (WITNESS WOHL) Yes.

() 3 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

4 MR. RAWSON: Judge, I don't know for the

,
5 purposes of the Board if the Board desires to have the

|
| 6 change of substance on the record in addition to off the

7 record?

8 JUDGE SMITH: I see nothing that is gained by

! 9 that. It's in the transcript. '! hat's where it belongs.

10 I mean it's in the testimony itself and that's where it

11 belongs.

12 BY MR. RAWSON:

(]) 13 Q Gentlemen, with respect to the professional qualifications

i 14 attached to your testimony, are those professional

_15 qualifications true and correct?

16 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Yes.

17 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

18 A (WITNESS WOHL) Yes.

19 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

20 Q With the corrections that have been submitted with your

21 prefiled testimony, is that testimony true and correct and

22 do you adopt it as your testimony in this proceeding?

23 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Yes.
O

24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

25 A (WITNESS WOHL) Yes.

O
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1 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

2 MR. RAWSON: Judge Smith, at this time we would

( 3 ask that the testimony be submitted and bound into the

4 transcript as if read.

5 MR. GALLO: No objection.

j 6 MR. THOMAS: No objection.

7 JUDGE SMITH: The testimony is received.

8 (The document referred to, the prepared
:

9 testimony of L. G. Hulman,

10 Millard L. Wohl, Scott Newberry and Edward

| 11 F. Branagan, J., received in evidence,
t

,; 12 follows:)

f (]) 13,

14>

15

16.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
O

24

25

O

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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Summary

Og The following testimony addresses League Contentions 8 and 62 and

DAARE/ SAFE Contention 2a which relate generally to the subject of risk

O and accident impacts. The princioai points m.de in the testimony are as

a follows:

1. The Final Environmental Statement for Byron Station contains a
reasoned consideration of environmental risks from the plant,
including risks resulting from postulated accidents.

3 2. The overall' assessment of environmental risk of accidents
shows that it is roughly comparable to the risk from normal
plant operation.,

3. The probabilistic risk assessment methodology of WASH-1400 has
been used by the Staff in the preparation of the FES and is

a sound for the purposes for which used.

ThePrecurso[Studyresultsdonotnecessarilyimplythat4.
WASH-1400 estimates do not currently apply to a large class of
plants and do not invalidate those estimates with respect to
their use in the Byron FES.: o

5. Adequate protection against potential accidents has been
provided at Byron Station through the Comission's licensing
requirements and additional measures.

i 6. The possibility of cumulative doses to residents of the
3 Illinois area from accidents at more than one nuclear power

plant does not create undue risk to public health and safety.
f

e.

.

.

'

'

O ~

;>

O

.
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=> UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0W4ISSION

|O BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

b
In the Matter of I

)
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-454

) 50-455
(Byron Station, Units 1 and 2) )g

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY nc L. G. HULMAN, MILLARD L. WOHL,
SCOTT NEWBERRY AND En'MRD F. BRANAGAN, i1R. ON LEAGUE

CONTENTIONS 8 AND 62 AND DAARE/ SAFE CONTENTION 2A

/

Q.1 Please state your names and positions with the NRC?

A.1 (Panel)

I, L. G. Hulman, am Branch Chief, Accident Evaluation Branch,
,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy of my professional

qualifications is attached.

-) I, Millard L. Wohl, am a nuclear engineer in the Accident

i Evaluation Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy

of my professional qualifications is attached.

3 I, Scott Newberry, am a Risk Analyst in the Reliability and Risk

Assessment Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. .A copy

of my professional qualifications is attached.

) I, Edward F. Bra .anan, ilr., am a Health Physicist in the

Radiological Assessment Branch. Office of Nuclear Reactor
,

Regulation. A copy of my professional qualifications is' attached.

:)

|O
|

o
.
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; Q.2 What is the purpose of your testimony?
O'

A .-2 (Panel).)

The purpose of this testimony is to provide the Staff position

O in response to tea 9ue Coateations 8 and s2 aad nAARE/ SAFE

j Contention 2A relating generally to Class 9 accident analysis.

(Copies of those contentions are provided as Attachment A to

this testimony.)

J

Q.3 With respect to League Contention 8, has the risk from
-

<

operation of Byron Station been assessed by the Staff?
.

3 A.3 (Wohl,Hulman)

Yes, the Final Environmental Statement for Byron Station

(NUREG-0848), in Section 5.9.4, contains a reasoned consideration|

i
'

Q of environmental risks from the plant, including risks resultino

from postulated accidents. That section of the FES was prepared

by the Accident Evaluation Branch and we adopt it as part of

3 our testimony here.' Attention is given there both to the

probability of occurfnce of radioactive releases and to the

probability of occurrence of the environmental consequences of
|

..

) those releases via atmospheric and groundwater pathways, as

required by the Commission's Statement of Interim Policy, dated

June 13,1980, on " Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations-

) Under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969."

(AttachmentB)

~

)

|O
i

;

.
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0.4 What has the Staff concluded with respect to the overall
;) assessment of risk of accidents at Byron Station?

A.4 (Wohl)
OI

The overall assessment of environmental risk of accidents,
O

assuming protective action, shows that it is roughly

comparable to the risk from normal operation although
/A

accidents have a potential early fatalities and economic costs3

a
that cannot arise from normal operations. The risks of early

fatality from potential accidents at the site are small in

comparison with risks of early fatality from other human
3 A -

activities in a comgratively sized population. FES i 5.9.4.6.

Q.5 In precaring the FES, did the Staff consider accident risks
-O that could be caused bv externa, natura, and man caused events

such as tornadoes, fires, earthquakes and sabotage?

A.5 (Hulman, Wohl)

Yes, but only qualitatively.

Q.6 Please explain.
..

'

A.6 (Hulman,Wohl)

In Section 5.9.4.5(2) of the FES, reference is made to natural

phenomena and sabotage, but no reference is made to other man-
)

caused risks such as from explosions or airplane crashes. All

O natura, and man-caused events, inciudina fires, are referred to

by the Staff as external events.
)

O

.

- - - - - , - .ne -
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With respect to this case, no quantitative assessment ofO
accident risks from external events has been made. The only.,

'

cases for which external natural events have been assessed in
O j Em bc+ h c nces n , _.

'

detail are for the Zion and Indian Point reactors.A' For Zion, nn9 ;1
-

the licensee has submitted a Probabilistic Risk Assessment which 3'~N~'-

. I '~ D E :indicates external events can be significant contributors to +M N
ti ~a . <:: :

{''.-risk. For Indian Point, evaluations by the Staff also indicate

significant risks due to external events. By significant, we .LC 7
;

5 n.
mean that the best estimates of the additional risk from [M jifo4-h e v % 9 n solso +,,9 )
external events were shown to be as much as about a factor of J'T r

:/.0 ; t
'

A
2 L

30 higher compared to the best estimate risks from internal 2 . ;. *n.s
events at Ind an Point, but about 10 times the best estimate N .E

6I tirisk from internal events at Zion. 7' 32
O 50jF

E .e i
In preparing the'FES for this case, the Staff made no numerical e-[,. -g :, ~f

t;

assessment of accident risks from external events at Ryron, but ? C, . , p
l. ~i,T'

> ,

did draw upon information obtained from the Zion and Indian Point , ~~ l' 3

Q' $ j,F c,
o

studies for estimates in the Byron FES. That is, the Staff's 'J 1,_
6 n t,. ,,z nd (ewclesive o% n -

t est estimate of accident risk ~sTrom t'ernal causes based .0T ~ n i ,';c--

^ -'
upon what has been learned at Zion and Indian Point ')could be 'Q ;' O ..

s v -

*

is unhkeb m ~0''

higher than what has been presented in the FES, but,qmay b6dn 3 .~. 0 3 f
-

e.x c.ee.d +he
'

vic r. mt H ph E. c, compv had
. L l .' 7 :-1 mw JkMd for Indian Point and Zion. t ,ci+6 - 2.X ; !

-

m v l k 'P ebo c k-{ ve c.v H- in v'i s ks cd Ge.on ocMide, q, s i t - ;.
h,

'

9ncu+qints -fac 4 3 , .o # t o o + i en e s. + h e vhc -C o m 2.4 '' ;i n +e v no t e.ve.n+c cs s s, w 4.c zi in +ne F i .s . p ' .u .
r

O Q.7 To what extent is the generic sub.iect of external events under . .y . .
.. -

consideration by the Staff? '*
- .

Y '., 3 ,"
,

>

O ,: <
m

: -:. *,

5h
e.-

~, -e
.-
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A.7 (Hulman,Wohl) -

.

-

The Staff has long recognized that the accident risks from external

events can te significant.
O . In developing criteria for the design'

of nuclear cower plants, the Staff has developed considerable
0

guidance for the treatment of the sub,iect within design bases in

order to reduce substantially the risk from external events.

However, the current Shff assessment of the state of the art of

consideration of external event PRA methodology is that it is not

sufficiently mature to produce reliable absolute estimates of risk.

In other words, there are many uncertainties associated with
,

''

absolute estimates obtained using current methodology;
~'

however, the estimates can often yield valuable insights if
l

used in a relative sense. The Staff is undertaking the
''

development of a program plan for improving the capability of

external events PRA methodology. This plan is expected to be,

completed by early summer,1983 and is expected to be
)

implemented over the next 2 to 3 years. The plan is directly

related to Comission olanning guidance presented in NUREG-0885,
-

Issue 2 "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Policy and Planning ..

Guidance - 1983."
|

0.8 How does this compare with the guidance promulgated in the June
1

13, 1980 Statement of Interim Policy?

O A.8 <Hui-n, Wohn

| We consider this responsive in view of the state-of-the-art in'

D

| O a"*"t**''''' " " ''''"a 'ccid'"* "'''' * = ****ra'' '''"*'-

I/

9

*
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Specifically, we conclude that external events can be contri-
O

butors.to risk, but that the state-of-the-art in quantifying

the likelihood of such events, and associated uncertainty, is

not well developed.

O

Q.9 Was the methodoloov af the Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400,

used in the preparation of Section 5.9.4 of the FES?
,

d A.9 (Wohl)

Yes, the probabilistic risk assessment methodology of WASH-1400.

was used by the Staff in the preparation of Section 5.9.4 of

the FES. Probabilistic discussion of the environmental risks
.-

attributable to accidents at nuclear power reactor facilities

is called for by the Comission's June 13, 1980 Statement of

Interim Policy.-

Q.10 Has the methodology of WASH-1400 been called into question

since publication of that document?

A.10 (Wohl)

No. The Independent Risk Assessment Review Group stated in the .

Lewis Report (NUREG/CR-0400) that it was unable to determine

whether the overall core-melt probability given in WASH-1400

was high or low, and concluded that the error bands were under--

1

stated. It also stated that it was difficult to follow the

O detailed thread of calculations through the WASH-1400.

,

O

,

e
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The group also determined, however, that the probabilistic
> methodology employed was an important advance over earlier

methodologies that had been applied to reactor risk, and was

sound. It stated that the fault-tree / event tree approach,
3 coupled with an adequate data base, is the best available tool

with which to cuantify the accident probabilities associated

with nuclear reactors. This approach was applied to a -

prototype pressuri7pri water reactor (Surry) and led to the
,

establishment of probabilities for core melt accidents and'

resulting release of large amounts of radioactive materials

which were used as surrogates in the Byron FES.

With respect to the findings of the WASH-1400, the Comission,

*

has recently stated that it accepts the Review Group Report's

conclusion that " absolute values of the risks presented by

WASH-1400 should not be used uncritically either in the

regulatory process or for public policy purposes and has taken

and will continue to take steps to assure that any such use in

the past will be corrected as appropriate." Letter, dated
..

s

December 27, 1982, from Acting Chainnan Ahearne to Congressman

Udall (Attachment C). The letter also states that "Taking due

account of the reservations expressed in the Review Group

Report and in its presentation to the Comission, the

O Comission supports the exteaded use of orobabiiistic risk

assessment in regulatory decisionmaking."
1

0

>

.

, - . . - , . - . . - - - , , , , -, ,
-
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The use of probabilistic risk assessment techniques used in

O'

generating the estimates of environmental consequences of radio-

active releases (FES Section 5.9.4) fulfills the requirements

h of the Comissions Statement of Interim Policy of June 13, 1980

, with respect to NEPA accident review. The methods employed in
_

'

l the analyses perfomed for the Byron Station FES based upon

WASH-1400 methodology have uncertainties associated with them.

These are discussed in Section 5.9.4.5(7) of the Byron Station

FES. The environmental consequences estimation in the FES

takes into account tionificant site-specific features such as

sector-dependent population, meteorology, and land fraction

data surrounding the site. .

O 0.11 What is the Precursor Study?
~

A.11 (Newberry)

The " Precursor Study", or more accurately, " Precursors to

> Potential Severe Core Damage Accidents: 1969-1979 A Status

Report," (NUREG/CR-2497) is a report which presents the initial

results of a program performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory .,

and administered by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission. The

program uses operational data in Licensee Event Reports to

evaluate potential accident precursors occurring at operating|
-

reactors. These precursors are then sumarized to derive a'

'

Q probability for severe core damage.

O
1
!

.

*

|
.- - . -. - --

.. . __
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Q.12O Does the Precursor Study imply that WASH-1400 estimates may ;

; not currently apply generically to a large class of plants?
I

A.12 (Newberry)

The Precursor Study. estimated the frequency of severe core
3 damage 4ccidents (averaged over all domestic light water power

reactors in the decade of the 1970's) to have been between 1.7

x 10-3 and 4.5 x 10-3 per reactor year. In WASH-1400, the core

melt frequency for the Surry plant (taken to represent pressurizede

water reactors) was estimated to be 5 x 10-5 per year. We do

not differentiate between severe core damage and core melt in
> this testimony since analyses have not been refined to

fortannL geeswf 'f 40!"'"
.

-

/IM fuo/L sce7tsr- differentiate the fraction of core melt event 4 that mayfteminatep3 3
si<pdacss ran r "

at severe core damag} While this difference appears to be,f f, f, ,,,g ,,fg

O substantial, it does not necessarily imply that the WASH-1400

results do not currently apply to a large class of plants.

3 0.13 What are the reasons for this difference in frequency

estimates?

A.13 (Newberry)
..

As stated in the Precursor Study, 82% of the precursor estimate

of severe accident frequency comes from three events: Three

Mile Island accident, the Browns Ferry fire and the Rancho Seco
'

power supply failure. These events were not explicitly addressed
)

O 4a wasa-14oo-
1

:1

O

:
.

- - - ,
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While WASH-1400 did treat most elements of the TMI accident, it

did not treat the possibility that the reactor coerators might.

misdiagnose an accident in proaress and turn off the safety

systems that were necessary to cool the core. Thisevent(TMI)

)
. is the most important of the three and it is the only actual

instance of severe core damage.

|

9 Fires were not included among the accident initiators in

WASH-1400.

The Rancho Seco event was caused by a power supply . fault. A|

comprehensive analysis of the fault effects and systems

| interactions originating in power supplies for control and.

?O instru -ntation was nt done in WASH-1400.

0.14 Why do these omissions in WASH-1400 not invalidate the severe
' core damage frequency estimates today with respect to their

use in the Byron FES7

A.14 (Newberry)
,,

'

Since the Three Mile Island accident, regulatory requirements

have been implemented to reduce the likelihood that operators

might fail to diagnose inadequate core cooling. These-

requirements include training procedures and new and improved

O instruments to aid ia event diaaaosis. Therefore, operator

errors of this type are less likely.today than they were before
1

the TMI accident. In addition, the accident initiator

|

.

_ - _ - . _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - -. ,- -n
-
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(transient induced LOCA) that occurred at THI is less likely at'

M a Westinghouse plant like Byron because the pressurizer power

operated relief valve (s) is not likely to open during
O'

' -

feedwater transients.
t

0

Following the Browns Ferry fire, fire protection requirements

j were developed in a new rule, Appendix' R to 10 CFR 50. Byron is
D being A i:' ; reviewed against the requirements of this rule.

See SER i 9.5.1. ~

,

'

The Rancho Seco power supply failure was significant from the,

standpoint that the power fault caused a loss of main
|

| feedwater, affected the auxiliary feedwater controls and caused

iO erroneous info,matioo to be sent to the o,e ,ato , re,ardin, the

need to manually initiate auxiliary feedwater or the emergency

core cooling system. Plants studied in WASH-1400 and Byron do
@

not appear to be as vulnerable to such faults as Rancho Seco.

Additionally, Byron will have safety-related actuation for the,

emergency feedwater system (as well as for other enpineered
..

#

safety features) so that a fault in 'the nonsafety-related a

feedwater control system should not defeat the autostart of the

|. auxiliary feedwater system. Byron will also have safety-
.

@
related auxiliary feetiwater flow indication and steam generator

O .levei indication in the control room, so that fai,ures iike
-

that at Rancho Seco should not imoair the operator's ability to
)

Q inonitor plant status.
,

1

%

O
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1.oss of feedwater events were the fourth dominant contributor
: o .

; - to severe core damage in the precursor study. Auxiliary '

'

feedwater system reliability was found to be poor and no credit

O waspivenforfeed-and-bieedcoe4.nu/'Thisisaoossibie
:) source of conservatism, but tbere were no procedures in place

~

for feed and bleed cooling, and the staff has not yet made a

complete evaluation of this mode of cooling.

.?

WASH-1400 did not give credit for feed 'and bleed; however, s,
,

there is some likelihood that it could be used to prevent -

;
.

4*
-

3 1

severe core damage. Since Three Mile Island additional '

x- .-
,

requirements have been implemented on all reactor plants to. y o
'

improve auxiliary feedwater system reliability. These '

O requirements and the Staff evaluation can be found in Section
-

10.4.9 of the Byron Safety Evaluation Report. .

3
In summary, the use of WASH-1400 core melt frequency estimates

- is not invalidated by the precursor study.
5

..

2 Q.15 Does probabilistic risk assessment provide the basis for

decisions concerning safety in the licensing of Byron Station?
<

.

#
1/ " Feed and bleed" refers to a smode of core cooling in which all-

feedwater (main and auxiliars) is not available, and decay heat,

O removal is accomplished hv adding coolant inventory with the high-

pressure injection system and removino decay heat energy through
the safety or relief valves.\

)
:

O
. . ,

.

, \, |

e
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A.15 (Wohl) -

O.

The p,robabilistic risk assessment approach is used by.) No.

the Staff in assessing environmental impact of power reactor

O opera' tion unaer the June 1980 Statement of Interim Policy.
t

3 Licensing considerations have rested, and continue to rest,

upon an applicant's compliance with the Comission's determi-

nistic licensing criteria. Performance of a plant-specific
'

> PRA is nota licensing requirement for Byron Station.
:

Q.16
.

What is the meaning of the term " Class 9" accident or event as
) used in League Contention 62?

'A h (Wohl)
[

.

,

The tenn " Class 9" event is derived from a proposed rule

O '

change published by the AEC in 1971. The proposed rule change,

which has now bean withdrawn by the NRC, set forth a system of

classification of potential accidents for use in Staff NEPA-

3
assessments. It set forth a spectrum of accidents consisting

of nine classes ranging from the most trivfal to the most

severe for purposes of evaluating environmental risk.
2

Class 9 events were characterized as ". . . involv(ing)

sequences of postulated successive failures more severe than

those postulated for the design basis for protective systems

O and engineered safety features. Their consequences could be
'

,

severe. However, the probability of their occurrence"Is so
,

small that their environmental risk is extremely low." Defense
.

i k

4

0
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O jl> j/ irdepth, constituted by such multiple hhysical barriers as.
u

-

0 s, -.

fuel clad, pressure vess51 and containmant, is~ an impo-tant
,

i- '

n- . 7 -- ~u
..

,.

'

!,'designphilosophyijstitutedtoprovide~'andmaintainthe
'

/

Q' ,' / :',
>;

-

.:
'

:
, rcquired high degrebof assurance that the environmental risk;,

3
,1

-
,

is extremely low. - 7- f''
'

,

- -

L *w..
-

. , , ,

Since the mitigation features .'of nuclear power plants have-

)> -been designed to avoid breach 'of containment and core meltc ,.
,, <

,

accidents,~ occurrent:eh of these accidents involve sequences of+

i
; s,

f failures and have bieq designated Class 9 events. The term
) '

" Class 9" has often been considered synonymous with accidents
'

,

; involving severe release of radioactive material to the

environment, but such use is'bprecise since the' term " Class 9"; ,

'

is much more inclusive. Class 9 events could have radiological

consequences rang'ing from benign to severe. For example, core

damage events not involving loss of containment integrity would
3
1 have fairly limited radiological consequences.-

I

l

!

Q.17 Have there been any examples of beyond design basis, or ..

U
.

| " Class 9" accidents?

.

1 .

1

O

0
| O

.

b
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O A. 7 (W hl) -

J In considering the facts available regarding the accident at
2Three Mile Island, the Staff concluded _/ that the Three Mile

O
Island accident ". . . involved a sequence of successive

failures (i.e., small break loss-of-coolant accident and

failure of emergency core cooling system) more severe than

those postulated for the design basis of the plant" and thus
'

judged that the occurrence at Three Mile Island was a Class 9

accident.

)
On the other hand, measurements have shown that at no time

during or following the accident at Three Mile Island were

the radiological consequences to the public severe.3_/ Theo:
' radioactive material actually released to the environment

during the accident at Three Mile Island represented a minimal

risk to the public health and safety.
9

Q.18 What, if any, measures have been taken at Byron to protect the

public health and safety against " Class 9" accidents? -.

)

2/ NRC Staff response to Board Ouestion No. 4 regarding the Occurrence
-

of a Class 9 Accident at Three Mile Island, in the Matter of Public
Service Electric and Gas Company, August 24, 1979.

3/ Ad Hoc Interagency Assessment Group, " Population Dose and Health
-

Impact of the Accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.O NUREG-0559, May 1979.

J
O

.

.

.
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g A.18 (Wohl)

The Byron plant and its various safety systems are analytically..

O tested for adequacy of performance agaknst a series of design-

basisevents(DBE). Each of these events imposes severe
i

performance demands on the various safety systems which must

function in response to such events to enable the p1' ant design

to satisfy regulatory requirements. Each of the events is
'.>

analyzed using conservative assumptions regarding equipment

availability and performance capability which are described in,

detail in the Staff's Standard Review Plan. Thus, the plant is
?

tested not only against a set of challenges to its safety but

under additional conservative assumptions regarding plant

conditions before and during these challenges. This results in
O>

a design capability with multiple and redundant systems for
*

:

coping with very' severe performance demands, and provides

substantial protection against unforeseen events involving
)

multiple equipment failures and operator errors.

The Applicant is developing Emergency Response Guidelines
.I ..

which will consider multiple failure events. In addition to

the design basis events, analyses assuming various event

sequences (including multiple failures) that could occur and-
,.

:)
! fall outside of the required design envelope have been

utilized in the preparation of the emergency operating proce-

dures. This approach for the operators is a result of the
>

O iessons 1 raed fram the Tat-2 accident. Its ob.iective is to

.- -- - . _ .-_ . -. _ - ._ _
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O further assure that the operator is able to resp nd to the

# complete spectrum of nossible events. .

A margin for'overall safe response to unforeseen events is

provided by the flexibility incorporated in many systems and in

the multiplicity of installed systems in a nuclear power plant.

The plant is designed to tolerate unforeseen event sequences by
)

appropriate use of installed dedicated emergency safety

features and other equipment not considered in analysis of the

DBE's. For example, alternative systems configurations may be

emp1'oyed or equipment may be manually actuated if automatic

logic circuits do not trigger actuation.

O The source terms used in offsite radiological consequence

analyses for many of the DRE's for Byron are based on the

conservative assumptions that 100 percent of the core noble
)

gas inventory and 25 percent of the core iodine inventory are

available for release to the containment atmosphere. During

the TMI-2 accident, for example, analyses of air samples .

/

indicated that a whole body dose of about 100 mrem and thyroid

dose of about 15 mrem, both very small fractions of the 10 CFR

Part 100 offsite radiological consequence guidelines, would
,

~

have been received by a hypothetical individual at the site

boundary. There is, therefore, a spectrum of severe core

damage scenarios for which it can be inferred that adequate
}

O .

~

.
. .
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radiological protection has been provided, as long as
i

containment integrity is maintained..

.

O
Thus, the Byron design provides protection for a wide range of

'
Class 9 events.

'

O.19 Have steps been taken since the TMI-2 accident to reduce the

likelihood of Class 9 events?
''

A.19 (Wohl)
/

Yes. Immediately following the TMI-2 accident, the Staff

recognized the need for improvements. A number of bulletins
:,

and orders were issued, followed by the systematic fomulation

of a Task Action Plan containing extensive recommendations

related to operator training and procedures, instrumentation,
O equipment re,iability, and additiona, hardware.

.

.

..

Reg'sirements for licensee review of operating experience,

[' operational quality assurance, verification of management and

technical capability, verification of capability for safety

review and operational advice, training of operators, review of ..

facility procedures, review of plant maintenance capability,

requirement for shift turnover procedures, requirements related

to shift manning, requirements for an onsite safety engineering-

)
group, systematic assessment of licensee safety programs,

O requirements for a shift technical advisor all contribute to a

reduction in the probability of systems failure and increased

| O

.

, - --- , w - ,. - - -- -. . - -, - - - - - ___ _ _ ___
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capability to take corrective actions to prevent accidents
i from becoming more severe.

O The effect of these changes is, first, to enhance the
*

maintenance and operation of the systems involved in each step

of identified event sequences, thus diminishing malfunction

probabilities for the components of these systems. Secondly,

they serve to upgrade significantly.the ability of the

operators and the operating organization to recognize and take

i the proper remedial action to cope with a malfunction should it
'
.

occur. There is a combined effect from improvement in both
,

these aspects on each and every step in the event sequence.

Thus, the combined impact on the overall chance for successful

safe termination of the initiating event is enhanced, and the

likelih'ood of event sequences leading to core melt with con-
|
| comitant containment failure resulting in 10 CFR 100 guidelines
!)
l being exceeded is substantially reduced.

.

In sum, the deterministic licensing requirements, based upon ..

-

design basis event considerations, knowledge acquired from the

THI-2 accident, mitigative engineered safety features, multiple

barriers against post-accident release of radioactivity, and
1) -

| additional measures, such as emergency operator guidelines

O which allow risk-reducing human intervention in reactor acci-

dent situations provide, in the Staff's .iudgment, reasonable
,

| O

.
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risk to the public health and safety.-

.

Q.20 With respect to DAARE/ SAFE Contention 2A, has the Staff ' '

considered the potential radiological impacts of accidents at

the Byron Station?

A.'20 (Wohl,Branagan)
~

Yes. The staff has considered the potential radiological

impacts on the environment of certain postulated accidents at

the Byron station. Calculated population exposures for these

_

events range from a small fraction of a person-rem to about

450 person-rems for the population within 80 km (50 mi) of

the Byron station. These calculations for both individual

and population exposures indicate that the risk of incurring
' any adverse health effects as a consequence of these events

is exceedingly small. FESi5.9.4.5(1). The staff also con-,

)

cludes that radiation exposures from design-basis accidents .

are roughly comparable to the exposures to individuals and the

population from nomal station operations over the expected ..

| lifetime of the plant.

/

As stated earlier, the overall assessment of environmental risk-

of accidents, assuming protective action, shows that it is

O roughi ,comperabie to the risk from normal operation aithough

accidents have a potential for early fatalities and economic
:

O costs that oaanot arise from aor=a1 operatioas- Th' risks of

_

9
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' in comoarison with risks of early fatality from other human

activities in a comparatively sized population. FES i 5.9.4.6.,

O'
.

'

Q.21 Have accidents at nuclear power plants in the area of northern

, Illinois caused a radiological dose burden to residents in that
|

area'l

A.21 (Wohl)

There has been no measured offsite radiological dose burden

to Northern Illinois residents due to accidents at the nuclear

power plants in Northern Illinois, either of a discrete or

cumulative nature. The likelihood of a severe accident

occurring at any of the nuclear power plants in Northern

Illinois is sufficiently small that the addition of the Byron

plants will not raise this likelihood to a significant level,

even in the case of a hypothetical accident induced by an
.'~; *

external event.

.
Further, the likelihood of more than one severe accident at

.

1

more than one plant with resultant cumulative significant

| radiological consequences to residents of a specific area is

obviously much smaller. Its upper bound is the product of

J
three tems: 1) the already low probability of a severe

O -

.ccident at one piant over its lifetime, 2) the similariy iow.

probability of a severe accident at another plant, and 3) the
i

O probability that in each case the radioactive plume will travel
l
l

!

.
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Q over the specific area of concern, such as the DeKalb-Sycamore

or Rockford areas..

.

O .

Q22. Does the possibility of cumulative doses to residents of the
i

northern Illinois area from accidents at more than one nuclear

power plant create undue risk to public health and safety?

A22. (Wohl)

No, for the reasons discussed in the foregoing answers to

Questions 20 and 21. relating to DAARE/ SAFE Contention 2A.

'

~.

Q23. Do the Precursor Study results cause a change in the population
.

dose estimates made by the Staff in the FES?

A23. (Wohl)

O'

No, for the reasons discussed in the answers to questions

12-14 above.

b

.

'

.
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1 PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

I am presently Chief of the Accident Evaluation Branch, Division of

Systems Integration, in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. I was

S formerly in the Systems Interaction Branch and previously Chief of the

Hydrology-Meteorology Branch, in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

My formal education consists of study in Engineering at the '

University of. Iowa where I received a BS in 1958, and an MS in'
,

Engineering Mechanics and Hydraulics in 1967. The graduate study was;

|

|
under total sponsorship of the Corps of Engineers. In addition I have

f' taken post-graduate courses in structural engineering at the University,

of Nebraska, coastal engineering at MIT, hydraulics and sedimentation at

Colorado State University, advanced mathematics through the University

Q of California and numerous management, technical and computer utilization

courses sponsored by the government. I have had courses in nuclear

engineering, hydrology, water resources, dam design, fluid mechanics.
/

*

'- engineering construction, soil mechanics, water supply, hydropower

development, sedimentation, geology, meteorology, advanced mathematics,

groundwater, coastal engineering, and hydrometeorology.

f My employment with NRC (formerly AEC) dates from February 1971

primarily in the area of hydrologic engineering with both the Office of ,

'

Nuclear Reactor Regulation and with Reactor Standards, and for cons'ultation

) on siting of materials utilization facilities. Assignments were made on

both safety and environmental matters. My responsibilities in the

licensing review of nuclear facilities were in the areas of site

i
<

.
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;. analysis, flood vulnerability, water supply, surface and groundwater

acceptability of effluents, severe meteorologic events and diffusion

O anaiyses. In addition, I ,artici,ated in the deveio, ment of the tech. .

.

? nical bases for safety guides and standards, and research identification
a

and analysis in these areas of interest.
,

I have participated in a number of management and technical

activities beyond the general review of nuclear facilities. I was the-

agency representative on the Hydrology Comittee of the U.S. Water

Resources Council, the agency alternate representative on the U.S.

Geological Survey Federal Advisory Comittee on Water Data and have-

.

served on several agency internal task forces. I am the Fiscal Year

1980 Chairman of the Hydrology Comittee of the Water Resources Council.

Q Lastly, I was the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation representative on

the Nuclear Regulatory Comission Waste Management Review Group, an

advisory group charged with reviewing agency programing in waste

management. I have also participated on a number of task forces related-

to siting, the licensing process and contracting practices.

From March 1980 through mid-April 1981 I was employed in private

industry as a Vice President with Tetra Tech, Inc. in Pasadena, Cali-;
' :

fornia. During this period I was responsible for business development, ,

and for managing several contracts involving various engineering studies

q, in water, including several contracts for government and industry. Of

note were studies of a nuclear power plant in Yugoslavia for the Inter-
O national Atomic Energy Agency, flood protection in the Dominican

Republic, a refinery intake in Indonesia, and hurricane risk assessments
,

O in Texas, north Carolina, Fiorida, and new aersey.

o

, -
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L, O rrom 1968 to 1971, i was a Hydrauise Eniineer with the Corps of

Engineers' Hydrologic Engineering Center in Davis, California. I worked

O '" ''''''' "''' ' ''' '"''"''''"' ""3'''' "''" " " '**'' '"''''-
participated as an instructor in training courses, and conducted

research. Special projects work included water supply systems analysis

for the Panama Canal, planning hydrologic engineering studies for water

resource development near Fairbanks, Alaska. regional water supply and
,

ficod control studies for the northeastern U.S., design hydropower and

| water supply studies for a dam in the northeast, and flood control

studies in Mississippi.
! rrom 1963 to 1968. I was a Supervisory Hydraulic Engineer with the

Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers. As Assistant Chief of the

Hydraulics Branch, I was responsible for hydrologic.and hydraulic design
QI:

of multi-purpose dams, navigation projects, coastal engineering'

.

development and special studies on hydraulic modeling of dams, inlets,

water supply, and shoaling, salt water intrusion, and the hydraulic
)

effects of dredging. I acted as a.dvisor to the District Engineer,'

Philadelphia, on drought problems in the 1960's and represented him in

| technical meetings of the Delaware River Basin Comission - chaired
)

interagency comittee which evaluated the effects of the drought.!

.

From 1958 to 1963. I was a Hydraulic Engineer with the Omaha

| District of the Corps o' Engineers. I was responsible for the hydraulic
0
| design of flood control channels, hydraulic design of structures for

O iar9e dams and several fiood control pro 5ects. I also received trainin9

in hydrologic engineering, structural engineering, sedimentation, river
i

0
| training studies and design, and water resource project formulation.
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O I have published in journals of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, the American Water Works Association, the Journal of Marine

Geode:y, the National Society of Professional Engineers, the American

Geophysical Union, and in internal technical papers and seminar
-

proceedings of the Corps of Engineers.

I am a registered Professional Engineer in the States of Nebraska and

California. I am a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
a

the American Meteorological Society, and the American Geophysical Union,
i

I
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MILLARD L. WOHL
,

,

-)
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

O ACCIDENT EVALUATION BRANCH*

,

3 DIVISION OF SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

'

I am emp'loyed as a nuclear engineer in the Accident Evaluation Branch, Division

) of Systems Integration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Washington, D. C.
.

My duties are to conduct site and accident analyses and various. other safety-
'related studies for nuclear power and non-power reactor facilities.

)
I attended Case ilestern Reserve University (formerly case Institute of Technology)

i
..

and received a B. S. degree in Physics in 1956. I received a M. I. degree in

i Physics from Indiana University in 1958. I did graduate work in Nuclear Engineer-

ing at Columbia University and Case Western Reserve University from 1962 through

1964. I was a teaching assistant in Physics at Indiana University from 1956 -

1958. I have taught physics and mathematics in the evening divisions of Baldwin-
'

)
Wallace College, the Ohio State University and Cuyahoga Comunity College from

i
~

1958 - 1973. i

i In 1958 I joined the NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. My initial

duties involved the writing of Monte Carlo conputer codes for the determination
I

of radiation shielding requirements and propellant heating for proposed nuc1 ear-
,

) powered rocket designs. Other assignments involved methods development and
' shiel' ding and nuclear safety analyses for numerous proposed mobile nuclear ve-

hicle applications. Numerous technical publications evolved in the course of

) this work. Additionally, during the period 1958 - 1973 I had substantial
,

~

research contract management responsibilities.
1

l
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-
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In 1973, I joined tiie General Atomic Cogany in La Jolla, California, as a, nuclear

At General Atomic 1 performed a variety of nuclear safety-relatedQ engineer.
,

analyses for the High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR). These included the
3

*

r . . ,

analysis of depressurization accidents and containment integrity studies, as well
.

as computer code upgrading and modification.

4 In 1975, I joined the Accident Analysis Branch in the Division of Technical Review, .

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. My responsibilities involv'ed site character- ,

istic studies and accident analyses. Presently, sqy responsibilities in the Accident

3 Evaluation Branc$ involve evaluation of the radiological consequences of accidents

postulated in connection with safety evaluations for operating reactors, and prepar-
|

ation of accident risk sections of Environmental Statements.
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Professional Qualifications #

Scott F. Newberry
,

,

Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch
,

Division of Safety Technology'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1

My name is Scott F. Newberry. I am employed as a Risk Analyst in the Reliability
and Risk Assessment Branch, Division of. Safety Technology, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.,;

V attended the United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, and received
a B.S. degree in 1970. I received a Masters degree in Mechanical Engineering
from the Catholic University of America in Washington, D.C. in 1980.

3 From 1970 to 1971 I attended the Navy Nuclear Power Training Program which con-sisted of training at the
and the 53G submarine reac, Nuclear Power Training School, Bainbridge, Maryland,tor prototype in West Milton, New York.

From 1972 until 1974 I worked as Engineering Officer of the Watch aboard the
USS Daniel Boone SSBN 629 (Blue), a nuclear fleet ballistic missile submarine..O My primary assignment was to serve as the ship's Main Propulsion Assistant and
Radiological Controls Officer during this period. I was responsible for the
ship's reactor coolant system and steam system propulsion machinery and the
control of all radioactive material on board.

In 1974 I qualified as Nuclear Engineering Officer in the Naval Reactors,J Program.

From 1974'to 1976 I served as Weapons Officer USS Nathan Hale SSBN 623 (GOLD).
During this period I was involved in the ship,s precritical and power rangei

'

testing program during the nuclear refueling overhaul as a Command Duty Officer.
> In December 1976, I started working for the Reactor Systems Branch, Division of

Systems Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a reactor engineer. I
have reviewed construction and operating license sa,fety analyses in the reactor
systems areas for compliance with NRC regulations. The reactor systems areas

; included:
, ,

0 1. Structures, systems, and components to be protected from internally
generated missiles inside containments.,

o 1

,
.

.
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2. . Overpressure protection systems and the steam generator safety valves. '

,

Reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection systems.3.

O
"

, .

4. Residua, heat removai systa.s.

0 5. Reactivity control systems.
.

6. Emergency core cooling systems.

7.
Configuration and process design parameters of the reactor coolant pumps,
steam generators (PWR); reactor coolant piping.J

In 1979 I joined the Three Mile Island Program Office. My responsibilitiesincluded: .

!
1..

Analysis of plant conditions and proposed changes in system design or
<

L)
. operation mode.

f

| 2.
Review of proposed operating plans and system modifications, and procedures
toaccomplishmajoroperationssuchaslong-termcooling.

3. Preparation of Technical Spec 1fications appropriate to the plant
conditions and activitiesO

,

In October 1981 I joined the Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch. My
responsibilities include performance of reliability and risk assessmenti

reviews pertaining to the functional capability of nuclear power plant safety
systems, equipment and procedures needed for safe plant operation and shutdown.!)

s
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1> EDWARD F. 8RANAGAN, JR.

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Q PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS-

0 From April 1979 to the present. I have been employed in the Radiological
Assessment Branch in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). As a Health Physicist with the Radiological

, Assessment Branch, I as responsible for evaluating the environmental radio-
| logical impacts resulting from the ogieration of nuclear power reactors. In

.

particular, I am responsible for evaluating radioecological models and health:
'

effect models for use in reactor licensing.-

;. In addition to my duties involving the evaluation of radiological impacts from
nuclear reactors, sy duties in the Radiological Assessment Branch have included
the following: (1) I managed and was the principal author of a report entitled

-

-

" Staff Review of 'Radioecological Assessment of the Wyh1 Nuclear Power Plant'"
-' (NUREG-0668); (2) I served as a technical contact on an NRC contract with - '

Argonne National Laboratory involving development of a computer program to
calculate health effects from radiation; (3) I served as the project manager on
an NRC contract with Idaho National Engineering Laboratory involving estimated
and measured concentrations of radionuclides in the environment; (4) I served
as the project manager on an NRC contract with Lawrence Livermore LaboratoryO concerning a literature review of values for parameters in terrestrial radio-,

nuclide transport models; and (5) I served as the project manager on an NRC
contract with Dak Ridge National Laboratory concerning a statistical analysis
of dose estimates via food pathwes.

From 1976 to April 1979, I was employed by the NRC's Office of Nuclear Materials,,,
'

Safety and Safeguards, where I was involved in project management and technical
work. I served as the project manager for the NRC in connection with the

-

NRC's estimation of radiation doses from radon-222 and radium-226 releases
from uranium mills, in coordination with Dak Ridge National Laboratory which
served as the NRC contractor. As part of my work on NRC's Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on Uranium Milling (GEIS), I estimated health effects from,
uranium mill tailings. Upon publication of the GEIS, I presented a paper.
entitled"HealthEffectsofUraniumMiningandMillingforCommercialNuclear;

.-
Power" at a conference on Health Implications of New Energy Technologies. " ,

I received a B.A. in Physics from Catholic University in 1969, a M.A. in .

') Science Teaching from Catholte University in 1970, and a Ph.D. in Badiation .

-

Biophysics from Kansas University in 1976. While completing my course wo'rk
,

*

for my Ph.D., I was an instructor of Radiation Technology at Haskill'Ju'niorO Coilese sa Lawrence, Kansas. My doctoral research work was in the afea of DMk
-

base damage, and was supported by e U.S. Public Health Service traineeship; siy
doctoral dissertation was entitled " Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy of

;, Gamma-Irradiated DNA Bases." - '

,

O'

I . a member of the Neaith physics Society. -
-

.

.
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LEAG'UE CONTENTION 8 .

Q Neither C.E. nor the Staff has presented a meaningful assessment of the
risks associated with the operation of the proposed Byron nuclear
facility, contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 51.20(a) and
i51.20(d). Studies carried out by the NRC have identified accident
mechanisms, considered credible, which would lead to uncontrolable
accidents and release to the environment of appreciable fractions of a
reactor's inventory of radioactive materials.. Traditionally, these
accident potentials have been downplayed or ignored on the basis of the
Rasmussen Report. However, the Lewis Comittee has now called into. . ,

''

serious question the entire methodology, as well as the findings and
conclusions, of the Rasmussen. Report, which led the NRC to withdraw.

official reliance on the Rasmussen Report, yet the Staff still renulates,.

upon the validity of the basic conclusions therein. In addition, NRC
Staff studies, which are not comon public knowledge, have cast doubt;

~ upon numberous of the specific conclusions of the Rasmussen Report. For
!,

example, in one secret NRC study, estimates of the " killing distance"
were made, referring to the range over which lethal in.iuries would be
received under varying weather conditions from the releare of radioactive

.

'

material in a nuclear power plant accident. Depending upon prevailing
weather conditions, this " killing distance" was estimated to be up to

'O sever 1 dozea =i'es fro = the <:cideat-da ased reactor. unpublished.

document from Brookhaven National Laboratory, USAEC. In addition, the
Liquid Pathways Study, NUREG-0440 (February, 1978), highlights the'
incomplete safety assessment currently performed by the NRC, particularly
with respect to incomplete review of all credible accident sequences. A
General Accounting Office report pertaining to that study criticizes the'

0 HRC's failure to consider core-melt accidents in assessments of relative
differences in Class 9 risks. The March 7,1978 letter from the NRC's
Mr. Case to the Commissioners (Secy-78-137) also urges the inclusion of
core-melt considerations in site comparisons in the case of sites>

involving high population density, such as Byron and the surrounding area ..
in which live now (or at time of proposed operation) upwards of'500,000

'

persons. Moreover, neither C.E. nor the NRC Staff has presented an
accurate assessment of the risks posed by operation of Byron, contrary to
the requirements of 10 C.F.R; i 51.20(a) and i 51.20(d). The decision to
issue the Byron construction permit did not, and the presently filed
analysis of C.E. and the Staff do not, consider the consequences of~

3so-called Class 9 accidents, particularly core meltdown with breach of..>
containment. These accidents were deemed to have a low probability of
occurrence. The Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400, was an attempt to

Q demonstrate that the actual risk from Class 9 accidents is very low.
However, the Comission has stated that it "does not regard as reliable
the Reactor Safety Study's numerical estimate of the overall risk of

a reactor accident." (NRC Statement of Risk Assessment and the Reactor

O Safety Study Report (WASH-1400) in Light of the Risk Assessment Review
Group Report, January 18,1970). The withdrawal of NRC's endorsement of

|
,

|

|
h
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the Reactor Sfaety Study and its findings leaves no technical basis fors

concluding that the actual risk is low enough to .iustify operation of|

O syroa-
,

LEAGUE CONTENTION 62

O ~.

The desion of sy,on does not provide ,rotection against ,o-calied .Ciass
9" accidents. There is no basis for concluding that such accidents arei not credible. Indeed, the staff has conceded that the accident at TMI
falls within that classification. Therefore, there is no reasonable
assurance that Byron can be operated without endangering the health and
safety of the public. See also Contention 8, suora."

'

DARRE/ SAFE CONTENTION 2A

"Due to the concentration of nuclear power plants already in Northern'

Illinois; the Applicant's record of incidents and violations in existing
plants which have emerged since the granting of a Construction License
for Byron; and.the credibility which must now be given to large scale,

accident scenarios since TMI, Intervenors contend that the addition of
i Byron Station operations places an undue and unfair burden of risk from

exposure to radioactive materials from accidental releases on DeKalb-Sycamore
and Rockford area residents. With the addition of two more nuclear power
units in operation at Byron, the potential for cumulative dose effects

O from discrete accident events at plants in Northern Illinois under'

unfavorable meteorological conditions poses an unreasonable level of risk
to the health and safety of DeKalb-Sycamore and Rockford area residents."

~>
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precise condition of the ructor oore is TMI-2 is done consistently with the warningla which toimplement
set known at this time and cannot be public health and safety, and with . Pmuctive actions befom a release of ..

known until the containment has been awareness of the choices sheed. We are radioactivity to the atmosphere. !

entered and the tactor vessel has been directing our staf to ladude in the The chemicaland physical
' . ' opened. For this reason, it la unrealistic prograramatic envirorunental lapact charachristics of &ose radionuclides'

to expect that the programmatic impact statement on the decontamination and which contribute most signincastly to
human exposum ampmaantesstalement will serve as a bleeprint,

disposal of TMI-2 wastes as overau 'addetaning each and every sto to be description of the planned activities s EPA PeBay
taken over the coming months and years a schedule for their completion along

| with theirlikely impacts.ht the with a discussion of alternatives * EPA **"*"" in and adorses for"*
,

lanned programmatic statement ooneidered and b rationale for cholosa
g 8"i ""** ***'*I"*d I" * I*'h '"

evitably will have go and wt!!notbe made. We are also directing our staff to mpet.It & DA's pucy 2
O a complete guide for a uture actions keep us advised of their progress la 88#ponteits mcommendadons late aR

(A guidance 2does not invalidate its usefulness as a these matters. -

planning took As more informaties *
.

becomes avallable it will be
incorporated into the decision-making 45 PR 2333
process, ar.d where appropriate PWahsimes 45 PR 40101

sup;4cments to the progran.rnatic gmg
environmentalImpet statement will be EPA Niley Statemmnt: Planning Beslu **"""*"''"'*d""'''"8N *

issued. As the decontamination of ThD- for Emergency Responses to Nuclear
2 progresses the Commission wf!! make Power Reactor Accidents 10 CPR Parts 50 and 51
an new information ava!!able to the
y lic and to the eatent necessary will Purpose Nuclear Power Plant Accident*

also prepare separate erMrorunental This I' a statement of policy with "'s
statements or assessments for individual regard to an Environmental Protectica tal Act
portions of the omall clean.up effort. Agency (EPA) and Nuclear Regulatory Asasscv:U.S Nuclear Regulatory& developmut of a programmatic Comtnission (NRC) task force report on Pa"" ''''a"

,

impact statement wiD not preclude guidance for usein State andlocal acnosc Statement ofInterim Policy.prompt Commission action when
needed.The Commission does radiological emergency response plans

at nuclear power planta. suunnany:ne Nuclear Regulatory
recogrilze. however, that as with its Commission (NRC)is revising its policy
Epicer.D approval action, any action Background for considering the more severe kinds of
taken in the absence of an omaR * P" * Y***'"''****"
impact statement willlead to arguments & NRC received a request from the

O that there has been aninadequate Conference of Radiation Control I E'" " " " " " * " *
-

environmental analysis, even where the Pmgram Dimetors.an organization of impact assessments required by the -

I National Environmental Policy Act
Commluion's action itselfis supported State officials, to "make a determination. (NEPA). Such accidents are cornmonly
by an environmutal usessment. As la of the most severe accident basis for referred to as Class 9 accidents,
settling upon the scope of b which radiological emergency response following an accident classificationt

programmatic impaet statement. CEQ plans should be developed by offsite scheme proposed by the Atomic Energy|

can lend assistance here.For nample 88HCI's "In re8Ponse. an EPA and NRC Commission (predecessor to NRC)inI

h should the Comminion before task force was established which 1s71 for purposes ofimplementing
# pand a report entitled" Planning NEPA.8 %e March 28.1979 accident at(sie for the Development of State andi completing is prog ammatic statement

| decide that it is in the best interest of Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island nuclear
the public health and safety to Local Covemendadiological plant has emphasized the need for
decontam!aste the hi b level waste Emergency Response Plans in Support of changes in NRC policies regarding theo - 8

8 water now in ge containment buW Light Water Nuclear Power Planta" considerations to be given to serious
8r 18 purge that buildi of14. NUREC-0398. EPA 520/1-78 418 dated accidents from an environmental as well

,' radioactive gases, the maiselon wGI December 1978. Single copies of the as a safety point of view. - .

report can be obtained b
Director. Division of Tebwriting to the his statement ofinterim polic~yi1 consider CEQ's advice as to the

cal announces the withdrawal of bCommission's NEPA responsibuities.
Moreover, as stated in the Commission's Information and Document Control, proposed Annex to Appendix D of to
May 25 statement, any action of this Nuclear Regulatory Commisefon, CFR Part so and the suspension of the

kind will not be taken antilit has Washington, D.C. 20555. rulemaking proceeding that began with
modergone an environmental review. Planning 3. sis the publication of that proposed Annex

.cnd furthermore with opportunity for De ma or recommendation of the on December 1.1971. It is the
Commission's position that itspublic comment provided. NPort is at Emergency Planning Zones Environmentallmpact Statements shallJ However, consistent with our Mayas - (EPZ's) should be established around

Ststement, we recogn!ze that there may light water nuclear power plants.m include considerations of the site.
be emergen levations.not now EPZ for airborne exposure has a redias specific environmentalimpacts

O fireseen.w shabid by occur of about 10 miles: the EPZ for
entributable to accident sequences that

would require rhpid action.To the contaminated food has a radius of about
cxtent practicable the Commission wGI 50 miles. Predetermined protective
consult with CEQ In these sitostions as action plans are needed for the EPZ's.
men. De exact size and shape of each EPZ

will be decided by emergen'rt=> i a >is >>d r2 planning
With the help of the pub!!c's " N $ ,''c.cruO comments on >ur Pro,osals wei ta di- 4 . p

P ini-
.

-e - s ee -
w ,isib.r.i [. -

e t-cesure pursuant to NEPA and the conditions at each site. r
is, met r .ud nd r.au u so cru p.

i

Atomic Energy Act, that the clean-up of b report Indicates that officials may d8*h"' [ 8"', 7 \.
ave from one-half hour to several hours

,,

mers. -

a -

septem6w I.1ss2 Ps.24 Attachment Bp
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Public Document Room. * port is that two'ma, Planning provided foDowing this rulemakiss. Die <

Persons with questions may call Dr. Zones (EPZs) should be estabhshed .
additional guidance can be expected to

Harry ]. Watters in the Omco of around light weter nuclear power plants. consider how local conditions such as

Management and Program Analysis. De EPZ or airborne exposure has a demography. land use, and meteorology

telephone 301-4924721~ neus of about to miles the EPZ for caninnuence b size an shape of the

Written comments or questions should contaminated food has a meus of abat IPZa and to address otherissues, such>

be addressed to the Director.Omos of 80 :num.Pmdetermind potesen as evecuaden

Mansmement and Program Analysia. action plans are needed for the IPZs. ementation dates forImR

UA Nuclur Regulatory Commission. De exact size and shape of each Ep2 lap ementation of the task force

O Washmston.D.C.205ss.Commentsasust - walbe decided by emergency planning recommendations and any others that

be received by December so,ters. omelais after they consider b speciSc are developed wiD be established as -f

conditions at each site.Dese distances part of the ongoing rulemaking effort.
are considered large to provide a Tne Commission also expects the calf3
response base which wo support to assist state and local governments in-

pW som W M emw3my mpeu
;.

as ya Sil23
should this ever be needed. capabilities at existing sites la the ;

, ,ubMed serzam De report also provides planning launediata future.
basis guidance in the form of a range of; .

Planning Basis for Emergency time values in which senergency
Responses to Nuclear power Reactor response oScials should be prepared to ggpg gyygg
Aceksenta len lement protective action.De report ruhmed alz7M
actucv:Muclar Resulatory ' cates that, depending on such
Commission. factors as the specise seq 6ence of
Actiow:NRC policy Statement. events during an accident which resuhe Statement of Po5cy and Notice of

in the release of radioactivity to the intent To Prepare a Programmatic
atmoshpers and the prevauing Environmentallmpact StatementPurpose -

His is a statement of policy with meteorological condidons, pmtective actwer.U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
regard to en Environmental Protection action may be required from perhaps Commission. .

' Agency (EPA) and Nuclear Regulatory one-half hour to one day after the Acteose Statement ofPoBey.
Commission (NRC) task force report on intiation of the accident. Development
guidance for use in state and local and periodic testing of procedures for suumanr.De Nuclear Regulatory
radiological emergency response plans rapid notification of emergency Comrnission has decided to prepare a
at nuclear power plants, response oScials is encouraged, sinos Programmatic environmentalimpact

the time avausble for action is strongly statement on the decontamination and
BacW affected by the time consumed in disposal of radioactive westes resulthig

De NRC received a request from the notification. from the March 28.1979 accident at-

Conference of Radiation Control De chemical and physical nree Mile Island Unit 2.For some thne
Program Directors, an organisation of characteristics of those radionnelides the Commission's staffhas been moving-

State officials. te "make a determination which contribute most significantly to in this direction. In the Commission's
of the most servere accident basis for burnan exposure are prennted. Judgment an overaR study of the
which radiological emergency response decontamination and disposal process
plans should be developed by offsite

NRCFoucy wd! assist the Commission la carrying
agencies." In response, an IPA and NRC NRC concure in and endorses for use out its regulatory responsibilities under

) tark force was established which the guidance contained in the task force the Atomic Energy Act to protect the
prepared a report enutled " Planning report. In endorsing this guidance, the publichealth and safety as
Basis for the Development of State and Commission recognizes matitis decontamination progresses. It wGI also.

planm'priate and prudent for emergency
be'in keeping with tha purposes of thei facal Government Radiological appro

ng guidance to take into National Environmental Policy Act toEmergency Response Plans in Support ofi

1.lght Water Nuclear Power Plants." consideration the principal engage the public in the Comadesion's
NUREC-4396. epa 520/1-78 414. dated characteristics (such as nuclides decision-making process, and to focus
December 1978. Single copies of b released and distances likely to be on environmentalIssues and

and core) melt accidents.While thelavolved of a spectrum of design basisalternatives before commitments toreport can be obtained by writing to the
specjfic clean-up choices are made.Director. Division of Technical

Information and Document Control. Commission recognizes that the Additionally.inlight of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, guidance may have significant response extraordinary nature of this action and
Washington. D.C. 20555. The task force Impacts for many local jurisdictions. it the expressed intenst of the President's
mport was published for public believes that implementation of the Counc0 on Environmental Quality in the.

comment in the Federal Register on guldance is nevetheless needed to DG-g clean-up, the Commission intends

y Decamber15.1978 and the comment improve emergency asponse Ianning to co. ordinate its action with CEQ. la
period was extended to May15.1979 to and preparedness around nu ear power particular, before determining the scope

|- allow additional comments moulting mactm. of the programmatic environmental
from the accident at Three Mus Island. De Commission is dhetion las staff jmpact statement the Commission will

O A synopsis of the comrsents received to incorporate the planning basis consult with CEQ.
and the task force consideration of these

guidance into existing documents used De Canaission recognises that there
in the evaluation of state an local are still areas of uncertainty regardingcomments is available from b

AssistontDirectof forEmergency mergency msponse plans to the extent the clean.up operation. For example, thef

) Preparedness. Office of State Programa, practicable.De NRC has acently
U.S. Nuclear Re' letory Commission, published and Advance Notice of

Washingt .b20555. Pm osed RulemaMng concarning
ad tional regulations on em ency

|
Planning Be pians. 44 FR 41484. Tuesday, y 17

,

The malbr recommendation of the 1979. Additional ruidance

/
., ,,

PS.23 / September 1.1932
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lead to releases of radietion and/or De accorroness in Claes e level,e within a 30 mile radius of the plant, and

C' .
radioactive materials,includina sequences of postulated succewive fedwes some differences between boiling water
sequences that can result in inadequate mere uvere then ihm postulated for the reactors (BWR) and pressurised water

>

O cooling of reactor fuel and to melting of design besie for protective eyetens and reactors (PWR).Beyond these fewthe reactor core. In this regard. attention - f - . eefety feetwee.Taser specifics.the discussions have,

b shall be given both to the probability of senuquems muld be som.Howmr.the
: occurrence 'of such releases and to the embebiuty of their _ _ --is as seen miterated the guidance of the Annex

and how relied upon the Annex'si "enviro amental consequences of such
depe conclusion that the probability of

relesses. This statement ofinterira
,

barrkteWiny mwance desim. * occurrence of a Class 9 event is too low

O~
' policy is taken in coordination with manufacture, and opereuen. seatinued to warrant consideration, e conclusion
other ongoing safety.related activities surveillance and lasting, and senservative based upon generally stated safety
that are directly related to accident dwisn an e8 applied to provide and considerstions.
considerations in the areas of plant maintain the required high degree of With the publication of the Reactor!I design, operational safety, siting policy. ""r**** Sh*t pmedal accident in this Safety Study (WASH-1400). la draft

<

'

and emergency planning.The *l**s am, and win moein, sumciently mnem'

Commission intends to continue the 88 proba ee a form in August 1974 and final form in
,,,,,, g October 1975 the accident discussions ;rulemaking on this matter when new
,,,, ,,a gg,,, ,,,,g ,,, i. In Environmental!mpact Statements '

siting requirements and other safety ,,pi;e.,i gn,i,,,,,,i.i n.pe, began to refer to this first detailed study
related requirements incorporating of the risks associated with nuclear
accident considerations are in place. A footnote to the Anna statd

power plant accidents, particularly
Ahhough this eaan mfers to applicant's ennts which can lead to the melting ofJ oATas:This statement ofinterim policy savironmental Reports,the current the fuelinside a reactor.* De referencesis effective June 13.1980 Comment enemptione and other provisions thersef are

period expires September 11.1900, applica.ble, except es the centent m* to this study were in kaping with the
!' etherwise require.to AgC draft and 1

latent and spirit of NEPA "to disclose"
Aoonassss:The Commission intends Detailed Statements. "I

*"hinf""80
be bvi

g d lathe interim policy guidance contained Du the public comment period that for the conclusion expressed in theherein to be immediately effective. folio publication of the Annex a Annex in 1971 that the probability ofa However, allinterested persons who nurnber of criticisms of the Annex were
| desire to submit written comments or occurrence of Class e events was tooreceived. Principal among these wer* low to warrant their (site. specific)suggestions for consideration in se foHowing- cuidmum unda NEPA.
'

connection with this statement should (1) The philosophy of prescribing The Commission's staff has.however,send them to the Secretary of the assumptions does not lead to objecti" identified in certain cases uniqueCommission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory analysis.
circumstances which it felt warrantedCommission. Washington. D.C.20655 (2)It failed to treet the probabilities of
more extensive and detailedAttention: Docketing and Service

-

accidents in any but the most general
consideration of Class 9 events. One of I

, .
Branch. waY-
PoR FURTMER INPORMATIOtf COtrTACT: (3) No supporting analysis was given these was the proposed Clinch River *

R. Wayne Houston. Chief. Accident to show that Class 9 accidents are Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP), a liquid |

Evaluation Branch Office of Nuclear sufficiently low in probability that their swtal cooled fast breede reactor very
different from the more convendonalReactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear consequences in terms of environmental |

Regulatory Commission, Washington. risks need not be discussed. light water reactor plants for which the

D.C. 20555. Telephone: (301) 492-7323. (4) No guidance was ven as to how safety experience bue is much broader.

accident and normal re esses of In the Final Environmental Statement !) supeLaMENTApY INFOMesAT90st fw ee CRBRP s se suNincluded aradioactive effluents during plant
discussion of thw consideration it had |

Accident Considerations la Past NEPA operation should be factored into the
Reviews cost. benefit analysis. 3 ven to Class 9 events. I

In the early site review for the
The proposed Antwx to Appendix D puryman she, tlw staNpufonnd an j-

ner ya 1 le to as I or
of to CFR Part 50 (hereafter the (quidmets cooledreactors.

. fggh""""*)"'"In C'![" 9
*

'' '
* d at |" Annex") was published for comment (6) Safety and environmental risks are '"*ng ee ahunauw -)-

on December 1.1971 by the (former) not essentially different considerations. ["[$y*7,

g3,I
.

Atomic Energy Commission. lt proposeo, Neither the Atomic Energy
to specify a set of standardized accident Commission nor the NRC took any ,'(" ',8PP

" au
assumptions to be used in further action on this rulemaking except c m n acture

' gy, ' ;"
I d j8Environmental Reports submitted by in 1974 when to(TR Part 51 was

8 t&applicants for construction permits or promulgated. Over the intervening years g8
, operatinglicenses fornuclearpower the accident considerations discussed in [jdna ts warrankd specig

reactors. It also included a system for EnvironmentalImpact Statemer.. for e ,peci,) -

-

y classifying accidents according to a proposed nuclear power plants reflected circum 8f 8ncu **m 6e potenda.

graded scale of severity and probability the guidance of the Annex with few ['It%ui[1 pb "Y'b dI"8 a'4 d h
of occurrence.Nine classes of accidents exce tions. Typically, the discussions of

O very serious. It directed that "for each
accifent consequences through Class 8 [;,8 **3 '*P'[were defined, ranging from trivial to a en

, , , ,
(design basis accidents) for each case

class except classes 1 and 9. the han reflected specific site
environmental consequences shall be characteristics associated with ,ti meerni s. se new s.w.4,

,,,,,.rm ie an aus me wem cin e us.4.m-evolusted as indicated." Class 1 events meteorology (the dispersion of releases emush tNs term is cesunenly sad a lesseer) were no' to be considered because of of radioactive materialinto the equinkar = ==li sendest.
their trivial consequences, whereas in atmosphere), the actual population *waron Februny a
regard to Class 9 events, the Annex
stated as follows: .

.

.

Ps.25 September 1,1982
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| body on which the plant floats. Here the 1. De Annex proscribes %e environmental conseqtances of

(mi staff emphasized its focus on risk to the considerstion of the kinds of accidents reluses whose probability of occurence
environment but did not find that the (Class 9) that, according to the Reactor has been estimated shall also bed ,

probability of a core melt event Safety Study, doeunate the accident , discussed in probabilistic terms. Such
risk. consequences shall be characterised inoccurring in the first place was -

essentially any different than for land. 2. De definition of Class 9 accidents twas of potential radiological
ba in the Annex is not sufficiently precise

O o sed plant.Inits Memorandum and exposures to individuals,tod -*>'
population

| a > 's " ' o'' 6 > -- '-'''''*'c''- ' ' 6i -
Systems.* the Commission consurred in ' Policy, rules, and regulations. nor as a Health and safety rises that may be1

the staf!'s judgment. Dus, the Reactor decision criterion in agency practice, associated with exposures to people
g Safety Study and NRC experience with 3. The Annex's prescription of shall be discussed in a manner that

these cases has served to refocus assumptions to be used in the analysis- fairly reflects the current state of
attention on the need to reemphasise of the environmental consequences of knowledge regarding such risks.
that environmental risk entails both accidents does not contribute to nadamma* impacta that might be
probabilities and consequences, a point objective consideration. usociated with emagency meuuru
that was made in the publication of the 4. De Annex does not give adequate during of foIIowing an accident should
Annex.but was not given adequate considerstion to the detailed treatment also be discussed.no environmental
emphasis. of measums take to prevent and to risk of accidents should also be

; In July 1977 the NRC commissioned a mitigate the consequences of accidents compared to and contrasted wita.

Risk Assessment Review Group "to la the safety mviw of each application. radiological risks associated with
clarify the schievements and limitations De classification of accidents normal and anticipated operational
of the Reactor Safety Study." One of the proposed in that Annex shall no longer releues.
conclusions of this study. published in be used.Inits place the following

In promulgating th!s interim guidanos.
September 1978, as NUREC/CR 0400, interim guidance is given for the

the Commission is aware that there are
" Risk Assessment Review Group Report instant of accidat risk
to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory considerations in NEPA reviews. and willlikely remain for some time to

com muy uncetaindu in b
} Commission" was that 'The Review Accident Consideratises in Future application of risk assessment methods.

.

Group was unable to determine whether NEPA Reviews and it expects that its Environmental
the absolute probabilities of accident
sequences in WASH-1400 are high or it is the position of the Conunission Impact Statements will identify major

low, but believes that the error bounds that its EnvironmentalImpact uncertainties in its probabilistic

on those estimates are in general, Statements, pursuant to Section 102(c)(i) utimatu.On the otherhand the
of the National Environmental poli Commission believes that the state of

Fmdings of the Review Croup have alsoAct of1980, shal| include a reaA the art is sufficiently advanced that aatly understated."This and other

O subsequentlybeenreferredtoin consideration of the environmentalrisks beginning should now be made in the

Environmental lmpact Statements, along (impacts) attributable to accidents at the use of these methodologies in the -

with a reference to the Commission's particular facility or facilities within the agulatory process. and that such use

policy statement on the Reactor Safety scope of each such statement.In the will represent a contructive and rational ~

Study in light of the Risk Assessment analysis and discussion of such riska, forward step in the discharge ofits

Review Croup Report, pub!Ished on approximately equal attention shall be mponseilldes.

January 18.1979. ne Commission's given to the probability of occurrence of it is the intent of the Commission in

) statement accepted the find.ngs of the rolesses and to the probability of issuing this Statement ofInterim Policy'
occurrence of the environunental that the staff willinitiate treatments ofReview Group, both as to the Reactor

Safety Study's achievements and as to consequences of those releases, accident considerations. in accordance

its HmHauons. Releases refer to radiation and/or with the foregoing guidance. in its

A few Draft Environmental radioactive materials entering ongoing NEpA reviews.l.a for any

Statements have bun published environmental exposure pathways, proceeding at a licensing stage where a.

subsequent to the Three Mile Island including air, water, and ground water. Final Envirrunental lmpact Statement

accident. Dese were for conventional
Events or accident sequences that has not ye. seen issued.nese new

lead to releases shallinclude but not be treatments, which will take into a'ccount
. land. based light wster reactor plants limited to those that can reasonably be significant site- and plant-specificand continued to reflect the past expected to occur. In-plant accident features, will result in more detailed

practice wita respect to accidents at sequences that can lead to a spectrum of discussions of accident risks than insuch plants, but noted that the ,,j,,ses shall be discussed and shall previous environmental statements,experien:e gained from the nree Mile include sequences that can result la particularly for those related to
Island accident was not factored into
the discussion. inadequate cooling of reactor fuel and to conventional light water plants u land-,

Our experience with past NEPA melting of the reactor core.no extent to based sites. !t is expected that these

reviews of accidents and the nG
which events arising from causes revised treatments willlead to '

accident c*early leads us to believe that external to the plant which are conclusions regarding the environmental

a change is needed. considered possible contributors to the risks of accidents almilar to those that
Accordingly. the proposed Annex to risk associated with the particular plant would be reached by a continuation ofO Appendix D of to CFR part 50 published M also k discuswd.Dealled curant precuces, pudcululy fw m

on December 1.1971.is hereby {ventitative considerations that form
involving special circumstances where

e basis of probabilistic estimates of Class 9 risks have been considered bywithdrawn and shall not hereafter be
used by pplicants nor by the staff.The releases nud not be incorporated in the the staff, as described above.nus, this

3 reasons the withdrawal are as Environmental!mpact Statements but change in policy is not to be construed

O shall be referenced therein.Such as any lack of confidence in conclusions
*** references shallinclude, as applicable, regarding the environmental risks of

reports on safety evaluations. accidents expres ed in any previously
,

% 3 .

.

September 1,1982 #
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POUC'Y STATEMENTS '' '
'

.
,

/ |a-d5|:Psmt,=~gj'aia * ,oiemi conseq- of Ca- 9 ==o n
Y circumstances, as a sie for opening. * ** "" I" * 8'" * " " * * 88 8

la Augnt'

Commission,1m. pumuanHo thereopening. or expanding any previous or .

s mquest, a Siting policyongoing proceeding.s,

. However. It is also the intent of the Task Fome made mcmamendations with purther Commlealen Guidance ter
Commission that the staff take steps to rupecMo poss&k change in NRC * h Reactor Opwsong Womeeeg
identify additional cases that might mactw slung policy and criuria.* N Wonor-

warront early considerstion of either curantly ut fonh in 1c CPR pan 100. As
3,3 ,g ,,,,gg

additional features or other actions stated therein. Its recommendadone
,

,

i

i which would prevent or midgate the were made to accomplish (among AAer the March ts79 accident at
consequences of serious accidents. eg g ggj g Three Mue kland.Undt 3.esi

Cases for such consideration are those We mm usedwoum m sing M Commission directed its technient
) for which a Final Environmental aneciated with seddents beyond the design review resources to assuring the safety

Statement has already been issued at basis (Ctaas s) by estabhshens pepe;auen of operating power reactors rotbar than
denetty and distributies armrta. to the issuance of new Noenses.the Construction permit stage but for

which the Opwating1.icense review This memris curratly befom the Furbroore,the Comunission decided
that power reactor Ncenstag should notsiege has not yet been reached.In ,._

i carrying out this directive, the staff his and other acommendauons that asetinue untu the assessment of the DG
accident had been substandanyi should consider rekvent site featurn, have been made as a result of the completed and comprehensive

Including population density, associated investissuons into the nree Mile Island haprovements in both the opention andi e, .

with accident risk in comparison to such accident are currently being broupt regulation of nuclear power plants had
features at presently operating plants. together by the Commission's stan in been set in motion. t
Staff should also consider the likelihood the form of proposed Action plans.' At a meeting on May 30.1973 the

,

''

that substantive changes in plant design Among other matters. these incorporate Nuclear Regulatory Coauniesion dedded
features which may compensate further acommendations for rulemaking related to issue policy guidance addressing

! for adverse site festures may be mor, to degraded core cooling and core melt general principles for reaching licensingi easily incorporated in plants when accidents.The Commission expects to oscisions and to provide spedSch construction has not yet progressed very issue decisions on these Action plans in guidance for near tenn opereting license'
far. the near future. It is the Commission's cases.'In November 1979, the Nuclear
' Environmental Reports submitted by ' " policy and intent to devote NRC's major R atory Commission issued the

applicants for construction permits and resources to matters which b po guidance in the form of an
for operating licenses on or after July 1 Commission believes will raske existing amen t to10 CFR part 3 ofits

'' -
1980 should include a discussion of b and future s.uclear power plants safer, tions.' describing the approach to

'

environmental risks associated with and to prevent a recurance of the kind en by the Commission regardtag
U* ' ' "

'

accide : that follows the guidance {fa
dn a occu da Mile p,'rti" " g b Con n s ed em R

Related policy Matters Under pending completion of rulemaking would "be providing case by case

Considention activities in the areas of emergency guidance on changes in regulatory

planning,sitinfet ,allof whichinvolvecriteria, and design and
policies."he Commission has now

opeational sa "" ' 8 haIn addition to its responsibilitin
under NEPA. the NRC also bests considerations o serious accident v de is, _g. , ,,,j, ,g .3 g, gg,

Iskafa,c,cident, and is able to provideresponsibility undu the Atomic Energy potential, the Commission finds it

2 Act for the prctection of the public essential to improve its procedures for
health an.1 safety from the hazards describing and disclosing to the public genwel guidana.

associated with the use of nuclear the basis for arriving at conclusions Following the accident at Three Mile

energy. Pursuant to this msponsibility regarding the environmental risks due to Island 2. the President established a

the Commission notes that there are accidents at nuclear power plaats. On Commission to make recommendations

' currently a nuinber of ongoing activities cornpletion of the rulemaking attivities agarding changes necessary to improve
nuclear safety. In May 1979. the Nuclear'.

' being considered by the Commission in these areas, and based also upon the Regulatory Commission established a
(j and its staff which intimately' relate to **P"ience gained with this statement of

I.essons I.eamed Task Forca * to
the " Class 9 accident" question and interirn policy and guidance, the

determb wbd scdes mm mwhich are either the subject of current Commission intends to pursue possible for new opmdaglicensa and @d
rulemaking or are candidate subjects for, changes or additions to 10 CFR part 51
rulemaking. to codify its position on the role of chartend a Speciellaquiry Group to

On December 19.1979 the accident risks underNEpA. examine all facets of b accident and

Commission issued for public comment *
Its causes.These groups have published

.

* a proposed rule which would
significantly revise its requirements in .i

!) 10 CFR part 50 for emergency planning
for nuclear pown plants.One of the
considerations in this rulemaking was 'Cf.Ntmsc.ases. piennins sue.for.e

i,- Development of Steie and Local Covenument
eAs feeineses for this statement of pahey appeari *

.Co.mmessionere C.ilinsky an.d aredford desessee S .no et a teug ,, pe o .esof e.,e.e ns - een,s. _ ,e,, ~n__ _ ef o s.".' G'O.1=:'::,t" -re::t*n;te,,,:g:ge; ::::~ - ==C- se, art .f .e -.s ,*r esi

-- -

i
r

.g ,,,,,,,, ,wg,,, ,, gg, g Force." Auses 1ers. gaeceuwe Dwecow for opemnema.wy sg.igps!/
e t FRrster* ' Draft NtmEC osso * Action Plane for o"Suspenseen of 30 cr1t r.res and Sam ats

(-
Implementins llecemenendetsons of the Pressdent's Pelsey on Candset of Adisdestery .' ' - - as
Commisosen and Other Stu&es of the Thu-a FR anosoINewember soapse. "

Acadent. Decenterio.ners. * tenonsteemed f,ee no.samendemi. assw
musse se Niut eien. bssy si. iers.

|

.
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O .The Honorable Morris K. Udall
. . .

.

-

. .
.' ' '

Ch' airman, Comittee s Interior - -

'

9 and Insular Affairs . .'

U.S. House of Representatives - -
-

,

. Washington, D.C. 20515 . .
,

, ,. ,. . .

' *

D' ar Mr. Chairman: * - -*
et . .

- ..) ,

Your letter to me dated October 1,1082 cited Mr. Bender's recent comments
'

; concerning the use of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) and asked for an-
swers to three questions. Before responding to your questions, I would like''

to coment on the statements made in your letter. - -
- ..

.
-

.
-

. ...

I would .first like' to note that the section you have qu'oted from the nnuary->
.

18, 1979, Comission's statement on the use of risk assessment is substantially
less than the Commission's, response to the Lewis Comittee Review. A few .-
additional quotes will serve to amplify this. The Comission comented on

-

the findings of the Lewis Report and said: ,
,

"'
' "The Comission accepts 'these findings and takes the following I.- .

' '

actions:
,

-
-

.. .

| . . . . . .
. .

-
, . . .. ,

! Accident Probabilities: The Comission accepts the Review Group' |-
Report's conclusion that absolute values of the risks presented

f-

) ,
-.-. . . ,

by WASH 1400 should not be used uncritically either in the regu-"

latory p'rocess or for public policy purposes and has taken and-
, ,

will continue to take steps to assure that any such use in the -
-

.

past will be corrected as apprppriate. In particular, in . light' -'- -.

of the Review Group conclusions on accident probabilities, the
'

.;

- Comission does not regard as reliable the Reactor Safety Study's .

nuF.krical ~ estimate of the overall risk of reactor accident.- . ..

.

. .. ..... ,,, ,, ,

'

. ith respect to the component parts of the Study, the Commission
**

W .

expects the staff.to ma,ke use of them as appropriate, that is,
O where the data hase is ade9uate and analytical techniques permit. - -

hking due accoiInt of the reservations expressed in the Review
.

*

Groun nart ano in its presentation to the Commissi_on. the_, _

.
.

9' , Ccmission supports the 'extenced use of'probabuistic risk assess- ') ,

*O V ment in regulatory decisionmaking."
-

, ,

.
.

The Co. ission also approved a. directive' which was sent from the Secretary o.f
,

-

the Comission to the Executive Director for Operations on January 18, 1979.
Some sections 'are particular.ly germane to answering your questions:

- .
. .

- . .
. ,

. Attachment C-*
o . _ _ _ _ ._. _
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'', .The Honorable Morris K. Udall -Z- -. .- .. , , ,
, .

" - . .-- .
.. .. . '

*p, - -
. .

,
, ,

-

\ , . . . . . .
,

"0"*"''''''ing process if proper consideration is given to the'' "''" '"'''**"*'''h"''"'' '"d '''"''' F'" 6' "''' 5"O ' *- -

the licens -

/ results of the Review Group. The staff should use the following
procedures regarding the usa of, quantitative risk assessment techniques-

-

and results pending development of further guidance:
-

, -

. . .

'

.'
** ' -

- -
....

. , ,
-- . .

> .
.

'

.- Quantitative risk assessment techniques may be use b to estir. ate the -

~

relative.importance of potential nuclear power plant accident . -

-

/sequenc,s or other features where sufficient similarity exists so.* -
e-

that the comparisons are not invalidated by lack of an rdequate
.

- -

data' base. ... . ,

3 _
,,

,

The quantitative estimates of event * probabilities in the CSS should
- '

not be.us~ed as the priticipal~ basis for any regulatory decisicn.. ~'. -

- However, .these estimates may be used for relative comparisons of
alternative designs or requirements provided that explicit c6nsiderations' -

p . . ,. are given to the criticisms of those estimates as set forth in the .
'

' Report of the Risk Assessment Review Group. .
.

.
'

The RSS consequence model shall not be used as'the basis for ifcensing
'

-*

decisions regarding individual nuclear power plant sites until -

significant refinements and sensitivity tests are accomplished.3'p -.d . However, the consequence model may be used for relative comparisons ..

. ' provided that such estimates are not the primary basis' for such
*

.

reviews and provided that . explicit consideration is given to the ..-
-

criticisms of the various elements of that model as set forth in -
-

,the Report of the Risk Assessment Review Group."~
-

.

2
.

- , . . .. ,. '

| The Commission went on in' this memo to direct the staff to expand its -
use of probabilistic risk assessment:

- < <!
, ..

,

"The Staff 'shall give special attention to those activities identified'
''

.. " -

by the Review Group as being especially amenable to risk assessment,3 .

i.e., dealing with generic safety issues, formulating new regulatory'

.

require ~ments, assessing and re-val.idating existing regulatory
requirements, evaluating new designs, and formulating reactor ,
safety research and inspection priorities." -

.. -
*

.
c

? '. Given the contentiof the * Commission's statement on the Lewis Peport.tM i
the directive to the Executive Director for Operations, the Cognission g

.\

-

|
.

' O believes that it holds.,, essentially the sa'ne position on the use of PRA,' .-
-

-

now as it.had on Januarry 18, 1979.
. .

,

~

I With regard to Mr. Bender's rimarks appended to the September 15, 1982 .

ACRS letter, we agree with Mr. Bender that there are large uncertainties
-

~

in the quantitative assessments of risk from' nuclear power plant acci. dents. '

These uncertainties arise from several areas, including: (1) inadequa'cies.

,.

| -

-
. .

. ,
. .

. g

- e e

*
_ _ . _ _ ..,_O . , . . _ , .
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The Honorable Morris K. Udall , - 3~.. ,4,
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, -

.

.
. r, .

. .

,,L
. .
.-.

, ., ,

-

' ' .

3 ,. .

'' '

in the data base; (2) incomplete present knowledge of .cp e melt phenomena,
in-plant fission product transport, and containment performance; (3) the -

effect of unidentified systems interactions; (4) difficulties in quantitatively). modeling human behavior;,and (5) large uncertainties in the risk from

Opoor as implied by Mr. Bender; there.are,e t11at the data base is not es
external initiators. However, we beliey . ,

programs underway to develop a I
*

better understanding of core, melt phenomena, centainment performance. -

'

and' fission product transport, and to improve the probabilistic assessment - -

) of external events.
- .

. . .
, .

Comissioner Gilinsky adds: . .

'
.

. ..
"My own views on the usefulness and the limitations of 'probabilistic

.

'

risk assessment' and its use in the Reactor Safety Study are still
. -

) pretty much as exprecsed in the (unanimously adopted) Commission shtement
-

of. January 18; 1979. I am not at all in agreement with the current .

Co= mission's increasing tendency to view probabilistic risk asressment' .
..

tOcet ar with a_cuantit ye ' afety 3oal' as a shortcut to regulatory .

decisionmaking. I am par y concerneT aEbut resort to these cal - ~

> culational techniques in combination with sparse data to explain away -
.

.

the. need for the traditional independent safety barriers which have been
chosen on the basis of experience and engineering judgment. I have the ".
impression that Mr. B. ender, an'd I are in philosophical agreement on these

-

*

points. To cite one example that I find especially telling on the
paucity of equipment reliability data, it was not until last year that)r. . - full-sce.le tests were rurt on the large safety valves used to protect -

a' gainst excessive prassures in reactor coolant systems. An3 even these*
' *

.

tests did not cover the full range of conditions'to which such valves -

~ , * might be subject." - .
, ,

. ,
. . .

v
I

'

'The r..ajority of the' Commissioners do not agree with his statement that 'r
-

.

W .'the Comission is tending'"to view;probabilistic risk assessment togethe -

..

.with a quanti,tative ' safety goal' as n ' shortcut to regulatory decisionmaking.",: '
. .. . > .

!,

.Comissioner Asselstine adds:
-

.
- ,

.
. .. .... . .

".Since.I. did not participate iln the development of the Comission's view
.,.

'

on the usefulness of the pRA methodology as given in the January.18,
1979 statement, I defer to n)y colleagues as to whether there has been a - - -

change in that view since then. I do believe that, with this Comission's~

consideration' of a saftty goal containing quantitative benchmarks for . .

judging an acceptable level of risk, there is necessarily a greater> ..

emphasis on the use of the pRA methodology than would o.therwise exist.
-

~

- Q Because of the wide spectrum'of expert views on the ' ability of the PRA .

methodology to' provide reliable estimates of the risk associated with-
the operation of nuclear reactors. I. believe t'he '> asis for safety cust '

eintinue to depend on compliance with our regulations and on the judgment
*

)
f On the latter, judgment is. aided significantly -

O C respo'nsible individuals.
, . .

,

. .
-o .

)
,.

*

. .. .
, ,

"

,. . .. ..

,..__ _., - 4,~.; r;;; _ _ _
,

,;y-,-

,
.

,.
.
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through systematic' reviews and carefc1 analyses of available information'. ..'#*
.

I believe the PRA methodology has a role to play here, provided that.the
~

Cor: mission adheres to its view of January 18, 1979, ind provided that
Cthe concerns eipressed by Mr. Bender and others are properly accounted for.'' ,

7 -

I' trust that this has b.een responsive to your concerns.
'

--
. .
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~ ' '
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0
1 MR. RAWSON: The witnesses are available for

2 cross examination.

O 3 MR. THOMAS: Judge, I would indicate that the,

4 outline of the cross examination would be essentially the

5 same as that of Dr. Levine, supplemented by some

6 additional questions which I submit to the Board at this

7 time. It will follow the same general parameters.

8 CROSS EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR

9 INTERVENOR ROCKFORD LEAGUE OF WOMEN

10 VOTERS

11 BY MR. THOMAS:
,

12 Q I guess this question would be addressed to Mr. Wohl and *

() 13 Mr. Hulman. I forget who is who.

14 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I am Mr. Hulman.

15 Q Okay. On Page 2, Answer 3, you refer to the FES for

16 Byron, specifically 5.9.4, and you indicate that it

17 contains a recent consideration of environmental risks and

18 that you adopt it as part of your testimony.

19 Does your testimony still stand in light of the

20 letter from Mr. Tramm to Mr. Denton that's been referred

21 to earlier in this proceeding? Are you familiar with that

22 letter?

23 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Are you referring to the letter which()
24 transmitted the so-called mini-PRA?

25 Q No. I am referring to the letter which -- for --

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
1 MR. GALLO: May I?

2 MR. THOMAS: Do you have an extra copy? Thank

O'- 3 you.

4 MR. GALLO: Okay.

5 MR. THOMAS: It's the letter dated March 11th --

6 JUDGE CALLIHAN: 1983

7 MR. THOMAS: -- 1983

8 Can I discusses higher transmissivity values than

9 were previously calculated?

10 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I am fam,iliar with the letter.

11 Would you please repeat your question?

12 MR. THOMAS: Certainly.

() 13 BY MR. THOMAS:

14 Q Does the fact that the transmissivity values should be of

15 an order of magnitude higher, as indicated in the letter,

16 and th?t the liquid pathway calculations are being

17 recalculated, do you still stand by your testimony in

18 Answer 3?

19 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I believe we stand by all our testimony

20 except that portion of the FES which specifically

21 addresses the liquid pathways, starting on Page 5-56,

22 subparagraph pren 5 close pren, called, " releases to

23 ground water."()
24 Q All right.

25 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That is, everything having to do with

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
__
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O
1 the atmospheric pathway we would stand by.

2 Q Okay. This section, releases to ground water, covers

|O '

3 5-56, 57,58, and approximately half of 59; is that right?

4 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That's correct.

5 Q Are you withdrawing that as part of your testimony, those

6 pages I mentioned, or --

7 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No, sir. We are saying that the

8 question of whether that particular section is still valid

9 must await a re-assessment of the information provided by

!

10 the App 1'icant.

11 Q All right.

12 A (WITNESS HULMAN) And we are not the Staff people that are

O is responsiste cor taet re-evetuation airect17

I 14 We only have the supervisory responsibility for

i 15 seeing to it that that pathway is discussed and comparing

16 the conclusions from the liquid pathway with the

17 atmospheric pathway.

18 Q Okay. Isn't it true that the liquid pathway calculations

19 are interrelated with other calculations in the FES?,

|
' 20 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

! 21 Q And, therefore, a recalculation of the liquid pathway

22 calculations is necessarily going to affect other portions

23 of the FES; right?

24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Not necessarily.

25 Q But there is that possibility?

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1

0
1 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

2 Q Depending on what those recalculations turn out to be?

3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That is correct.
.
'

4 Q So then there is a possibility that other portions of your

5 or of the FES would be changed, depending upon the liquid

6 pathway recalculations?'

7 A (WITNESS HULMAN) My understanding is there would only be

8 one other section that would be impacted.

9 Q What is that?
.

i 10 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That would be the possibility that the

11 section called, " Risk Considerations, pren 6 close pren,"

12 starting on Page 5-59, might be affected; but that would

(]) 13 be speculation..

14 Q Well, it's speculation either way at this point, isn't it?

15 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Possibly speculation. There has been
|

: . -16 some Staff experience with this subject matter, which

17 'would indicate that if history is any precedent for what
:

18 is happening now with this subject, it's doubtful that the

19 conclusions would change.

20 Q Now, when you say " risk considerations," are you referring
,

21 to Pages 5-59 through 5-65 as being an area that would

22 possibly change? Does that include the charts in there,

23 also?

24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That doe. not include the charts, but it
,

25 does include the possibility of the text being changed.
,

(:)-

.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
1 JUDGE SMITH: If this discussion is going to go

2 on much, I think the Board ought to get their copies. We

{'T 3 don't have it.

4 Would you recommend that?

5 MR. THOMAS: I would, I would; because I had

6 planned to ask some questions based on the FES, so it

7 would probably be --

8 JUDGE SMITH: It will just be a few minutes to

9 get our copies.

10 MR. RAWSON: Judge Smith, we have additional

11 copies if that turns out to be necessary.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Thanks.

() 13 (Recess.)

14 JUDGE SMITH: Would you give us a page

15 reference?

16 MR. THOMAS: 5-59, Judge.

17 Actually, we have spoken of 5-56 through 5-59, which

18 covers the ground water; and right now we were addressing

19 the risk considerations that begin on 5-59 and go through

20 5-65, although the witness has indicated that the charts,
,

t
'

21 the charts would not be affected, only the text possibly.

22 May I proceed?

23 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

24 BY MR. THOMAS:

25 Q Can you state any parameters as to when changes in the
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O
1 sections that you have indicated -- possible changes in

2 the sections that you have indicated -- might be record?

O
3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It depends on what the outcome of the

4 Staff's assessment of what the Applicant has said with

5 respect to the parameters he now wishes to change.

6 If the Staff assessment shows little or no

7 difference in conclusions, there may be no need to alter

8 the text.

9 If it shows significant conclusions, it may very

10 well require some significant changes.

11 Q Are you able to indicate some parameters of the magnitude

12 of recalculation which would result in changes, or is that

() 13 beyond -- or is that impossible to predict?

14 Do you understand the question?

15 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Not really.

16 Would you restate it?

17 Q Yes.

18 Is it possible to -- well, strike that.

19 Is it possible for you to indicate which portions of

20 risk conside ations might change and which portions of the

21 text might change and which would stand?

22 In other words, are there certain paragraphs that

|
23 might be affected and others that would not?

[}
24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I think it would be easier if I were to

25 attempt to characterize what might happen if the Staff_
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O
1 assessment of the liquid pathway were to indicate a

_

2 significant change in conclusion with respect to risk.

3 Q Okay. What would happen in that event?'

4 A (WITNESS HULMAN) The judgment of total risk would change.

5 The FES is presently written with the conclusion that the

6 atmospheric pathway dominates the risk.

7 If assessment of the liquid pathway indicates that
,

8 it could also be significant, estimates of total risk

9 could go up. However, I note that in virtually every case

10 for which the liquid pathway has been considered, with one

11 exception, to my knowledge, there has not been a single

12 instance where liquid pathway risk considerations have

() 13 been significant, including the kind of interdiction that

14 we would normally anticipate.

15 0 What is the exception?

16 A (WITNESS HULMAN) The exception was the floating nuclear

17 power plant for which the original subject of the liquid

18 pathway was first investigated under generic and site

19 specific manner, both ways, generic and site specific.

20 Since this reactor is not a floating plant, it

|
21 doesn't apply.'

22 Q All right. What do you mean when you say on Page 3,
4

(]} 23 Question 5 and Answer 5, that external natural and

24 man-caused events have been considered in preparing the

25 FES only qualitatively?
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O
1 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No numerical estimate of the risks from

! 2 external events and sabotage have been quantified.

O
3 Q And why is that?

4 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It's generally considered beyond the

5 state of the art.

6 Q of quantification?

7 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Of good quantification.

8 Q What did the qualitative analysis of such problems as

9 tornadocs, fires, earthquakes and sabotage consist of?

10 A (WITNESS HULMAN) What considerations?

11 Q No. What did the qualitative analysis consist of?

12 You say it's been considered qualitatively.

() 13 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It consisted, basically, of two

14 considerations.

15 The first consideration was of the deterministic

16 criteria that the Staff uses for design bases. Every

17 single one of the possible external events -- and I am

18 putting sabotage in that category -- is considered within

19 the Staff's design criteria in a deterministic manner.

20 In addition to that, we have considered in a

21 qualitative manner events beyond design basis.

22 We have little information, we have some. We
,

[]} 23 attempted to characterize the risks from such events as

24 being within the uncertainties that we have estimated for
,

25 internal events.
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1 Q What is the basis for that determination if you have so

2 little information?

() 3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Engineering judgment.

4 Q Whose engineering judgment, Staff's?

5 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

6 Q Did you make the engineering judgment or other people on

7 Staff make the engineering judgment?

8 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It was a collective judgment. I was

9 party to it.

10 Q Who else was involved?

11 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Mr. Wohl was involved and a couple of

12 others on my Staff and my supervisor and other supervisors

() 13 in the Agency.
,

14 It was done collectively.

15 0 Did this group, this collective group, review, for

16 example, the seismic -- the testimony of Dr. Woodard on

17 behalf of the League with regard to the seismic

16 considerations?

, 19 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I --

20 MR. RAWSON: Objection. Judge, it's quite clear

21 that that information was well after issuance of this

22 document and I fail to see that an answer to this question

23 is going to elicit time any permissible evidence.-

24 JUDGE SMITH: It may be, but I don't see that as

25 the basis for an objection. It may not be, you know, a
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1 real winner of a question.
1

2 MR. RAWSON: I will withdraw it.

() 3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Let's see if I understand your question.

4 You had a witness speaking to seismic matters?

5 MR. THOMAS: Right.

6 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I am trying to remember whether any

7 member of the group that participated in this assessment

8 of external events was privy to that testimony; and I

9 believe the answer is no but I am not certain.
10 BY MR. THOMAS:

11 Q Well, that includes exactly the question.

12 And I take it no member of the group was here when
'

([]) 13 Dr. Woodard testified with regard to seismology?i

14 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I believe that is correct.

15 Q With regard to sabotage, was any member of the group here

16 during the testimony of Mr. Roulo on behalf of the

i 17 Applicant regarding sabotage?

18 A (WITNESS HULMAN) My recollection is that one of the

19 people consulted on these conclusions may have been privy

20 to that testimony.

21 Q You mean the prefiled testimony or the testimony in at the

22 hearing?

23 A (WITNESS HULMAN) May I consult with Mr. Wohl for_a

24 moment?

25 Q Sure.

()
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1 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It's possible that the Staff did know of

2 that testimony but I can't say for certain.

() 3 JUDGE SMITH: I think you have an ambiguous

4 state of affairs here now.

5 MR. THOMAS: I do, too. I am going to go back.

6 BY MR. THOMAS:

7 Q By that were you referring to the prefiled testimony or

8 the testimony before the Board or both?

9 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Both.

10 MR. THOMAS: Does that clear up the ambiguity

11 that the Board was concerned with?

12 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, but it just replaces it with

() 13 curiosity, how that came to pass.

14 Do you understand that Mr. Roulo testified here in

15 camera in a confidential hearing and that --

16 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I understand that; but the extent to

17 which that testimony and other testimony on sabotage in

18 this case was considered by the individual consultant in

19 coming to these conclusions is not clear in my mind. I

20 simply don't know.

21 I can identify the individual on the Staff that was

22 consulted.

rs 23 JUDGE SMITH: You are talking about the
U

24 corrections which have been made since the testimony was

25 prepared?
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1 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That is correct.

2 BY MR. THOMAS:,

| ()
3 Q Oh, you are? You are talking about the Page 4 corrections'

4 now?

5 A- (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

6 Q Well, let me get back to what I was asking.

7 I take it that you cannot testify here under oath

8 that these matters weren't taken into consideration, is

9 that right, because you --

10 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I don't know.
'

!

11 Q Right, all right. Isn't the qualitative analysis that was

12 made of these external events deficient, at least to the

() 13 extent that it fails to take into account testimony

14 proffered on behalf of the Intervenor League?

i 15 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I do not believe that the qualitative

16 testimony is deficient.

17 Q Why?

18 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Because what the qualitative testimony

19 attempts to do is identify generically what the

20 uncertainties are associated with such events; and I don't

21 think that direct testimony on the subject is likely to

22 shed much like numerically on such estimates.

! (} 23 It could very well shed light on qualitative

24 judgments but based upon general statements by the

25 Commission and the Staf f of the Commission, it's unlikely
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O
1 that the testimony could have shed any numerical light on

2 it that would allow us to make quantitative judgments oon

3 the subject.

4 Q Well, maybe this is unfair characterization. I am trying,

5 to understand exactly what you are saying and if it's

| 6 unfair, tell me so.
1
'

7 Are you saying that testimony regarding the site

8 specific seismic conditions is'not relevant or important

9 to the qualitative judgment made by Staff regarding

10 external events?
,

11 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No, I am not saying that it's not
i

12 relevant. I think any testimony on site specific

() 13 conditions or earthquakes, seismology or any other kind of

I 14 external event is very relevant in terms of quantifying

15 the probability and consequences of severe reactor
'

16 accidents from such events, the Staff generally believes

17 it's beyond the state of the art to do so with much

i 18 confidence at all.

19 Q So because it's beyond the state of the art to quantify in

20 the judgment of Staff, then it's not necessary to know

21 site specific considerations?

22 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It's necessary to know site specific

23 considerations for design, for determining design bases,

24 very important.

25 That's what our SER is all about, that's what our

O
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1 design criteria is all about, that's what our standard

2 review plan and many of our regulatory guides are all

C'
3 about.

4 In terms of quantifying the probabilities of severe

5 accidents from such events, we believe the probabilities

6 are not easily or well-quantifiable. That's not quite

7 good English, but I think you understand what I mean.

8 Q Okay. Well, if the Applicant meets the design base

9 criteria, then does the Staff analysis or judgment go any

10 further beyond that or does that end the question?

11 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I don't know what question you are
,

12 raising.

() 13 Q Well, the question of a consideration of accident risks

14 from external events.

15 A (WITNESS HULMAN) In terms of the safety of the plant, in

16 terms of whether adequate design has been incorporated in

17 the plant to cope with severe external events, if the

18 Applicant meets the appropriate standard review plan

19 criteria and the Regulatory Guide and the regulations

20 dealing with that subject, adequate safety has been

21 provided.

22 In terms of assessing the consequences of events
i

23 beyond the design bases, one can assess the consequences
[

24 but one can't quantify the risk unless one knows the

25 probability of the events; and th.e Staff doesn't believe

'
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1 that one can quantify those probabilities very well at

2 all.

O''
3 Q Okay. I think I understand.

4 What was the impetus for the changes on Page 4 of

5 the testimony?

6 A (WITNESS HULMAN) One primary impetus, clarification.

7 JUDGE SMITH: How did you become aware of the

3 need for clarification?

9 MR. THOMAS: I am sorry. I didn't realize he

10 was addressing a question to me.
,

11 JUDGE SMITH: No. I am addressing it to someone

12 on the panel.

() 13 MR. THOMAS: Okay.

14 JUDGE SMITH: How did you become aware that the

15 testimony had to be clarified?

16 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I was out of town at another hearing

17 when this testimony was finalized.

18 Last night when I read for the last time what had

19 been filed, I found that it did not convey the intent or

20 meaning that it should have conveyed.

21 JUDGE SMITH: Have you completed? Are you done?

22 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

23 JUDGE SMITH: Independent of the in-camera()
24 testimony?

25 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I am sorry. I don't understand.
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1 JUDGE SMITH: Independent of the testimony that

2 we have had here on sabotage?

O\- 3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Independent of that testimony.

4 JUDGE SMITH: So this is a consequence?

5 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Well, we have had testimony in

7 this hearing room about the likelihood of sabotage at the

8 plant and that's an issue, and suddenly you come to the

9 hearing room and you add that issue to your testimony and

10 we are just trying to figure out if ther. is a

11 relationship.

12 A (WITNESS HULMAN) To my knowledge, I did not know that you

() 13 had previous testimony on sabotage when I determined that

14 this was not adequate.
|

| 15 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.
i

| 16 BY MR. THOMAS:
|

17 Q If we have or if you have so little information regarding

18 external events, including sabotage, what is the basis for

19 the conclusion that the Staff's last estimate of accident

| 20 risks from external causes for Byron is in the range

21 predicted for Indian Point and Zion?

22 A (WITNESS HULMAN) You have made a statement and asked a

23 question. I think your statement is incorrect and I think

| s
24 I cannot answer your question as asked because we have

25 changed that portion of the testimony.
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1 Q All right. I am trying to integrate the questions into my

2 questions but it's a little difficulty, so go on.
O
\/ 3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) You asked the question but you made a

4 statement first that says -- that said words to the effect

5 that we know so little about external events, that's not

6 what I have previously said.

7 Q Well, you said you didn't know enough to make a

8 probabilistic assessment;;is that correct?

9 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That's correct. We know a great deal

10 about external events in terms of their causes and

11 consequences.'

12 What we do not know very well at all is the

() 13 probability of very severe events on the order of one

i 14 chance in a thousand or less. I have only been here less

i 15 than 50 years. We have records on some events that only

16 go back 50 years. Others we have records that go back a

17 couple of hundred years.

18 Estimating the probability of a severe earthquake or

19 a flood that has a likely hood of one chance in a thousand

20 or less than is pretty uncertain. We don't have the

21 experience to do so.

22 Q Well --

23 JUDGE SMITH: I --
)

24 MR. THOMAS: Excuse me, your Honor.

25 BOARD EXAMINATION

O
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1 BY JUDGE SMITH:

2 Q As I recall from another hearing in which I was a Board

() 3 member, we had Staff testimony that the figure ten to the

4 minus sixth or ten to the minus seventh as a safety

5 objective was applied by the Staff solely to external

6 events.

7 Have I restated enough from my memory to help -- to

8 ask you to articulate the correct question for me?

9 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Let me see if I can characterize what I

10 think you are driving at.

11 The Staff in the past for design basis assessments

12 has said that they would like to see each external events

() 13 design basis protect against a severe accident for events

14 more likely than one chance in a million. That is, we

15 want to protect the public from one in a million chance

16 earthquakes and floods and tornadoes and the like external

17 event.

18 That pushes the state of the art and there are some
.

'

19 people in the different technologies, seismology,

20 hydrology, meteorology and the like, which believe one

21 cannot make those estimates very well; but the Staff has

22 used that as a guideline.

23 JUDGE SMITH: On external events.
O_

24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) On external events for design purposes.

25 For PRA's it would be necessary to hypothesize

O
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1 events with even less likelihood and we just don't believe

2 that you can do it very well at all.,

f~%'

( \_/ 3 BY JUDGE SMITH:
.

4 Q So on a particular design basis consideration by

5 engineering judgment, you can, you believe, quantify

6 sufficient to have a useful guideline as compared to a PRA

7 - for an entire plant?

8 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Staff is divided on the subject. It

9 depends on what the specific event is.

10 In the area of meteorology with tornadoes,

11 professionals in the field believe that one can quantify

12 the likelihood and magnitude of a tornado that has a

() 13 probability of one chance in a million.

14 In seismology, the professionals seem to be divided.

15 Some people believe that it is possible to estimate

16 probability of a severe earthquake with that accuracy,

17 trying to get at a one-in-a-million event.

18 In hydrology, it is also -- the community is also

19 divided.

20 In sabotage the community doesn't seem to be

21 divided. The community seems to have a collective

22 consensus that one cannot estimate the likelihood at all.

{} 23 Q Because of the human aspects of it?

24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Principally because of the human aspect.

25 So the collective judgment of the different
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1 technical communities involved in external events doesn't

2 seem to exist with -- there doesn't seem to be any

'

3 collective judgment.

4 MR. THOMAS: Well -- I am sorry. Are you --

| 5 JUDGE SMITH: No. That is fine.

6 BY MR. THOMAS:

7 Q I am trying to understand the statement on Page 4. You

8 say, "For Zion, the Licensee" -- meaning Commonwealth

9 Edison; right?

10 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Right.

11 Q - "has submitted a probabilistic risk assessment which

12 indicates external events can be significant contributors

() 13 to risk." Right?4

14 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Correct.

15 Q Now, I take it from what you have just told Judge Smith

16 that the Staff does not feel collectively or there is not

17 a consensus that this is a reliable assessment?

18 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I am having trouble with the word

19 " reliable.",

20 Q Well, let me put the question of, you know, if

21 Commonwealth Edison can do it, why can't the Staff do it?

22 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Anybody can make a numerical estimate.

(]) 23 Q Right. But the question is its reliability; is that it?

24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Its reliability, its accuracy and its

25 use.
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1 Q Well, what is the Staff judgment on Com Ed's PRA for Zion?

2 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That the Licensee, Commonwealth, made an

b'3 3 estimate from the risks of external events; and I have

4 attempted to characterize that quantification in the text

5 of this testimony; that is, that the risks from external

6 events are estimated by Commonwealth to be approximately

7 ten times those from internal events.

8 Q Do you think that that estimate is reliable?

9 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No.

10 Q When you say -- I mean does that answer?

11 Are you speaking for the Staff now ratner than just

12 your personal opinion?

() 13 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I am not speaking for the Staff. I am

14 giving you my professional judgment.

15 Q Now, you say for Indian Point evaluations by the Staff

16 also indicate significant risks due to external events.

17 The question is: What Staff evaluations went into

18 that conclusion or indication?

19 A (WITNESS HULMAN) A considerable number of Staff

20 evaluations of external events at Indian Point was

21 conducted, including some contractual work at Sandia

22 National Laboratories and by private consultants employed

(} 23 by Sandia Laboratory.

24 What is in the text of our testimony is what the

25 Staff has concluded that the risks from external events |

1

i

|
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O
1 could be 30 times as high.

2 Q Were any of those evaluations regarding Indian Point
A

' kJ 3 probabilistic risk assessments?

4 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes.

5 Q In the Staff judgment, if you can give such a judgment,

6 are those assessments reliable?

7 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I cannot give you the Staff judgment.

8 Staff has testified in the Indian Point proceeding that

9 the Staff generally agrees with the characterization.

10 Q Well --

11 A (WITNESS HULMAN) By the way, the Staff's testimony does

|
| 12 indicate the uncertainties associated with external events
| (m

(_) 13 at Indian Point are very large. The reliability of the

14 assessments has been questioned.

15 0 If a probabilistic assessment was made by the Staff or

16 under the egis of the Staff for Indian Point, why did the

17 Staff not make such an assessment for Byron?

18 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Two basic reasons. The first reason is

19 that such assessments have to be pretty site specific to

20 be effective. We couldn't use the earthquake history in

21 California to estimate the likelihood of an earthquake at

22 the Byron site very well. That is obvious.

23 Q Well, it's not so obvious, given some of the testimony in
[)

i 24 this case and that's why I laughed.

25 I am sorry. I apologized.
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1 All right. Must be site --

2 MR. GALLO: I take it counsel is withdrawing his

() 3 comments from the record?

4 MR. THOMAS: I will.

5 BY MR. THOMAS:

6 Q It must be site specific, okay.

7 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Secondly, there is no need dictated by

8 any guidance to the Staff or to the Applicant in this

9 particular case necessitating such an assessment.

10 Q When you say there is no need, you mean there is no

11 regulation requiring such?

12 A (WITNESS HULMAN) There is no regulation, policy or Staff

() 13 practice.

14 Q Well --

15 JUDGE SMITH: Are you witnesses in Indian Point,

16 too?

17 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I was not a witness at Indian Point but

18 I was at the hearing and a member of my Staff was a

19 principal witness at the hearing.

20 BY MR. THOMAS:

21 Q You say one of the reasons it was not done at Byron was

22 that such an assessment must be site specific?

23 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Correct.{])
24 Q How is that an objection to doing one for Byron or why is

25 that an objection, why couldn't it be site specific?.
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1 A (WITNESS HULMAN) One could be done. One has not been

2 done, but one was not required, either.

() 3 JUDGE SMITH: That still doesn't -- the opening

4 thread of your cross examination was, "if you could do one

5 at Indian Point and if you could do one at Zion, why not

6 Byron?"

7 MR. THOMAS: .Right.'

8 JUDGE SMITH: I think that that thread has been

9 lost.

10 MR. THOMAS: Okay. He gave me two reasons, and

11 one was he said there was no need because no regulation,

12 et cetera, requires it.

({) 13 The second one he says it has to be site specific.

14 That's what I am trying to explore why.
,

15 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I think it's easy to answer.

16 MR. THOMAS: The question is the same.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Why don't you give us -- in other

18 words of explanation, if that would be helpful.

19 MR. THOMAS: I don't mind.

20 JUDGE SMITH: You can explain the confusion that
|

--

21 A (WITNESS HULMAN) The Commission ordered an assessment of

22 the risks at Zion and Indian Point because of their

23 relatively high population density.

24 They did not order such an assessment at Byron.

25 BY MR. THOMAS:

(
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1 Q All right. But there was certainly nothing preventing

2 doing such an assessment?

C'/1 3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) We don't regulate by nothing preventing,s

4 asking the question. We follow practice, the regulations

5 and procedures.

6 Q So to answer my question, there was no reason why it

7 couldn't be done; is that correct?

8 A (WITNESS HULMAN) There is no reason why it could not be

9 done.

10 Q Thank you.
,

11 Well, since one could have been done for Byron, why

12 is the Staff's best estimate of accident risks from

() 13 external causes at Byron based upon Zion and Indian Point?

14 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I think I have done that once before.

15 Let me try again another way,

16 Zion and Indian Point are special cases. They have

17 operating licenses and in those particular cases because

18 of apparent concern over high population densities, the j

19 Commission asked the Staff and the licensees to assess in

20 detail the risks from those plants.

21 We have an interim policy statement that the StF.ff

22 uses to review risks at plants for which we will gr' ant

23 either construction permits or operating licenses. Zion
)

24 and Indian Point already have those licenses. Byron does

25 not.

.
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1 The policy statement that guides the Staff and

2 guides applicants for construction permits and operating

( 3 licenses does not require a detailed PRA.

4 JUDGE SMITH: Is it a question of the Commission

5 allocating the Staff resources where they believe the best

6 safety benefit will be?

7 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No, sir. The Commission made a specific

8 statement in June, 1980, not to require detailed PRA for

9 construction permit applications and operating license

10 applications.

11 It did ask for an assessment of risks that led to

12 PRA's for Zion and Indian Point, but they already had

() 13 their operating licenses. It's been almost a

14 plant-by-plant decision except for the interim policy

15 statement, where the Commission was fairly straightforwad

16 not requiring PRA's.

17 Q So the Staff estimate in this case was based upon Zion and

18 Indian Point, because you had PRA's for those sites and

19 none was required for Byron; is that correct?

[ 20 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Basically, yes.
!

21 Q Then you say that the Staff's best estimate of accident

22 risks from external causes could be higher than what has

23 been presented in the FES.
)

24 How much higher could it be?

25 A (WITNESS HULMAN) The supplemented testimony gives you the
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1 answer to that question. The testimony says, "less than a

2 factor of 100 higher."

( 3 BOARD EXAMINATION

4 BY JUDGE SMITH:

5 Q In your supplemental testimony, your reference to the risk

6 multpliers computed for Indian Point and Zion, those

7 multpliers being what? What is that?

8 A (WITNESS HULMAN) In the previous paragraph the thirdg

9 line from the bottom, the 30 higher for Indian Point and

10 in the next to the last line, ten times higher for Zion.

11 Q Those are the multpliers?

12 A Those are the multpliers.

() 13 Q Are those multpliers based on population?

14 A (WITNESS HULMAN) In part. There are substantial

15 differences in population density between Byron, Zion and

16 Indian Point, Zion and Indian Point being substantially

17 higher.

18 BY MR. THOMAS:

19 Q Do you know what external events were considered in the

20 design and Indian Point studies that are identical or
,

,

21 similar to external events which could produce accident

22 risks at Byron?

23 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I have trouble with the question.
)I

! 24 Q Okay. Let me try and put it this way.

25 Are there any external risks -- excuse me.
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1 Are there any external causes or events -- strike

2 that. Let me start over.
f'
''

3 Are there any external events that could occur at
,

4 Byron that were not considered in the Zion and Indian i

5 Point studies?

6 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I don't know, since a detailed

7 assessment of this plant and its site has not been done, I

8 can't answer your question.

9 Q okay.

10 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It's got to follow.
,

11 Q Pardon?

12 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It's got to follow.

(]) 13 Q Yes.

14 Do you know on what basis the Staff extroplated from

15 the Zion and Indian Point studies to arrive at its best

16 estimate in this case?

17 MR. RAWSON: Objection. I don't think there has

18 been testimony, Judge, that the Staff extroplated from

19 Indian Point.

| 20 MR. THOMI.S: Judge, the testimony indicates the

21 Staff best estimates of accident risks from internal and

22 external causes exclusive of sabotage and based upon what

23 has been learned at Zion and Indian Point.
)

24 Now, based -- you know, in some way it seems from

25 the testimony in some way the Zion and Indian Point

i
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1 studies perform the basis for the Staff's best estimate in

2 this case. That's what I am trying to determine.
.

3 MR. RAWSON: My point, Judge Smith, is perhaps a

4 quibble as we have used the points here, but I am

5 concerned about the form of the question as it uses the

6 term extroplate. It is my understanding that the term,

7 extroplate, may be a term of art in this area and I don't

8 want us drawing assumptions from the use of that term here

9 that have not been substantiated by the record and by the

10 testimony of these witnesses.

11 MR. THOMAS: Well, I am not led to the word

12 extrapolate.

() 13 With the Board's permission, I will withdraw the

14 question and put another one.

15 BY MR. THOMAS:

16 Q How were Zion and Indian Point studies used to arrive at

17 the best estimate of accident risks in this case?

18 A (WITNESS H'JLMAN) Engineering judgment. No site specific

19 information, no detailed PRA of this particular reactor

20 and its associated external event risks.

21 Q When you say engineering judgment, do you mean somebody

22 said, "Well, here is Zion and here is Indian Foint and I

rS 23 can think of no reason why Byron is any different?" Or
(J

24 significantly different?

25 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Significantly different.
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r
1 Q But otherwise that's a fair description of the process?

2 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes, and it was generally a consensus
O
'/ 3 among the professionals that deal in external events and'-

4 accident risk assessments on the Staff.

5 Q Okay. Thank you.

6 BOARD EXAMINATION
,

7 BY JUDGE SMITH:

8 Q In your statement there on Page 4, supplemented, the

9 language, "What has been learned at Zion and Indian

10 Point," that was a quote, in reference to the PRA's for

11 those plants --

12 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Yes, sir.

() 13 Q But did I understand you to say, however, earlier in your

14 cross examination testimony that you do not believe that

15 the PRA at Zion produces reliable results?

16 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That is correct. Somebody made an
4

17 estimate.

18 Q Okay. So --

19 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Go ahead.

20 SY MR. THOMAS:

21 Q In Answer 7 on Page 5, you indicate that the Staff is

22 undertaking the development of a program plan for

rg 23 improving the capability of external events PRA
V

24 methodology.

25 Can you tell me what that program plan consists of?
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O
1 A (WITNESS HULMAN) It hasn't yet been developed.

2 Q Well, it's expected to be completed by early summer, 1983;
() 3 is that correct? '

4 A (WITNESS HULMAN) That's correct.

5 Q Do parts of the plan exist?

6 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No, sir.

7 Q None of it?

8 A (WITNESS HULMAN) The first meeting of the principals,

9 which I missed, was today. .

10 Q Do you know whether this plan will be applied to Byron as

11 it becomes available?

12 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No.

(]) 13 Q Do you have an opinion on the subject?

14 A (WITNESS HULMAN) If the plan is successful, I believe

15 that eventually every reactor will be considered with

16 respect to risks from external events.

' 17 I have no idea when, but I believe, if successful,

18 such will be done.

19 Q What would be the consequences in such an event if it were

20 determined that the accident risk of external events or

21 from external events were unacceptably high?

22 MR. RAWSON: I am sorry, Judge.

| 23 Mty I have the question re-read, please?

24 JUDGE SMITH: Please.

25 (The question was thereupon read by the
fm
V
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1 Reporter.)

2 MR. RAWSON: Thank you.

b'd 3 (WITNESS HULMAN): May I answer?

4 JUDGE SMITH: There is no objection.

5 A (WITNESS HULMAN) Okay. Much the same thing that has

6 happened with the Staff evaluation and the licensee's

7 evaluation at Indian Point. Fixes would be made, both by

8 design changes -- construction is what I mean by " fixes" --

9 both by the licensee and at the request of the Staff.

10 That has happened at Indian Point.

11 I anticipate the same thing to happen at other

12 reactors, including Byron.

([) 13 BY MR. THOMAS:

14 Q In your opinion, is it likely that the fixes would be more

15 expensive to implement after an operating license had been

16 granted as opposed to before an operating license were

| 17 granted?

18 MR. GALLO: Objection. The question calls for

19 speculation on behalf of the witness.

20 It's an unfair question, to boot, because the

21 witness has been given no clue as to what kinds of changes

22 and fixes are in the mind of Mr. Thomas when he asks the

23 question.{}
24 MR. THOMAS: This is not even counsel's witness,

25 let alone being the --
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1 JUDGE SMITH: Well, he is bound by the answers,

2 however. They will all be part of the record upon which
,

O 3 his client's fortunes rest. He has the standing to make

4 the objection.

5 MR. THOMAS: Well, I still think that is a

6 matter for the witness as opposed to counsel for the

7 Applicant.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Can you answer the question as it

9 was --

10 A .(WITNESS HULMAN) I think I would have to-speculate.

11 There would be some kinds of design changes and

12 fixes that would be more expensive and there may be some

() 13 that are less.

14 MR. THOMAS: I think that is a fair answer under

15 the circumstances.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, except we don't normally

17 favor pure speculation as a basis for our decisions.

18 MR. THOMAS: I understand; but somehow it seems

19 that some element of that creeps into this, into this

20 hearing, dealing, as we are, with the subjects.
i

21 BY MR. THOMAS:

22 Q Can you tell me: What was the cost of the fixes at Indian

23 Point and what the fixes were that were implemented there?()
24 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I cannot tell you what the costs were.

25 I am aware of a couple of fixes in detail. The
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1 remainder I don't remember.

2 Q Can you briefly describe the fixes that you do remember?
O
\/ 3 A (WITNESS HULMAN) There was a seismic design fix on one of

4 the units at Indian Point, because of an apparent

5 inadequacy in design with respect to the control room and

6 the control room walls and ceilings. A very severe

7 earthquake might cause a failure of the control room

8 ceiling and lead to a severe release.

9 Some design changes and improvements in the

10 structural capability of the control room building were

11 made.

12 The procedural fix was a procedure to reduce the

() 13 likelihood and consequences of a hurricane-induced core

14 melt, a procedural fix in the way of providing for

15 shutdown of the reactor well in advance of a hurricane,

16 cooling that reactor down and providing for emergency

17 procedures to keep the core cooled should the hurricane

18 strike the plant were imposed at Indian Point.

19 Q Okay. Now, referring to Page 7, Answer 10 -- I guess this

20 would be Mr. Wohl -- it states there that the fault

21 tree / event tree approach, coupled with an adequate data

22 base, is the best available tool with which to quantify

23 the accident probabilities associated with nuclear
[}

'

24 reactors; is that right?

25 A (WITNESS WOHL) That's right.

i
|
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O
1 Q Are you familiar with any of the following methodologies

2 d~eveloped in the aerospace field over the past 15 years:
A
kJ

3 First of all, probabilistic design analysis?

4 A (WITNESS WOHL) Not specifically.

5 Q Propagation of error techniques?

6 A (WITNESS WOHL) If you are asking me whether I am familiar

7 in the sense of being a user or just having heard of that,

8 I have heard about it but I am not a user.

9 Q I am speaking of user, because I will ask you some

10 follow-up questions which you couldn't answer if you had

11 just heard of it.

12 So you are not familiar as a user with --

() 13 A (WITNESS WOHL) That's correct.

14 Q Okay. What about reliability estimation from small sample

15 sizes?

16 A (WITNESS WOHL) No, I am not a user of that.

17 Q And what about malfunction simulation models?

18 A (WITNESS WOHL) No.

19 Q Is it fair to say that nobody on the panel is familiar

20 with any of these methodologies?

21 A (WITNESS HULMAN) I think there is some familiarity with

22 some of the methodologies.

r'T 23 I for one have used error propagation methodology in
V'

24 one context or another. Okay?

25 Q Well, do you feel qualified to compare that method with
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1 the fault tree approach?

2 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No. I have not done such.

() 3 Q Okay. Does anybody on the panel feel qualified to compare

4 any of those methodologies with the fault tree approach?

5 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) No.

6 A (WITNESS WOHL) No.

7 A (WITNESS HULMAN) No.

8 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) No.

9 Q With regard to the WASH-1400 Study, you discussed the

10 application of that to a prototype pressurized water
,

11 reactor at survey; is that right?

12 A (WITNESS WOHL) Yes.

() 13 Q You, of course, were here this morning when we went

14 through these raatters with Mr. Levine.

15 Ir your opinion, is the Surry PWR comparable to the

16 Byron PWR's for these purposes?

17 A (WITNESS WOHL) For these purposes, I think that it's

18 adequate in terms of making an adequate representation of

19 the event sequences that we use to represent possible
|
|

20 events occurring.

21 Q You would agree that Byron has a different design basis

22 than Surry and operator training and various other

23 different features?
[)

24 A (WITNESS WOHL) I don't understand what you mean by "a

25 different design basis."

|
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1 Q Well, Surry is a three loop, for example, and Byron is a

2 four loop, isn't it?

3 A (WITNESS WOHL) That doesn't mean the design basis is

4 different. It means the design is different.

! 5 Q The basic design is. All right.

6 I am not going to go through all of that again.

7 Directing your attention to Page 9, Answer 12, which

8 I guess is the of Mr. Newberry.

9 Regarding your discussion of the precursor study, do

10 you feel that that is applicable to Byron, since large

11 reactors like Byron have only 10 years of operating

12 experience?

() 13 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Excuse me. What is applicable?

j 14 Q The precursor study -- the results from the precursor

15 study, I guess.

16 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) The results of the precursor study are --

17 Q What you discuss in the answer there.

18 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) -- only are applicable to plants
|

| 19 operating between 1969 and 1979, which Byron was not one
|
'

20 of.
I

21 Q So I guess, then, your answer would be that it's not

22 applicable?

23 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) I would give a qualified answer.()
24 I think the -- I discuss in my answer to Question 13

25 why the estimates are certainly different.

|
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1 However, I think there is information in the

2 precursor study that -- you know, what caused precursors,
O\/ 3 what sequence dominated precursor study; that those

4 sequences would be, in some sense, applicable to Byron.

5 Q Okay. But the frequency of severe core melt -- excuse me.

6 The frequency of severe core damage accidents, those

7 estimates would not?

8 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) That's right. I would say that

9 frequency of severe core damage, as calculated by the

10 precursor study, is not really applicable to a plant like
,

11 Byron.

12 MR. THOMAS: Excuse me a moment, your Honor.

() 13 BY MR. THOMAS:

14 Q Directing your attention to the same answer, could you

15 expand a little more on what you mean by the sentence, "We

16 do not differentiate between severe core damage and core
,

17 melt in this testimony since analyses have not been

18 refined to differentiate the fraction of core melt events

19 that may terminate at severe core damage?";

l

20 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Yes. I think the testimony of Mr.
'

21 Levine previously covered this in some detail.

22 Q Okay. Well, that's -- I thought he did differentiate it.

23 MR. RAWSON: Excuse me. Has the witness

24 finished with his answer?

25 It seemed to me that was a lead in to something
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1 broader.

.

2 MR. THOMAS: I wasn't trying to cut him off..

3 Please finish your answer.

4 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) (Continuing.) I was only saying here

5 that there certainly is a difference -- okay? -- between
.

'

6 severe core damage and what is termed to be a core melt as

7 used in probabilistic risk assessments.

8 I did not -- I used -- I made a comparison of the

9 severe core damage frequency in the precursor study with
i
'

10 core melt estimates, if you will, in WASH-1400.

11 MR. THOMAS: I am sorry. Does that complete

12 your answer?

() 13 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): Yes.i

14 JUDGE. SMITH: Are you saying you used the two

15 terms in the same sense that Mr. Levine used them?

16 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): Well, yes, sir. I think

! 17 the definitions that he gave for severe core damage and

I

|
18 core melt were correct and I would agree with that.

19 The precursor study calculates a frequency of severe

i
20 core damage.

21 Now, given a severe core damage, the conditional

22 probability of -- beyond that of proceeding to a severe

23 core melt, where the entire core melts through the vessel{)
24 and challenges the containment, I don't know what that is.

i 25 That's being looked at.

()
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1 I did not, in this testimony, go into that in any

2 detail.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Proceed.

4 BY MR. THOMAS:

5 Q How does this relate to WASH-1400?

l 6 MR. RAWSON: I object to the form of the
~

7 question.4

8 Unless we can have some sort of specificity to what

9 this refers to, the witness is not going to be able to,

10 obviously, answer that.

11 MR. THOMAS: It refers to the distinction that

12 we just discussed in your preceding answer.

() 13 MR. RAWSON: Thank you.

14 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): I guess I should make sure

15 I understand.

16 This is the diffferentiation between severe core

17 damage and --

18 MR. THOMAS: Right.

19 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): Would you please restate

20 the question? I am still confused.

21 BY MR. THOMAS:

22 Q The question is: How does this relate to WASH-1400, this

|
23 distinction that you are drawing or that you discuss?

\
24 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Well, simply that WASH-1400 calculates

( 25 the date frequency of core melt rather than severe core
,
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i

1 . damage. ;
4

2 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me. Before we get too far

( 3 away from this point and my question, Mr. Levine, I wonder

4 if you would look at Page 9 and A 12 and tell us in your

5 . view if you used the terms in response to Dr. Cole's
1

6 questions in the same sense that you believe that Mr.

7 Newberry has used it?

8 MR. LEVINE: I agree that, if he accepts my
,

9 definitions, his descriptions are correct --

10 JUDGE SMITH: Are correct.

11 MR. LEVINE: -- his descriptions of the

12 frequencies.

() 13 JUDGE SMITH: I don't mean the frequencies. The
'

14 use of the words, " severe core damage and core melt."
,

15 I heard the testimonies of the two gentlemen to

16 actually reverse the use of the terms.

17 MR. LEVINE: I thought he said he accepted my
i

18 definitions.

19 JUDGE SMITH: I am asking: Do you accept his

20 definition?-
,

21 MR. LEVINE: Well, I haven't heard him define

22 them.

23 JUDGE SMITH: I was referring you to Answer 12

24 on Page 9.
,

25 MR. LEVINE: I am looking.

O
l
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1 He has not defined them.

2 (WITNESS NEilBERRY): That is correct.

3 May I try again, Judge?

4 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

5 MR. GALLO: Excuse me, your Honor.

6 Is the Board question that Mr. Newberry says in his

7 answer that he doesn't differentiate between the two

8 terms? Does that cause the confusion?

9 JUDGE SMITH: No. The confusion I have is that

10 he says a core-melt event may terminate at severe damage,

11 implying that others may not.

12 MR. LEVINE: I think, if I may -- may I try to

() 13 clarify that, Judge?

14 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, sir.

15 MR. LEVINE: I think what he is saying is that

16 some fraction of accident sequences that might proceed to

17 core melt could, in fact, be terminated before core melt

18 and result in core damage.

19 So the ideal --

20 JUDGE SMITH: That's exactly right. That is;

[
' 21 where I think --

22 MR. LEVINE: It's sort of a misnomer to call

23 them core-melt sequences. He should talk about accident-)
24 sequences which, if allowed to proceed to their end

25 procedure, result in core melt. It could be terminated-
,
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1 before that point and result in core damage. In one reads

2 it that way, that might clarify it.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Did you want to comment?

4 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): No, sir. I think that was

5 pretty well stated.

6 JUDGE SMITH: All right, thank you.

7 MR. THOMAS: May I proceed, your Honor?

8 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, please.

9 BY MR. THOMAS:

10 Q All right. Would it be accurate to say then, in your

11 estimation, that the precursor study never -- did not

12 estimate the frequency of the worst-case scenario; that

() 13 is, a core melt as opposed to core damage? Would you

14 agree with that?

15 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Well, I would say it this way: The

16 precursor study is dominated by the Three Mile Island

17 accident, the frequency calculated in the precursor study.
,

18 Q Which was core damage as opposed to core melt?

19 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Which was core damage as opposed to,

20 core melt; that is correct.

21 Now, using the methodology that Mr. Levine outlined,
|

22 they calculated probabilities of proceeding beyond a

23 precursor, approaching a severe core damage, or, perhaps,

24 a core-melt state; in that sense beyond the precursor.

25 I don't believe they differentiate to severe core

() '

|
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1 damage or core melt.

2 Perhaps the sequence could be terminated, with some

3 recovery, at severe core damage, but that refinement, I

4 don't believe, is made in the precursor study.

5 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Excuse me, Mr. Thomas. May I

6 inject something here?

7 MR. THOMAS: Sure, Judge.

8 BOARD EXAMINATION

9 BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:

10 Q I have trouble with that sentence, " Differentiate," and

11 for completeness -- this is your answer to Question 12,

12 which appears on Page 9, and it's the sentence that begins

O is atout =1away, watca eterte. "we ao not attrerentiete." eae

14 so forth. It's the second use of the word

| 15 " differentiate."

16 Differentiate what from what? A (WITNESS NEWBERRY)

17 The second differentiate?

18 Q Yes. Differentiate a fraction of core-melt events that

19 may terminate at severe core damage, differentiate that

20 from what?

21 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) A fraction of core melts that may

22 terminate at severe core damage as compared to the

p 23 core-melt c<ents that don't terminate at severe coreb
24 damage but proceed to a core melt, which-would ultimately

25 challenge the containment safeguard systems, potentially;
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1

( .
'

1 lead to a large release.

2 Q Are these events that may terminate at severe core damage
("i
() 3 potential core-melt events but something else happens

4 before the melting actually occurs?

5 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) Yes, sir.

6 At Three Mile Island the operator eventually shut

7 the blocked valve and stopped the LOCA and initiated

8 injection of water into the system and eventually entered

9 a more stable condition and did not proceed to a full core

10 melt.

11 BOARD EXAMINATION

12 BY JUDGE COLE:

(]) 13 Q My problem with that is: It was not a core-melt event

14 then?

15 A (WITNESS NEWBERRY) That's correct.

16 Q So it's the fraction of events that may terminate at

17 severe core damage, not the fraction of core-melt events?

18 JUDGE CALLIHAN: That's the reason why I want to

19 put the word " potential" in, the fourth to the last line,
,

!
20 preceding core melt, "The fraction of potential core-melt'

21 events that are

22 terminated by or terminate at severe core damage.
;

23 Does that word " potential" help any?

24 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): Yes, sir.

25 I think just my practice called multiple failure

O
,
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O
1- proceedings or core melts. They are just frequently

2 called core-melt events, but in this case, being more

3 specific, I think the word " potential" helps.

4 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Levine..

5 MR. LEVINE: May I just suggest an addition?
.

]
6 The word " event" is changed to " accident sequences," ,

7- so we have " potential core melt accident sequences," then

8 it would be very clear in reading. That's the point I

I
9 made earlier.

10 JUDGE SMITH: That was the ambiguity that led me

11 to believe the terms were being reversed in the differing

i 12 testimony.

| (]) 13 MR. LEVINE: Exactly.

14 JUDGE CALLIHAN: If we look ht it --

15 JUDGE COLE: Would you adopt that change, Mr.
i

16 Newberry?

17 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): Let me read it.,

i
'

18 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Let me ask one thing first.

19 Then would it help to say, " Potential core melt

20 accidents that are terminated at severe core damage?"

1 21 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): Yes. Once you put in the

22 " potential," I think the "may" can become an "are," and I

23 would agree.
)

! 24 MR. THOMAS: Would you read the sentence now --

25 JUDGE SMITH: What we will want, when this is

()
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()
1 all done, not only for him to read the sentence, but to

2 retrieve the actual testimony and make the change, write

(
3 the change in the testimony. -

4 MR. THOMAS: I think it would be a good idea if

5 we did that with Page 4, too, because it's very difficult

6 to read.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Page 4 is already -- that has

8 already been done with respect to Page 4.

9 MR. THOMAS: In typed form?

10 JUDGE SMITH: No, no. In handwritten form.

11 MR. THOMAS: Okay. Well, you --

12 JUDGE SMITH: If you would like to ponder the

() 13 actual language you want, maybe we can take a break.

14 We will be breaking promptly at 5: 00 this evening.

15 Maybe we will take a few minutes to give you a

16 chance to really think about it and then we can make sure

17 it's accurate and just the way you intend the testimony to

18 be.

19 MR. THOMAS: Do you want to do that now?

20 JUDGE SMITH: Well, whatever time he needs. I

21 just want him to have all the time he needs to do it

22 carefully and be precise in the way he wants it.

23 (WITNESS HULMAN): We would suggest we bring it
)

24 in in the morning.

25 JUDGE SMITH: The problem is, the testimony.will
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1 be brour,ht in tonight.

2 If you need that time, we will just mark on the

3 testimony.

4 (WITNESS HULMAN): He says he can do it right

5 now.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

7 MR. GALLO: Your Honor, perhaps a short recess

8 woulc help him.

9 JUDGE SMITH: All right. We will take a few

10 minutes.

11 MR. THOMAS: Judge, do you want to just recess

12 for the evening? It's 10 to 5: 00 now.

() 13 I am not going to finish.

14 JUDGE SMITH: There is no reason why we have to

15 come back. I think we have a comfortable amount of time

16 and we should be able to finish up tomorrow.

17 MR. THOMAS: No question.

18 JUDGE SMITH: Except that the parties -- when he

19 makes his correction, the parties should have an

20 opportunity to approve the corrections so that we all can

21 address it.

22 Are you ready for it now?

/ 23 (WITNESS NEWBERRY): No, sir.,

1 24 JUDGE SMITH: Except for this, let's adjourn,

25 and if we have to go back on the record, we will; but we
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0 1 will meet tomorrow, then, at 9: 00 A. M.
,

2 MR. THOMAS: Thank you.

([) 3 (Whereupon at 4:50 P. M., the hearing in

4 the above-entitled matter was recessed, to

5 reconvene at 9: 00 A. M. on Wednesday,

6 March 16, 1983.)
,
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